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ou've waited in the rain, paid your seven bucks,
bought your real buttery -flavor popcorn and snagged
thbest seat in the house. When somebody decides to sit
in the second best seat in the house.
You know, of course, the solution is to create the ultimate
theater in your home. And as anyone will tell you, a truly

moving theater experience is built around sound even more
than the picture. But not just any sound. Parasound.
You see, we've built our company around the notion that a

P/SP- 1000 Dolby Pro Logic Surround Processor. This is what
the home theater wand has been waiting for. The latest in surround
technology using the very finest audio components and circuitry.
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HOME THEATER IS RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOU.

person shouldn't have to spend a fortune to hear the finest that
technology has to offer. And now that we've applied that principle to home theater, the cinematic experience will never be
the same. Just look at our remarkable new Dolby Pro Logic®
Surround Processor. It combines a high -end preamplifier with
all the features that even the most fervent audiophile turned
movie buff could ever want. We also offer the widest variety of
THV-certified and six channel amplifiers available, as well as
the most powerful and most accurate subwoofer on the planet.

So to hear audio that's well above the crowd, head to your
nearest Parasound dealer or authorized custom installer. And
let someone else deal with the spud with the big head.

PARASOUND
affordable atdio for the critical listener

Parasound Products, Inc. 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111
415-397-7100 Fax 415-397-0144

If it looks like a B&W 801
it must be a B&W 805.
The B&W Matrix 805 is a direct descendant of
the highly acclaimed B&W Matrix 801.
Which explains why you'll find many of the
801's ground -breaking technical innovations
in a monitor at a fraction of its size and price.
For starters, the B&W 805 shares the 801's
celebrated Matrix enclosure. Each cell acts
as a miniature anechoic chamber to diffuse
excess out -of -phase energy. The result?
Unsurpassed stereo imaging, low cabinet distortion, and solid sound.
Like the 801, the Matrix 805's bass/midrange drivers are made of Kevlar - to eliminate
resonance and minimize coloration, especially
in the mid -range band. Even the aluminum
dome tweeter is identical to the one used in
the B&W Matrix 801, the loudspeaker used to
monitor more than 80% of the world's classical recordings.
Plus, because we design every component
of the Matrix 805 and make all our own drivers, voice coils, and crossover networks, you
can rest assured the 805 is built to stand the
test of time.
For the name of a B&W dealer near you,
call 1-800-370-3740. And hear how much the
compact B&W Matrix 805 has in common
with the legendary 801.

One speaker has won the prestigious
Speaker of the Year Award from

Audio/Video International for an unprecedented
seven years running - the B&W Matrix 801.

and sounds like a B&W 801,
Our commitment to flawless music reproduction is evident in

every loudspeaker we make. B&W's advanced engineering is
conducted at its famous Steyning Research Laboratory in Sussex,
England, where scientists and acoustic engineers pursue the quest

for perfection begun by founder John Bowers over 25 years ago.
The B&W Matrix 805 is a product of this relentless effort.
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Kevlar is a registered trademark of Dupont
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experienced that much business confidence
at a show for half a dozen years or so. I
only hope the enthusiasm grows.
You have probably seen reports about
the two competing forms of digital
videodisc (DVD)-one from Sony and
Philips and the other from Toshiba and
Time Warner. At the WCES I saw the
Sony -Philips version; a split-screen
monitor had the DVD versus videotape,
then LaserDisc, and finally a D-1 digital
master tape. I thought that the D-1 had the
sharpest picture, and I noticed color shifts
between DVD and both videotape and
Attendance at the Winter Consume'
LaserDisc, though I couldn't say which was
Electronics Show (WCES) in Las
best. In other similar demonstrations in
Vegas this past January was over
the past, I have noticed telephone poles
103,000. This was year -on -year
jumping across the screen, but not here.
growth of more than 13% and a
In recent days, the Sony -Philips camp
31% jump from 1993, when
seems
to have given ground in the
attendance was about 78,500.
"discussions"
as to which DVD format is
I have discussed Summer CES politics in
preferable.
Some
in the trade press say that
earlier editorials. I suspect that show's
apparently
Sony
and
Philips feel it is
viability was questioned not because the
preferable
to
achieve
an industry -wide
WCES had come to be the only show we
format
consensus,
even
if it is for the other
needed, but rather because there were low
camp's
disc,
than
to
get
into a protracted
points in our industry's economy during
battle
in
the
marketplace.
the spring seasons of both 1993 and 1994.
While issues relating to manufacturing
Remember, hi-fi is a seasonal industry,
costs
are involved, I feel that the main item
with most sales occurring in the fall. The
of
concern
is the quality of the picture on
result was that hi-fi oriented dealers just
the
consumer's
screen. The more data
didn't go to the Summer CES, preferring to
capacity
each
disc
has, the easier it will be
reduce costs and tend to what business
to
achieve
high
quality;
this mitigates in
they had.
favor
of
the
Toshiba
-Time
Warner system.
On a related point, the usual pattern for
My
Wag
of
the
Show
Award
goes to Neil
the four -day versions of these shows has
Terk
for
his
comment,
"Revolutionary
been to have them on Thursday through
idea-equipment that actually works!"
Sunday, not on Friday through Monday, as
was the case this year. (We'll ignore the
three-day version last June.) We amateur
show -watchers have assumed that the show
people thought traffic would be light on
the last day, being a Monday. The theory
was, we believed, that the showgoers were
getting back to work in their stores as
quickly as possible. However, this year the
aisle -walkers were still there on the last day.
The most important thing from my
point of view was that the whole show had
a good atmosphere, as if to say that our
industry was back on a more sound
financial footing. Frankly, I have not
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PSB Speaker
A magnetically shielded
version of PSB's Alpha, the Alpha
SE is a compact two-way system
with high sensitivity (92 dB), a

WHAT'S NEW

61/2 -inch woofer, and a 1/2 -inch

poly -flare dome tweeter. A
narrow cabinet, flush tweeter
mounting, and a frameless,
bevelled -edge grille minimize
diffraction. The SE also features
five -way binding posts that can
accept up to 12 -gauge cable.
Finish is black -ash wood grain
or white; the white version
includes a white terminal cup.

*ow *nu 4ou
4

Price: $249 per pair. 11*III*11.*

Platinum Speaker
Both the dome tweeter and

For literature, circle No. 100

the 5 -inch woofer of
Platinum's Solo have alloy
diaphragms with butyl
rubber surrounds. A die-cast
aluminum back plate
incorporates the speaker
vent, acts as a heat -sink for
the steep (30- and 36 -dB/
octave) crossover, and houses
gold-plated bi-wire terminals.
Enclosure panels are of high density fiberboard, 11/2 to

M & K Subwoofer
The amplifier built into
M & K Sound's V-125
delivers 125 watts rms, with an
Active Headroom Maximizer
circuit to prevent clipping or
audible distress. In addition to
the upper roll -off, which can be
set anywhere from 50 to
125 Hz, the V-125 features a
36-dB/octave low-pass above
125 Hz, to minimize directional
cues in the woofer output. A
high-level, high-pass, 100 -Hz
filter for satellites uses bypass
capacitors for clearer sound.
The speaker weighs 52 pounds
and measures 151/4 inches wide

Ph inches thick. Standard
finish is satin rosewood with
piano black top and bottom;
other finishes are optional.
Price: $2,500 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 102

x 181/2 inches high x 201/4 inches

deep. Price: $695 each.
For literature, circle No. 101

t

Sanus Speaker Stands
The Euro Foundation stands,
from Sanus Systems, are built of
steel, with adjustable steel floor
spikes, rubber isolation pads,

and a concealed wire path; the
bases can be filled with sand or
shot to damp resonances and
improve stability. The stands
shown are the 16 -inch -tall EF16,
the 24 -inch EF24, and the EF32,

AUDIO/APRIL 1995
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which is adjustable from 28 to
40 inches high and whose angle
can also be adjusted. Prices:
EF16 and EF24, $79.99 per pair;
EF32, $99.99 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 103

We do not invent sound.
We invent the

machine

that

delivers it.
We can not improve
sound. Which is why
we choose
to simply

recreate it.

AZ

The way life sounds.
The new AR 303, 302, 338, 228, 208v & 218v loudspeakers. 1-800-969-AR4U.
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ciate this. Harvard University, with
one of the largest library systems in
the world, is systematically getting

ETC

EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

PAPYRUS VS.

THE FLOPPY DISK

rid of all its card files, and Nicholson
Baker, the author of the article in The
New Yorker, has been frantically try-

ing to find a way to preserve them.
Not much luck! There surely would
be enough to fill four warehouses
and 25 old New England barns, plus

maybe a covered stadium or two.
Even so...

Just think of the billions of

am freshly concerned about the
future of our historical record.

Yes, much faster, far greater capacity, and so on. You know the comput-

A number of disturbing new
evaluations, from outside audio, display several kinds of
sheer shock treatment unmis-

er story well enough. But what utter

takably aimed at audio (along with
other areas of technology). One article in Scientific American (January
1995) tosses out a detailed technical

quill pen, with extra information

When I was at Harvard, 10 dogs'

variously added over 'the years (perhaps even by recent typing) and with

ages ago, I was most unwillingly
forced to do some small music re-

a moderate and useful number of

search in the huge Widener Library.
You entered, looked in the acres of
card files, filled out a request slip (or
a number of them), and sat down to
wait. Three-quarters of an hour was

study of our present media in light of

the accumulating records of our
time, the means for continuity in our

civilization; phew, you will be
stunned if you have any interest in
us, all of us, some time beyond the
day after tomorrow.

Another, very different piece appeared in The New Yorker (April 4,
1994), one of those ultra -long articles that keeps you reading until 2:30
in the morning. This one, from a different angle altogether, concerns old-

fashioned library file cards. Wow,
what extraordinary quantities of information we are losing now, and at
an accelerating rate, simply by converting card files into computer files!
And tossing the cards out by the millions and billions.

idiocy in the process! In place of cen-

turies of intelligent data on the
cards-in pencil or 19th -century

cross references-the computer version not only omits all annotations
but gives you 58 or 129 or 1,001 supposed references, 95% of which are
totally useless.

What a mess.

hours of intelligence that went into
the gradual accumulation of all that
data, a record of civilization itself.
Take this to heart, you library users!
It's happening everywhere.

more or less to
be expected be-

WHAT EXTRAORDINARY
AMOUNTS OF INFORMATION

fore you were
called up and

ghastly stu-

WE ARE LOSING BY
CONVERTING CARD FILES

presented with a
book (or books),
maybe what you

pidity of this

INTO COMPUTER FILES!

wanted, maybe

You will have
to read the ar-

ticle to fully
appreciate the

sort of "histo-

not. I had one z

ry" in digital

absurd experience there that illustrates the basic a,

form, the very fabric of present civilization as the future will see it, and

much of it sheer nonsense, if readable at all.
Perhaps you need to be a librarian,

or a student or researcher, to appre-

AUDIO/APRIL 1995
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frustration, though in this case it was 4
my fault. I was doing a term paper on

"World" (i.e., European in those .2
days) Folk Music. My topic was Germany, and I requested a whole batch

the tr,
Mick.
at 4: glass.
teristi.
or 262,

cism,

the GE
If I h
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"Nothing less than a steal!"
-Robert Harley, Stereophile
There's something in this review of our
GDA-600 digital -to -analog converter that the

competition doesn't want you to see. Maybe
it's the fact that the GDA-600 makes digital
.1.110:1

formats sound richer and more musical. Or that
it has advanced 20 bit conversion architecture
Fig. Adcom GDA-600,
(top); de -emphasis e
channel dashed, 0.5dB

and a Class "A" analog output stage. But
what they really don't want you to see is that

the GDA-600 costs much less than you might
expect. For the full review see Stereophile,

Volume 17, No. 3, (March '94). Or, if your
copy has been stolen, give us a call.
Fig.2 Adcom GDA-600, cr
dashed, 10dB/vertica

ADCOM
details you can hear

Fig.3 Adcom GDA-604;

!kHz tone at -9
spuriae (A -0c
dashed).

Fig.4 Adcom GDA-600,
linearity (right than
2dB/vertical div.).

112

II Elkins Road, East Brunswick, N.1 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390 -1130 Fax: (908) 390-9152
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC., Montreal, Quebec (514) 344-1226

of volumes appropriately carded under the
heading of "Deutsche Volkslieder." Doesn't
that sound reasonably accurate? After the
usual lengthy wait, down came a stack of
big volumes from the stacks (we weren't allowed there) under that very .title. But in
thousands of pages, there was not one note
of music! You see, in German the term Lied
refers mainly to the writ-

Jiff? (Well, some of them used a numerical
base of 60, not our decimal. . . .) The real
difference is that one form has lasted thousands of years, and the other, with luck and
all sorts of elaborate reading equipment,

ahead as we now can go behind and come
up with readable past history. We are building further back at a dizzying pace, year by
year. Can our "forwardness" keep up?

fore its data can

Happily, I've done a lot of other recent
reading and looking back that heartens my
soul a bit, if only to show what miracles of
preservation have existed. Clay tablets and,
of course, all sorts of stone figures and ar-

ten word-the way poets

be read. That's

chitecture, and even wood, are obvious

in English refer to "song"
in their music -free writ-

where we are.

relics; paper, remarkably, came very early
and persists astonishingly with still -readable information. See National Geographic
for January 1995 on ancient Egypt and its
papyrus, extraordinarily durable in a dry
climate; a legible roll, some 130 feet long,

may be legible for a dozen years before obsolescence sets in and the restoration people have to restore "ancient" equipment be-

You might call
it a disastrous situation if you were

ings. ("Song of Myself" by

Walt Whitman? If there's
music to that, it definitely
is not his!) So I dumped
the big volumes into the
discard boxes and walked

so minded. It's
worse than that.

out of there in a state of

When I think history, both forward and reverse,

high dudgeon.
What might happen to-

I tend always to
intone the same

day (or tomorrow)? In
three minutes, maybe, I
would receive some sort of

printout announcing that

there are some 21,529
available references for
"Volkslieder"-and asking

TO EQUAL THE ABUNDANT

knell of doom:
"Given available

RECORDS OF OUR PAST,

regulated a.c." In-

ALL WE HAVE TO DO
IS SOLVE THE PROBLEMS

stead, what you

OF PERMANENCE.

eyesight. Virtually

me to please specify country, province, city, and other location with street and zone number for
each example desired, and to please wait for
a detailed listing. It could be 30 feet long,
I'll bet.

I don't mean to pick on Harvard, and
this is a purely fictitious example, of course,
but the fact is that the Harvard cards are go-

ing away and nobody is likely to stop the
mayhem. Also cards in most other big libraries. Only the little places that are too
poor to convert still hang on to their card
files, even if they might want to junk them
like everybody else. But don't! Keep them
even if you do convert.
Before this, I had not realized the nature

of the info now going into computerized
files. Libraries-public, academic, or private-are only a part of the picture, even if
you count the accumulating spreadsheet

must think about
in past history is

all the available
records were perceived, and whatever may remain of them
today, by the eyes. The good Lord has not
yet converted them to digital, let alone a.c.
operation.
Almost all past "messages" are indeed

codes of some sort-representations of
words, numbers, dates, concepts, symbols,
ideas. None of them can be appreciated by
the ears, the sense of smell, or that of touch.
But it is from this that we today have taken
off, uniquely since history began. We have
added mass duplication of many sorts for

I was surprised to find that in old Egypt
the scribes first learned a "cursive" script,
for business -type records, perhaps corresponding to our fast -departing longhand,
and then went on to hieroglyphics, used exclusively for sacred inscriptions, century after century. All this information can be decoded now with remarkable accuracy.

Then there is a (reproduced) page of a
Shakespeare sonnet, only a few hundred
years old but perfectly legible, almost as
new. You can read it yourself (Sci. Am.).

Will a floppy disk-such as these words
are being written upon-be readable in the

year 4050, the other direction from the
Egyptian? Or a mere 400 years, like the
Shakespeare? Alas, 95% of us couldn't care
less. It's entirely up to the few (as it always
has been, even in Egypt), the advanced and
creative technicians, to burden themselves
with "progress," later to become history.
As for me, left-handed non -touch -typist
that I am, I will stick to papyrus (paper) as a
backup for the impermanent and nonstan-

eyes. And we have added audio! The first re-

dard word -processor disk that is now my
lot. I've already been sunk into minor but

ally pervasive use of another sense to perceive the breadth of history-through millions of ears. Does this make you begin to

typical confusions, no help at all toward future history. I painfully learned to type onto
floppies for Audio's new desktop publishing

feel a little better?

equipment; my first effort turned out
blank. Incompatible. On a new and different machine, the letters were transferred
but minus spaces, paragraphs, or punctuation! Can you imagine it? Wrong conversion software. I'd hate to see my immortal
words goingdowninhistorylikethispage

the still -pristine eye to see-millions of

Don't forget that the very first known

All we have to do, to equal the abundant
records of our indispensable past, is to solve
the problems of permanence. And they are
huge, if we plan to, and hope to, continue

preserved records in more than one ancient

our civilization for more than that dozen

civilization were exact parallels to these,

years, the rough median estimate of current

that is, records of business transactions. On
clay tablets instead of hard disks. What's the

technology. Rather, let us say, we should
aim for 20 centuries or more. That's as far

records of, say, all the K -Mart and Wal-Mart
outlets in our land as a form of library.

was discovered a long while back and can be
read now, after more than 20 centuries.

AUDIO/APRIL 1995
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afterpagebutI'lltryagainandbetterluck
nexttime.
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ALL
BIPOLARS
ARE NOT
CREATED
EQUALL!

8 Critics' Choice Awards* and
5 Product of the Year Awards* in the past year alone,
and over 40 Awards since 1990 makes Paradigm
the number one choice for critical listeners!

"Stunning! PP

"Awesome!"

The Inner Ear Report on the bp,

- Audio Ideas Guide on the Eclipse/BP

THE ULTIMATE IN

Paradigm's spectacular bipolar
speakers are an engineering and sonic

BIPOLAR SPEAKERS

START AT AN

marvel! With years of design expertise
and our highly advanced R&D facility,
Paradigm engineers and acousticians

INCREDIBLE $499/EA.

set out to build the world's finest

These astonishing state-of-the-art
bipolar speakers combine exceptional
spaciousness, precise image placement,
superb timbrel balance, extraordinary
resolution, thunderous deep bass and
tremendous dynarr ics for absolutely
staggering realism!

bipolar speakers, regardless of cost!

The Paradigm Advantage
Bass/Midrange Drive Units:
) Diecast chassis with built-in heatsinks
(AVSr") air -flow ventilation system
Ventilated Apical f formers

C_Dmbine any of our bipolars with our
U tra-Clear center channels, amazing
ADP'" surrounds aid astounding
K.- powered subwoofers for the
at solute finest in home theater!

) Symmetrically -focused -field magnet geometry

High Frequency Drive Units:
) (PAL'") pure -aluminum convex domes
) Critically coupled diecast chassis
) Oversized damping chambers
) Oversized magnetic structures

The Critics Agree...

Cascade" Enclosures:
) Sophisticated cascade of interlocking, full
perimeter horizontal and vertical braces
I" thick MDF front and back baffles
) High velocity, low turbulence ports

Paradigm has achieved the highest

rPFeli C1011

standard of performance in bipolar
design. So don't settle for less, listen

to these sensational speakers today!

ENGINEERED FOR BETTER SOUND
Apt.' Is a trademark of DuPont

ALIDIOSTREAM. MPO BOX 2410. NIAGARA FALLS. NY 14302 (905) 632-0190
IN CANADA. PARADIGM ELECTRONICS INC.. 101 HANLAN RD., WOODBRIDC£. ON L4L 3P5 (905) 050-2059

* Sound&Vision Critics' Choice Awards
* Audio Video International Grand Prix Awards

ital Reference system last year. Ken -

ROAD

wood's KAC-R7 remote fits on the
steering wheel and changes volume,

IVAN BERGER

source, play mode, and station.
Panasonic has built recording capability into several CD and cassette
models, but not to tape programs off

CES NEWS

the air. Designed to record brief
items (such as directions to a destination or phone numbers), the system's microchip memory has only a
20 -second capacity. The recorder is
built into the removable faceplates of

Panasonic
00-R535:
A record
button?

the models involved; an auxiliary

Nakamichi 1000td:
Pure premium.
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power pack may someday allow you
to record messages when you're not
in the car.
Jensen showed two cassette players, the DF511 (reviewed this issue)
and DF521, with battery voltage indicators in their displays.

Several Pioneer head units now
have an enhanced version of ID Log-

ic, the system that uses a built-in

CD changer, the
CDX-P2000, uses
a Legato Link D/A
converter system like

that in Pioneer and
Elite home players.

database of station frequencies and
cities to identify stations and help
you find the ones broadcasting the
program formats you want. Earlier
ID Logic radios required manual entry of the car's exact location and direction of travel, plus manual updates after each change of direction,
before they could find the stations
you wanted. Pioneer's requires en-

iast year's Winter CES saw a

I noted a trend to
higher output voltages, to overcome cars' electrical

freshet of new car stereo ideas,
probably an outpouring of de-

noise. Alpine's new flagship CD Max
CDA-7939 has 4-V preamp outputs,

velopments bottled up during

Kenwood's KDC-PS900 is switch -

several years of slow business.

able between

Although audio innovations

2- and 4-V out-

took a back seat to car navigational

put, and the

MOST CAR STEREO

equipment at this year's WCES, there
were still refinements worth noting.

Eclipse ECD415 and ECD-

INNOVATIONS AT CES

In changers, the main trends are

416 have an

toward larger capacity (12 -disc play-

output of 2.7 V.

the stations it's

WERE AIMED MORE

AT CONVENIENCE THAN
AT ENHANCED SOUND.

In the past,

from Clarion, a 6+6 -disc, dual -magazine model) or smaller size (Alpine

remote controls
were mainly for

and Sony each claimed the world's
smallest six -disc models, Panasonic
claimed to be "among the smallest,"

passenger use; they're now becoming
handier for drivers. Sony's RX-2X5

disc model). At least one Kenwood
head unit, the KDC-PS900, can control two separate 10 -disc changers,
with both CD and MiniDisc changers to choose from. Premier's 12 -disc

Driver's Commander and Pioneer's
Smart Remote Control have shape differentiated controls that can be
told apart by touch, an idea that was
introduced in Sony's Mobile ES system a few years back and also embraced by Pioneer in its Optical Dig-
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and state; it then figures your exact
location, tracks your path from there

by comparing

ers from Pioneer and Premier and,

and Clarion claimed the smallest 10 -

tering only your original country

receiving to the
entries in its

database, and
then finds stations transmit-

ting the program format
you desire.

The Radio Data System (RDS),
which can be tied into ID Logic, is
making progress. Denon has been

pushing the system by making
equipment available to FM stations

and by producing home and car
equipment that can receive RDS.
At CES, Blaupunkt, Coustic, and
Kenwood also announced RDS

components. Moreover, the FCC has approved a new Emergency Broadcast System
using RDS; radios equipped for it will turn
themselves on when emergency messages
are received.

owners to pick a "key CD" that must be inserted to reactivate the player after its power has been cut off, originally worked only

"It's simple," said he. "You put speakers in
the driver's headrest, and make them 12 dB

with in -dash CD players. Now ESN will
work with CD changers connected to the

Of course, not even kids would do that voluntarily, so I've proposed a New York City
ordinance that such systems be mandatory

The fanciest car stereo with RDS that I
saw at CES was Blaupunkt's Berlin RCM

newest Eclipse cassette models.

303A, which has a map system. It has a five-

came from the indefatigable Prof. I. Lirpa,
who buttonholed me in my hotel's parking
lot as I left the Show. Now living in a New
York apartment, Lirpa is annoyed by car
stereos so loud that he can hear them, five
flights up, even with his windows closed.

tuner setup, with one tuner dedicated to
RDS and the other four working with the
four parts of an Audio Directional Antenna
phased array. The Berlin's RDS tuner will
work when the rest of the system is shut off,

The most public-spirited innovation

louder than any other speakers in the car.

in any car driven by a person under 25.
While I'm at it, I've also proposed a solution to unnecessary horn -blowing: Every

car should have not one, but two hornsthe second one just inches away from the

driver's ear. And this would apply to
grownups, too."

so you can get traffic bulletins you might
otherwise miss.
Head units with Dolby C noise reduction

were announced by Sony and Kenwood at
about $450 and by Nakamichi at $2,800.
(I've seen none with Dolby S NR yet.) As
you'd expect from its price, the Nakamichi
1000td is something special. It boasts such

HARRY..Everybody's Ta

1.111.

I Gress

The Lord Must Be In New "cr< City.

Personal Best

Wrhout "du. I The I Cocon_r (Song I
Spacemai. Girlfriend I frown "Tie
Courtship Of Eddie's F:theil

Nakamichi hallmarks as a closed -loop dual-

The Rainbow. Jump Into Tie

capstan transport with azimuth fine tuning
and three tone controls instead of two, plus

Fire...NILSSON

.

Over

a tuner that adjusts r.f. gain to minimize
noise. The fanciest touches of all are motor-

Hand picked by Harry F.S

ized subpanels that switch between tape

PERSONAL BEST... 4

and CD -changer controls. But despite this
example, cassette head units with built-in
controls for CD changers are moving down
in price; Panasonic and Blaupunkt, for example, have models costing under $250.
Owners of Chrysler cars made since '73
and of post -'82 GM cars can now get Pioneer head units to fit them. Proton has expanded its car stereo line to include head
units again, and Sansui is back in car stereo.
There wasn't the rush to MiniDisc seen
at last year's WCES, but Sony did announce
its third -generation MD unit, the MDXC150. It's priced at $550, roughly half what
its predecessor cost. Kenwood showed its
first MD changer, the KMD-C80.

remastered A 2 COT acct Disc or
Cassette Set

sorgs cigitally

over 72 rrinues per

A 2 CD OR 2 CASSETTE SET

disc Inc udes all cha-trig singles. 4
previously unreleased --acIG aid

many more rarities 3

page lull -

color boo<let with essa. discography.

rare photos and memorabi Ia The
first complete retrospective

his

home label. RCA Record! (_967-

1977

.THE HARRY NI_SSCN

ANTHOLOGY

Two new head -unit security systems
made their debuts. Blaupunkt showed its
KeyCard system, already on sale in Europe;

it's based on a credit card whose insertion
activates the stereo system and sets your
preferences for favorite station, turn -on
volume level, and other control settings.
Two Panasonic models have alarms that
shriek through the speakers if the unit is
tampered with while the faceplate is off.
And the Eclipse Security Network (ESN),

1-11111 ISN

TOUR
BMUS ilth0 i00115
..0IFOR

sromounns.

which was introduced last year, has been ex-

panded. The system, which allows Eclipse
THE ACA RE
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A

To the best of my recollection, as I noted
in my original letter (September 1994), the
Magnecorder on which Bert took our feed
was a staggered -head affair. So if there are

SIGNALS

complete takes in existence, not only are
they unedited, but they will have to be mas-

In Praise of Tone Controls
Dear Editor:
In his review of the Mark Levinson No.
38S preamplifier (December 1994), Anthony H. Cordesman writes, "Most U.S. high end audiophiles have also rejected preamps
with extensive equalization, signal processing, tone controls, or filters." I suspect that

the public has not rejected these. Rather,
manufacturers have stopped giving the
public any choice in the matter.

I was very fond of preamps by Dynaco
and Hafler that contained tone controls,
mono buttons, external loops, etc. For the
past four years, I have been using the excellent Aragon 24K preamp, which, alas, has

no tone controls. (I have never seen a review of this in your or any other domestic
audio magazine. Is the reason that it is so
bad, or is it so good that it threatens the
competition?) In checking another magazine, I find capsule reviews of 20 high -end
preamps. Not one has tone controls. Today,

the only control -equipped preamps that
readily come to my mind are the Adcoms
... or maybe the Mclntoshes.
So I went out and bought an Audio Source equalizer, which I have inserted into
a tape loop. The results are amazing. Well -

recorded CDs may not need tone contouring, but I have lots of open -reel and cassette

tapes that now sound much better than before. Even some dull -sounding LPs come to
life with a bit of treble boost. I suspect that
fancy and expensive interconnects would be

unnecessary if their owners had access to
tone controls.
I hope that some preamp manufacturers
read this because I, for one, will never buy
another preamp that lacks tone controls.
David Adler

found over the years that the chances that a
treble or bass control actually has the frequency characteristics needed to help with
a given recording problem are limited, and

that their benefits are offset by the coloration such controls introduce in terms of
transparency. As for loudness controls, I
have never heard one that did not do more
harm than good.

The alternative is a carefully chosen
range of five or more controls, integrated
into circuitry that preserves as much transparency as possible, and which offer many
of the benefits of an equalizer. I have reviewed preamps by both Cello and McIntosh that provide such controls, and both
offered the kind of benefits Mr. Adler describes. (See "Auricles" on the Cello Palette
preamplifier, June 1993, and the McIntosh

C40 preamp with the MC500 amp, January 1995.)

Equalizers can also help improve the
sound of a given system by correcting the

tered from a playback head in staggered
configuration.
As to the tapes themselves, to the best of
my knowledge, Mercury (PolyGram) does
not have them. I believe Bert retained them
with the tacit understanding that they were
a "private affair." At all events, Ruth Whyte,

Bert's surviving spouse, and/or Wilma
Cozart would be the people from whom to
seek definitive verification.

David Hall
Castine, Maine

Ruth Whyte's Reply: The experimental
stereo tapes Mr. Hall and Mr. Haller referred to were indeed made on a Magnecorder staggered -head machine. These
tapes were never edited, and these pieces are

not complete. Therefore, it would be inappropriate to put them out on Compact Disc
or vinyl record. Bert Whyte retained these
tapes, and I agree it is too bad they could
not be released.-R. W

effect of room and speaker interaction
problems. This is particularly true if such
equalization is based on detailed measurements, and if careful attention is paid to
measurement at a wide range of different
loudness levels and points in the listening
area. Such benefits can only be obtained,
however, if the speaker and listening positions are properly located, if the equalizer is
used with intelligence and discretion, and if
great care is taken to ensure that equalization does not drive a speaker into excessive
distortion or do more to increase the level
of standing waves and reflected sound than

King's Experimental Subwoofer
Dear Editor:
In Bascom H. King's review of the Lux man M-383 amplifier and C-383 preampli-

fier (January), there is the following sentence: "Loudspeakers used were B & W 801

Matrix Series 3s, augmented in the range
from 20 to 50 Hz by a pair of experimental

subwoofer systems, each using a JBL
1400Nd driver in a 5 -cubic -foot ported
enclosure."

I've been a subwoofer addict and a JBL
follower for many years, because they deliv-

to improve the quality of frequency response.-A.H.C.

er some of the best bass in the business (I

Herewith, Whyte's Stereo Tapes

mental subwoofer. I presume "Nd" stands
for "neodymium"; recent microphone technology uses it for magnets, but this would
be a new material for speakers, which are
also transducers. Moreover, the last JBL

own three pairs). However, I've never heard
of a JBL 1400Nd driver, nor a JBL experi-

Clark, N.J.

Dear Editor:
I noted with considerably more than ca-

Author's Reply: There is a great deal to be
said for using equalizers and special filters
to correct the tonal problems in recordings.

sual interest the letter from Steve Haller

There is, however, far less of a case for
conventional tone controls or loudness
controls. Mr. Adler may find such controls

at Mercury recording sessions in late 1952
and early 1953, at which I was a producer.
Yes, he did some of our Detroit recording

Lows in Home -Built Subwoofers") was in
the August 1983 issue, almost 12 years ago.
Would it be possible to learn more about

to be useful, but most audiophiles have

sessions, too.

this experimental subwoofer system and

("Signals & Noise," December 1994) regarding Bert Whyte's experimental stereo taping
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subwoofer article you published ("New

The purity of separates. From the passion of Carver.
The Carver name evokes an almost mystical
following among serious music lovers.
And justly so. Carver power amplifiers have

generated critical acclaim year after year,
model after model, with one - the TFM-35 universally acknowledged as "one of the best
audio amplifier values in the world." Upgraded
to the TFM-35x, with high fidelity enhancements so advanced, it also exceeded the strict
specifications of THX© home theater.
One look, one listen, will confirm Carver's

passion for aural perfection. Gold plated
input jacks, 5 -way binding posts, dual analog
meters. Expansive headroom that faithfully -

no, stunningly - reproduces the dynamic
peaks of digital music and movie soundtracks.
Witness the superiority of Carver separates:
Flawless sound, low distortion, instant and
authoritative response to octave fluctuations in
the center channel. Note the abundance of
power: At 360 watts per channel 4 ohms
(triple that of a top receiver), merely one of
the most powerful audio amplifiers available
for both music and home theater.
With the infinite flexibility to accommodate
system upgrades for years to come.
Yet, this is but a preview. For a feature
length brochure, contact Carver today.

CARVER
Powerful Musical Accurate

CARVER CORPORATION, P.O BOX 1237 LYNNWOOD, WA 98036 (206) 77:,1202
1994 Carver Corporation
Distributed in Canada by Evoluti,n Audio, Oakville. Ontario 416) 847.8888
THX is a registered trademark of Lucasfilm LTD. all righ.t reserved
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the 1400Nd driver? JBL rarely comes up
with a new driver series not worth writing
about. Such an article would help satisfy
your readers' wish to see more technical

theater) of effects decks, I land squarely in
his camp regarding the operator -unfriend-

texts and projects in Audio. And you wouldn't have difficulty enrolling the JBL techni-

quence of a DAT deck makes it an unusable
tool in my world. Reel-to-reel with razor -

cal staff, for that matter: They're usually

blade editing (remember that?) is still our
standard-but getting more and more ex-

quite cooperative with users and the press.
Richard Mercier
Lava!, Quebec, Canada

Audio Catalo
At Cambridge SoundWorks we make speakers
and music systems designed by Henry Kloss
(founder of AR, KLH & Advent). We sell

them-and components from companies like
Sony, Pioneer, Philips, Carver and othersfactory -direct, with no expensive middlemen.
For example, a Dolby Pro Logic Surround
Sound system with Model Six speakers, rear
speakers, a Sony Pro Logic receiver and remote
is only $747. Call today and find out why

Audio magazine said we may have "the best
value in the world."
Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.
Save hundreds on components and systems
from Cambridge SoundWorks, Sony, Pioneer,
Philips, Carver and more.
Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy, 8AM-Midnight
(ET), 365 days a year -even holidays.
30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee on all
products.
7 -Year Parts & Labor Speaker Warranty.
SoundWorks amplified
subwoofer/satellite
speakers,

$1199
'This is the best $199
you can spend
on yourself and
your computer."
Bill Machrone
PC Magazine

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How To Make Loudspeakers.
CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

311 Needham Street, Suite 104A1R, Newton MA 02164
Tel: 1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

DCC). The "stop, fit, fart, and think" se-

pensive to maintain.
Whoever wrote the cover blurb describing Mr. de Paravicini should be banished to

Author's Reply: It would appear that there is
some confusion as to whom the word "ex-

whichever circle of hell is reserved for
tabloid writers and headline writers who

perimental" applies, JBL or me. What I

don't bother to thoroughly read the articles
they're writing heads for. Mr. de Paravicini
is no more a tube engineer than Bob Carver
is a solid-state engineer. They are both su-

meant was that it is an experimental woofer
project of mine that uses the JBL 1400Nd
driver in a 5 -cubic -foot ported enclosure. It
in no way is a JBL experiment. The 1400Nd
driver is not available for sale in the U.S., as
it was used in two speaker systems, the K2
and the M-9500, exclusively for export to

Japan. Yes, the "Nd" does stand for
"neodymium?' I got the drivers through being a consultant to Infinity Systems, which

is owned by Harman International, also
parent company to JBL.
How this all came about was that I heard

from some very acute listener friends of
mine that these were killer drivers. I was
able to hear a four-way system belonging to
a JBL engineer who was using these drivers
in the low end of the system, which he had
modified from one of JBL's standard models. I went away most impressed and eventually got a pair of the drivers.
The way the B & W 801 Matrix Series 3
loudspeakers interface via the room modes
to my listening position results in a dropoff

perb audio engineers with the ability to
make marketing decisions independently of
engineering criteria. Bob Carver said, years
ago, that he could duplicate the "sonic signature" of any tube component with solidstate electronics. Mr. de Paravicini said: "I
don't have to use tubes in my designs; I only
do it for marketing reasons. I've got an exact equivalent in solid-state. I can make ei-

ther type do the same job, and I have no
preference." Obviously, the people that he
identifies as his customers want tube designs-and that's what he produces. Carv-

er's customers want solid-state-and they
get it. But Bob Carver designed one superb
tube amp when he felt like it.

To cover -blurb Mr. de Paravicini as a
"tube engineer" promotes the witchcraft,
subjective, tweako hocus-pocus B.S. that
has made it impossible for a rational man to

deal with high -end audio and associated

in response below about 50 Hz. By posi-

publications-i.e., The Absolute Sound,

tioning the subwoofers against the wall behind the 801s and driving the subwoofers
with a suitably tailored and low -passed signal derived from the main system amplifier
output (so that the subwoofers will take on
the bass characteristic of the main system
amplifier, handy for reviewing amplifiers), I
get a nice and extended response, down to
about 25 Hz, at the listening position. It is

Stereophile, etc.

"What comes out must sound the same
as what went in."-de Paravicini
We should all try to remember that when
we talk about sonic signatures et al. Try to
get Mr. de Paravicini at greater length. He is
no guru, but a fine light in the darkness.
Russell Buonasera
Missouri City, Tex.

unfortunate that the 1400Nd is not available as a separate item in the U.S.-B.H.K.

When Is a "Tube Engineer"
Not a Tube Engineer?
Dear Editor:

Fascinating interview with Tim de Paravicini (January). As an operator (in live

©1995 Cambridge SoundWorks.
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liness of digital tape decks (including

Erratum: Jamo Address
In our most recent Annual Equipment
Directory (October 1994), the "Company
Address" shown for Jamo is incorrect. The
correct address is 425 Huehl Rd., Bldg. 8,
Northbrook, Ill. 60062 (phone, 708/4984648; fax, 708/498-1948).

How Do You Imgove On`:. The
Best Value In7 the World"?
2. New -Ensemble's satellite

Cambridge SoundWorks
Introduces
New Ensemble,
New Ensemble II and a new member
of the family,
Ensemble III.
Audio magazine once said our Ensemble®
speaker system may be "the best value in the world."
Since then, numerous critics have applauded our
Ensemble and Ensemble II systems. Designed by
Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH and Advent),
they became best sellers by offering quality
construction and accurate, wide -range

music reproduction -at factory direct prices.

speakers use the same
speaker drivers and
crossover as the original, but
with new midrange and high
frequency balance controls.
The midrange control lets you
choose the same output in the key 8001600 Hz octave as in the original, or you
can emphasize that octave by 2 dB. Ensemble
satellites have relatively less output in this range to
avoid the "boxy" sound typical of many speakers.
This results in an "open" sound on large-scale
symphonic works. For small -scaled music, the
higher output position proves a "wanner" sound.
A high frequency control has three positions:
A) The same balance as original Ensemble.
B) A 2 dB high frequency increase. C) A 2 dB high
frequency decrease. The switch can subtly increase
the system's "airiness" (Increase) or it can reduce
any tendency towards
"edginess" (Decrease).
Irm terms of "real life"

We're pleased to introduce new
versions of our Ensemble and
Ensemble ff systems, as well as our
new, ultra -compact Ensemble N.

The New Ensemble
New Ensemble is an improved
version of our original dualsubwoofer/satellite speaker system.
New Ensemble maintains the dual
subwoofer design, which allows for
maximum room placement flexibility.
Placement of bass and high -frequency speakers in
a room (and how those speakers interact with the
room) has more influence on the sound quality of a
music sy stem than just about anything. New
Ensembles ultra -slim (41/2") subwoofers give you
more placement flexibility than any system we
know of.

So What's New?
New Ensemble maintains the tonal balance,
frequency range and quality of construction of the
original. There are two basic differences.
1. New Ensemble uses a new 8" woofer with a
very long "throw" for linear cone excursion and
more accurate bass. An integral heat sink provides
improved power handling.

performance, we believe
our New Ensemble
system competes head-on
with speakers selling
for hundreds
more. Available

speakers are only 4 1/2" x 61/2" x 3"
and its subwoofer is 8" x 8" x 15".
Compared to New Ensemble II,
Ensemble N gives up a little in
power handling, low bass range, and
efficiency. Unlike the "cube" satellite
speakers you'll find in most similarly priced
systems, Ensemble III's satellites are two-way
speakers. Ensemble ill's 61/2" woofer uses two
voice coils in a
cabinet with a
flared ion for
smooth air flow.
With most

recors

EnseilWe ill will
sound virtually
identical to New
Ensemble U It
simply won't
play as bud.
Its construction quality is
normally
found only in
much more
expensive speakers.
Factory -direct price, including connecting wire,
cutter/stripper and Hook -Up Guide, is only $329.

with black -

laminate
subwoofers for
$629, or with
vinyl -clad

subwoofers for

$549.

The New Ensemble II
New Ensemble II is an improved version of our
best-selling speaker system. It's more affordable
than New Ensemble because it uses one cabinet
to house both subwoofer speakers. New
Ensemble II maintains the tonal balance,
frequency range, power handling and construction quality of the original Ensemble II. But its
satellite speakers use the same tonal balance
controls as New Ensemble's.
New Ensemble II also uses a new flared
subwoofer port. The subwoofer cabinet encloses
two 61/2" long throw woofers mounted in a sealed
"acoustic suspension" chamber. They project into a
second chamber fitted with the flared port, which
provides smoother air flow, eliminating extraneous
noise on strong bass notes.
Stereo Review said the original Ensemble II
"performs so far beyond its price and size it can be
compared only with much larger speakers at
substantially higher prices." New Ensemble II
carries on this tradition, outperforming other
speakers in its category, including well-known
models for about twice the price. Factory -direct
price, $439.

The Ensemble Iii
Now you can bring the clear, balanced wide range sound of Ensemble speakers to a small,
crowded room. Our new Ensemble N's satellite
CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

30 Day Home Audition.
All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are backed
by a 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee. So you

can audition your speaker the right way - in your
home, with no salesman hovering nearby. If within
30 days you're not happy, return your system for a
full refund.
r.

Thte acoustic
suspension,

sealed cavity.

Cavity act:
as acoustic

band-passfilter.

Flared port.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 California Street, Suite 104 APR, Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
ID 1994 Cambridge Sound Works. ® Ensemble is a registered trademark of
Cambridge SoundWorks. Inc. KLH is a trademark of KLH, Inc. AR and
Advent are trademarks of International Jensen Inc. Cambridge SoundWorks
is not affiliated with KLH. Advent or AR.
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limit of 50 Hz is just a minimum-many

AUDIO CLINIC

stations do transmit lower audio frequen-

JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

cies very well.

Adding Remote Loudspeakers
Car Stereo at Home
QI have an old but still quite serviceable
Delco automobile stereo system that I

capacitor sections. These wipers are used to
ground the rotor plates during tuning, and

don't need in my car. It works so well, I

oxidized contacts make the grounding erratic, causing the noise you hear as you ad-

thought it would make a nice high-fidelity

just the set.

system for my small apartment. The receiver
uses ungrounded output terminals, if that is

important. Can I use it in the way I would
like?-R. P. Culhane, Hoboken, N.J.
AI see no reason why you can't use
your car receiver as a home system.
The fact that the output terminals are not

grounded only has a bearing if you are
planning to add speakers in the Hafler surround configuration, as you would have to
add a 1 -to -1 transformer to each channel.
Attempting to wire these extra loudspeakers without the transformers would almost

certainly result in damage to the output
stages of the equipment.
What could be mildly challenging is the

requirement for a well -regulated, 12-V
power supply. When building or buying
one, be sure that it is capable of handling
somewhat more than the maximum current that will be drawn by the receiver. This

can amount to several amperes if your car
stereo is a high -wattage unit.

The lead -acid storage battery used in a
car is a wonderful power source, but in the
home it would require good ventilation,
recharging, and suitable maintenance-not
to mention care to avoid spilling the acid.

Noisy FM Tuning
QI have noticed on many old tuners
that noise and static appear, especially on the lower end of the FM band. Is there
any way of permanently getting rid of this?
Spraying TV tuner cleaner around sometimes
helps a bit, but not for very long.-William
Luginbuhl, Bluffton, Ohio
AIf this is noise picked up by the antenna, there is probably little you can

do about it. But your mention of "tuner
cleaner" makes me think that perhaps you
have an older tuner with an analog dial and
that you hear noise as you tune across the
band. This is usually the result of oxidation
on the wiper contacts of the tuner's variable

I have successfully cured this type of
noise by spraying WD40 on the wiper contacts. I have tried some other cleaners, but

with less durable results. Surprising as it
seems, the use of WD40 doesn't even disturb the alignment of the front-end tuned
circuits! However, I have also run into some

QI want to locate my receiver and primary loudspeakers on the first floor of
my home and a second pair of speakers on the
second floor, which will require about 40 feet
of cable. This will allow me to hear my stereo
system from anywhere in my home. One audio salesman told me that in order to do this I
would have to buy a receiver having at least
100 watts per channel. Another salesman told
me that what I really needed was a high -cur-

rent power amplifier. I'm working within a
total budget for this project of $1,000. What
should I do?-David E. Witt, Covington, Ky.

tuners whose variable capacitors were so
cheaply made that their wipers just didn't
exert enough pressure to make good contact even where there was virtually no oxidation on them.

AThe amount of power required to
drive all of your loudspeakers depends on your speaker's efficiency, your

What FM Doesn't Give Us

25 watts per channel, or you might need

QI know that FM signals are compressed, because, when I record from
FM, the VU meters do not move very much.
Why don't FM stations give us as wide a dynamic range as possible? I've also noticed that
the frequency response of FM stations is not
as wide as it is, for example, for CDs. Why not
give us all that is coming to us?-Rick Wang,
Irvine, Cal.
AMany FM stations compress their sig-

nals in order to provide the largest
possible area of signal coverage with a minimum of background noise. While the sig-

nal leaving an FM transmitter can be very
low in noise, distance from the transmitter,
interference, and the quality of your antenna and receiver can each raise the noise level you hear. Compression ensures that really soft musical passages won't be lost in the
noise. If only those listeners near the transmitter could hear a station's signal properly,

the station would reach fewer listeners,
which would result in lower advertising
revenue. In addition, pop stations sometimes use extra compression, to achieve a
"punchier" sound that catches the ears of
people tuning through the dial.

The frequency range of FM has to be
narrower than CD's: It is limited at the top
to 15 kHz, to leave room for the 19 -kHz
stereo pilot signal. At the low end, the rated
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room sizes and acoustics, how loud you like
your music, and, to a lesser extent, the resistance of your cables. You might need only
300 watts.

First, see how well your present receiver
works with two pairs of speakers, assuming
that it can handle the low impedance of the
combined load. (Two 8 -ohm speakers paralleled present a 4 -ohm load; two 4 -ohm
speakers in parallel yield 2 ohms.) If you're
already driving your amplifier to something

near its maximum output, you should
get-regardless of what that maximum isat least twice as much power to drive the
added loudspeakers. (Most amplifiers will
deliver more total power into your reduced
load impedance, but I like an added safety
margin.) Because of that 40 -foot cable run
to each of the upstairs loudspeakers, I suggest that you use at least 12 -gauge wire or,
even better, 8 -gauge.

If your present receiver works out with
the added speakers, you can continue using
it. This will leave you more money to spend

on loudspeakers, and I'm convinced that
they contribute the most to an audio system's overall sound.

A

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All
letters are answered. In the event that your letter
is chosen by Mr. Giovanelli to appear in Audio -

clinic, please indicate if your name and/or ad-

dress should be withheld. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

"Clearly the
best sounding
audiophile
recordings
today."
KEI AKAGI

The Absolute Sound Vol. 18, Issue 92

JAMES NEWTON
ENSEMBLE
SUITE ;OR

MIRROL PUZZLE

Pianist and composer Kei Akagi
has for many years been one
of the mast in -demand artis-s
on the jaaz and creative music
scene. -le has recorded and
perforned with, among others,
Miles Davis, Stanley Turrent ne
and Fredcie Hubbard. Kei's working band, featured here, incl ides
fellow Vli.es Davis alum Rick
Margitza 3n sax, bassist Charles
Fambrc ugh and drummer W llie
Jones U. Pure musical magic!
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SUITE FOR FRIDA KAHLO

KEEP ON V1OVIN'

The award winning flu:ist
and composer celebrates the
incredible life and work of

Mighty Sam's first release for
Audiocuest Music received a well
deserved avalanche of
critical pi -Ilse. Pulse! magazine
named it :he Blues Album of
the Year for '93. Rolling Store
called i: "the R&B comeback 3f
the year." How can Mighty Sem
possibly top Give It Up To Lo ,e?
Listen for yourself. He did.

Frida Kahl).
"Brilliant!' -Jazz Times
"My choice for jazz rec)rd
of the year." -Stereophide
"****A gem!" -DownBeit

(Jan. 95 release)
, oucioquest

JAMES NEWTON 1023

EDWARD SIMON GROUP
ANTHONY JACKSON

NORACIO IL NEGRO- ...MU

MIGHTY SAM MCCLAIN

EiLAUTY W11111,
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BEAUTY W THIN

WORKS OF ART VOL. 3

The rave reviews have men
rolling in cn this stunning

Contains selected tracks from
each of the last ten releases
on Aud.oQuest Music. The
ultimate demo disc!

synthesis of Latin musiz
and power jazz.
"A striking statement... he
alchemy is audible from the
very first track." -CD Review

"****An inner exploratim...a
relentless present day groove."
-DownBeat

"Deftly straddles Afro-Cuban
with hard bop." -Jazziz
EDWARD SIMON

1025

WORKS OF Au Vat. 3 1029

COME TO F ND
DOUG MicLuoo

MODS
NO3810111

DOUG MACLEOD

1027

AudioQuest Music is proud
to add one of the brightest
singing and song writing
talents in dues to its rester.
Come To Fiad is the ren-arkable sound of a consummate
bluesman touching the core
of his art. He is beautifully
supported in an intimate
setting by harmonica ace
Charlie Musslewhite and
the Mighty Flyers' rhythm
section, Jari Bott and Bill
Stuve. Don't miss this!

Division of AudioQuest, P.O. Box 3060, San Cemente, CA 92674 USA

TO ORDER BY
PHONE OR RECEIVE
A FREE CATALOG

CAL_ 800-474-1977

audioquest.

MUSIC
State of the Pat Music/State of the Art Sound

714-498-2770

Fax 714-498-5112
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they skip or slide across grooves, CD

playing every time they are
jarred or bumped. Unlike
phono turntables, which produce
,some pretty terrible sounds when

tive to shocks: They just stop

ware that they are very semi-

ive over a rough road, you are

D players jogging or even for a

f you have ever taken portable

techniques can provide a solution.

for someone jogging), then digital

half a second apart (as would be true

jected to a continuous series of

this, and unles, the CD player is sub-

restored. It doesn't take long to do

again and the digital .:_-ata stream is

all, until the laser locks on the track

amount of time, for example, about

the shocks are spaced by a reasonable

shocks, the sound returns quickly. If

players don't produce any sound at

I

EM LONG ASSOCIATES
OUTPUT FROM ACCELEROMETER ON CD PLAYER
JOGGING IN PLACE TEST

_I__ -I__

I

1

E.M.LONG ASSOCIATES

of mechanical shocks to the players. I
calibrated the system with a B & K accelerometer and set the 0 -dB reference
to a force of 1 G. I did a lot of experi-

1

2.566 SECONDS TOTAL SPAN

/046 SECONDS TOTAL SPAN

menting before I settled on the final

INPUT PULSE TO MECHANICAL TEST SYSTEM

test procedure; I put an accelerometer
on a CD player and jogged in place. To
capture a transient impulse caused by
the jogging, I used a digital storage oscilloscope and a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analyzer. The result of this
test is shown in Fig. 1 as output versus
time. This gave me a good insight and

OUTPUT FROM ACCELEROMETER ON CD PLAYER

Fig. 1-Accelerator waveform from
jogging in place.

E.M.LONG ASSOCIATES

Fig. 2-Comparison of pulses, 1 S
apart, applied to mechanical test system
(top) and resultant output from an
accelerometer on a CD player (bottom).
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E.M.LONG ASSOCIATES
AIWA XIISSIICD PLAYER

DIRECT OUTPUT

10 divot,/

DIRECT OUTPUT

made it easier to decide on the final

impulse that I applied to each CD
player. The main difference between
the impulses caused by jogging and
the one I used is that my test impulse
is consistent, controlled, and repeatable. The top trace of Fig. 2 shows the
signal applied to the mechanical test
system; the bottom trace shows the
output from the accelerometer

mounted on a CD player. The test
pulses are spaced at 1 S; I know that
this is slower than a jogger's pace, but

MEMORY OUTPUT
MEMORY OUTPUT

1023 MICROSECONDS TOTAL SPAN

I used this time spacing in order to al-

Fig. 3-Direct output (top) and output

Fig. 4 Spectrum of output for

via anti -shock memory (bottom) from
Aiwa XP -559 subjected to test pulse from
Denon Audio Technical test CD.

recorded test pulse from Aiwa XP -559,
direct (top) and via memory (bottom).

Among the first portable CD players to
use such techniques are the Aiwa XP -559,
the Fisher PCD-60, and the Sanyo CDP-55.
They use digital memory to provide continuous output when they receive mechanical

During the tests, each of the three
CD players lost tracking at about the
same level of mechanical vibration;
the Fisher PCD-60 was

Sanyo CDP-55, which
was slightly better than

these
three
portable

the information data stream is diverted to a
digital memory that acts like a delay line.
When the laser loses tracking due to a me-

CD players
use digital
techniques
to provide
continuous
output, even if

chanical shock, the data stream into the
memory is interrupted but the data output

from the memory to the D/A converter
continues, so the sound is uninterrupted.
Once the laser locks again on the CD track,

the data stream is fed to the memory and
joined to the previous data. Internally, the
time delay of the data stream varies when
shocks; externally, the result is a seamless
stream of information with no interruption.
To test these CD portables, I set up a vibration system that would provide a series

properly.

slightly better than the

shocks that make the laser lose tracking.
When the memory system is switched on,

the player is subjected to mechanical

low the output to settle fully so that
the FFT could capture the spectrum

II

they're jarred.

the Aiwa XP -559.
With the memory
switched on, the
Sanyo and Fish-

er units were
able to main-

tain a constant output for

ten me-

chanical
shocks spaced 1 S

apart; the Aiwa produced a constant output for
about 3 S. I jogged in place with each
of the players and verified the results of my

controlled tests. The results were similar,
with the Fisher best, the Sanyo slightly behind the Fisher, and the Aiwa last.
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Korea. Th..= direct -output pulse of the Fisher

PCD-60, at the top of Fig. 5, shows that
some lin ear phase correction has been

digital

direct outputs, using the test pulse of the

applied. The cor-

Dencn CD. This is a strange result because,

rection has to
be just ahead
of the direct

whey. I listened to the Fisher and Sanyo

memories in
the Fisher and
Sanyo units
give 10 -second
shock resistance,
while the

output

players, playback level was the same
whether the memory was switched in or
out. Perhaps the lower output levels, shown

(top), as
the pulse

cause i by the frequency of the test pulse be-

from the
memo-

ing a little higher than the frequency limit
of the memory. This may be an acid test,

ry (at

but the Aiwa passed it with flying colors.
These CD players are definitely intended

bottom) is

uncorrected. I
found the same results for the Sanyo CDP-55,
shown in F:g. 7. The spectra of the direct

Aiwa's is

also similar. The memory output levels are
on the order of 15 to 16 dB lower than the

in the lower curves of Figs. 6 and 8, are

to travel: Each comes with a car cigarette
lighter power adaptor and an adaptor that
allows you to play CDs through the cassette
player in your car. (The Aiwa is also available without these accessories, as the Model

hibiting a Tightly better response. The

XP -55 ) All three also include a.c. power
adaptcrs and earphones. The earphones are
not very good compared to the ones I have
been testing for Audio; they do little more
than let you know that the player is work-

memory outputs of these two players are

_ng. If you want to hear the good sound that

output of the Fisher and Sanyo players,
shown in Figs. 6 and 8, have a rol_-off in the

high -frequency range, with the Sanyo ex-
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sponse of the
direct output of
the three players with the memory

MEMORY OuTP,1

MEMORY OUTPUT
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switched both off and on. The test pulse

1.:3 MICROSECONDS TOTAL SPAN

was from track 76 of a Denon test CD
(No. 38C39-7147). This high -frequency

pulse allowed me to obtain a spectrum
using an FFT. The Aiwa fared best for

this test; the output versus time is
shown in Fig. 3, while the spectrum is
shown in Fig. 4. The output from the
Aiwa's digital memory is identical to
the direct output. The pulses of Fig. 3

have linear phase correction.
The Fisher and Sanyo CD players are

Fig. 6-Spectrum of output for
recorded test pulse from Fisher PCD-60,
direct (sop) and via memory (bottom).

EM.LONG ASSOCIATES

SANYO CDP-MR

-3.0 d BR

cudSOR

ULG

-28.2 d8R

18100. 00 HS

90.6

WOW
I

pp."-

do show that no linear phase correction
has been applied. I found this interest-

ing because I had assumed that most
modern CD players, especially those
with one -bit D/A converters, would

Fig. 5-Direct output (top) and output
via memory :bottom) from Fisher
PCD-60 subizcted to test pulse.

ETELONG ASSOCIATES
SANYO CDP-6!

IT EON

DIRECT OUTPUT
DIRECT OUTPUT

H

MEMORY OUTPUT
DEMEAN, Our.UT

.23 MICROSECONDS TOTAL SPAN

-r -

I

very similar and have many common
parts, even though the Fisher was made

in China and the Sanyo was made in

IFig. 7-Direx output (top) and output
via memory (bottom) from Sanyo
CDP-55 subjected to test pulse.

Fig. 8-Spectrum of output for
recorded test pulse from Sanyo CDP-55,
direct (tap) and via memory (bottom).

AIWA XP -559

FISHER PCD-60

SANYO CDP-55

Line Output at 0 -dB Reference

0.68 V rms

0.8 V rms

0.8 V rms

Earphone Output

0.7 V rms

0.8 V rms

0.8 V rms

DAC Type and Oversampling Rate

One -Bit, 8X

One -Bit, 8X

One -Bit, 8X

Linear Phase Correction?

No

Yes

Yes

LCD Indications

Memory Status/Track/
Time

Memory Status/Track

Memory Status/Track

Memory Storage Time Before Play

1.7 S

2.0 S

1.8 S

Full Memory Storage Time

3.0 S

10 S

9.7 S

Applied Force to Skip (Memory Off)

0.8 G

0.87 G

0.9 G

No. of Programmable Selections

22 Tracks

22 Tracks

24 Tracks

Repeat Play of Tracks

Single/All/Programmed/
Random

Single/All/Programmed

Single/MI/Programmed

Earphones Rating

C+

C-

C-

50 -Hz Level for Bass EQ Positions

0.0, +10.9, +16.0 dB

0.0, +10.7, +17.7 dB

0.0, +17.8, +22.1 dB

Battery Voltage and Life

6 V d.c./12 Hours
(8 Hours with Memory)

3 V d.c./Not Stated

3 V d.c./Not Stated

Batteries

Four AA, Not Included

Two, Rechargeable
Nickel -Cadmium

Two, Rechargeable
Nickel -Cadmium

Adaptor for Car Cassette?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Adaptor for Car Cigarette Lighter?

Yes

Yes

Yes

A.C. Adaptor?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Mini-to-Phono Patch Cord?

Yes

No

Yes

Price

XP -559, $220;
XP -55 (without car
accessories), $190

$219.95

$180

(Backlit)

these players can produce, you should buy
better earphones.
It is a little hard to choose between these

crease the headroom, but it was about the
same as the Fisher and Sanyo, which oper-

three Compact Disc players. For sound

I hope that I have provided you with

quality, I think that the Aiwa is slightly bet-

some good information about these three

ter for pop and rock, while the Sanyo and
the Fisher are better on classical and other

CD players that will assist you in making a

finely detailed music. I like the backlight on
the Fisher LCD display and the fact that this
unit is slightly better for jogging. I like the
playing -time indicator on the Aiwa, something that is lacking on both the Fisher and

look them over and listen to them. I suggest
that you take along some familiar CDs and

Sanyo. The four AA batteries of the Aiwa
also provide longer play than the others'
rechargeable batteries. I expected that the
Aiwa's 6-V power supply would also in-

Company Addresses
AIWA

ate with 3-V supplies.

800 Corporate Dr., Mahwah, N.J.
07430 For literature on Model XP -55
or XP -559, circle No. 80.

purchasing decision, but you should still

a good pair of earphones when you do. If
you are looking for a CD player for your
car, each of these will work very well. If you
are planning on jogging, their memory limitations may warn you to do your jogging a

little more smoothly and help save your
knee joints.

A
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FISHER
21350 Lassen St., Chatsworth, Cal.
91311. For literature on
Model PCD-60, circle No. 81.
SANYO

21350 Lassen St., Chatsworth, Cal.
91311. For literature on
Model CDP-55, circle No. 82.

Movie Theatre Performance with Flexibility
The Bryston 8B THX® Amplifier

8B THX

Bryston is pleased to announce our ew 8B THX
four channel audio power amplifier. With toda: 's interest in
quality home theatre the 8B THX amplifier provides state-of-the-art perform ante with the

unquestioned quality, value and Reliability for which Bryston has gained an international

reputation. All Lucasfilm Home THX certification parameters are easily met for its'
intended use within a multi -channel audio/video installation. The 8B THX is an extreme-

ly versatile and flexible amplifier designed for all Your THX theatre installations. The
amplifier can be instantly connected to provide 2 channel, (400 watt output), 3 channel,
(two @ 120W plus 1 @ 400W), or 4 channels at 120 watts output. This provides extreme
ease in integrating the power requirements for any THX Home Theatre system. The THX

stipulation for separate center channel, left and right main speakers, decorrolated dipole
surround channels and one or two subwoofers, is provided in

a

Simple elegant package.

Among the 8B's notable features is the use of four independent power supplies, one for
each channel, to prevent any signal interaction among the individual channels. This provides a sonic soundstage with images locked in position with an almost holographic effect.

Other features include both balanced XLR, 1/4" and unbalanced RCA input connectors to
allow for flexibility in a wide variety of installations. All connectors throughout the ampli-

fier are gold plated to provide freedom from corrosion, assuring perfect signal integrity for

many years to come. Tri-colored LEDs glow green for power -on, yellow for short-term
transient clipping and red to indicate continuous overload or any departure from linearity,

including shortened -output or strong out -of -band information like RF or DC.
Obviously, the goal of all this technology is to transport you to the scene of the movie
Experiencing all the drama, excitement and emotions as if you were right there in the

show. We feel we have accomplished this with all the New Bryston THX amplifiers.
Experience the movie as intended and audition the Bryston 8B THX today.

EblUi_ri(

For more information contact:
57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale. Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6
Tel: (416) 746-1800 Fax: (416) 746-0308
CIRCLE NO. 4 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ince 1931 I laawe recorded

and jazz music,
bo:h in n_y s-udio and in

concert liCrit and ;Jibs,
us rig the Tony PCM-Fl
digital form: and, more
recent -J. also

ng DPI' and

MiniDzse I have over fend a
piece of program riateria -nine in anyone else's-that could no: tenefit foorn a
bit of equalization. Fery decent recording
I Lave made over t -e- -:ast 20 year; was
equalized during reardiLF. When I Flay
these taps today, they s.o..1--d even 6e -,ter

wi-h furtter equalzat_an. Tae amornt of
eq ralization I use varies d-einaticall: with

the program mate-kL Diferent musical
selections recorded at the ;rme concert
racy requke different equalization due to
orchestral imbalar ce a cha--s in seating
eriangements.
vly aud_o system has eigt.- -.one-control

(ecualizea) panel; old remote units for
recording and playbazk; it War the s,_bject
of -he cover feature ar
irr-he April 1976

issue of i.udio. Recently I added a new
tore -control syste-n asi7g,e digital gnal
processor Joard it a _Iersc_c...1 compuer. I
ta.re found that adjusting t le -tonal balance
(frequency response) s the siaale mot im-

po-tant stem parameter is achi,ving
good sound.

RICHARC S. EWEN
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28-1/2 FEET

the well blended
sound of a symphony orchestra in a live

hall, with different

notes seeming to

com speaker. Each of the five horns con-

out the little noises

midrange horn with two JBL drivers, and
30 Cerwin-Vega tweeters. In addition, the
left- and right -front horns each have two

the individual in-

CEILING BENDS UP

CEILING BENDS DOWN

±0.5 dB in the range

from 200 Hz to 5

crossover defects in the critical mid -fre-

kHz. As little as 1 dB

quency region.

Tonal balance is
critical to within

of boost from 400
Hz downward can
change the "body"

of a kettle drum.

8 -ohm load impedance presented. The

1 dB above 1.5

space behind and between the horns,

kHz can increase the

SOFA

CEILING BENDS DOWN

gardless of your own
benchmark for great

perfection requires

precise control of
the tonal balance.

My standard for fine sound is not the

Digital signal processing provides this

original performance and environment but

precise tonal balance with far greater flexibility, accuracy, and channel matching than
I have ever been able to achieve in 50 years
of analog tone -control designs. Instead of
launching directly into how I accomplished
the digital equalization, let me first provide
details on the system.

music is art-and art is entertainment.

of a sound system. Of course, you also need

low distortion of all types, enough power,
speakers with smooth frequency response
and suitable directional characteristics, and

good room acoustics-preferably live

front -speaker enclosure room, occupying

I've neve
recording tha
did no

sound, achieving
what you perceive as

Anything goes, short of grossly distorting
the composer's original intent. I think tonal
balance is by far the most important aspect

Each woofer, each midrange, and each
group of nine or 12 tweeters is driven from
one channel of a modified Phase Linear 400
stereo amplifier, capable of 250 watts at the

Tilting the high frequencies up as little

apparent width of
the orchestra. Re-

maximum entertainment value. To me,

tains two 16 -inch Empire woofers, a

24 -inch Cerwin-Vega woofers, which operate below 50 Hz, while the 16 -inch woofers
cover from 15 Hz to 400 Hz. The midrange
horns reproduce 400 Hz to 6 kHz, avoiding

struments.

as
CEILING BENDS UP

many standing waves, closely spaced in frequency, while eliminating flutter echoes.
Altogether there are 169 woofers,
midrange horns, and tweeters plus an inter-

come from different
directions, but withand imperfections of
CEILING BENDS DOWN

very live. Its nonparallel surfaces produce

contains 11 amplifiers. Six more amps are
located in the side speaker horns. Electronic
crossovers ahead of the 34 amplifier channels increase the effective acoustic output to
that of a single 20,000 -watt amplifier.

Why all that power? Because it takes
most of the power available for any one
horn to reproduce drums at live levels, leaving only 3 to 6 dB of headroom for the contributions of other orchestral instruments.
The crossovers, incidentally, also equalize

the frequency response. I spent a year adjusting the response, in fractions of a dB, so

that a tape recording of a drum set, made
y sound studio was designed
first, and then the house was
designed and built around it.

while the drummer actually sat in my front center speaker horn, sounded real.

I haven't yet mentioned the lighting

acoustics rather than lots of sound absorbing materials. Purists may disagree, but I
think pleasing frequency response is what

As shown in the floor plan,

power. Four channels of 2,400 -watt, SCR

the room is 48 feet long x 281/2 feet wide; it

controllers light the three front horns in

really makes a system musical and, to a

contains five speaker horns, each 13 feet

large degree, accounts for the audible dif-

deep with a 64 -square -foot mouth. Three of

ferences among systems.

the horns are in the front; the other two

Part of entertainment, for me, is lots of
bass-not boomy, but the kind that makes

horns are along the studio's long sides, facing the rear and delivering reflected sound.
Cinder block and concrete make the walls
rigid, and the heavy, wavy, plaster ceiling

different colors automatically, in response
to the music.
My "preamplifier" consists of 7 -foot high relay racks. I have 31/2 of these racks,
which contain signal -processing and tone control equipment, mostly of my own design. The racks' bottom sections hold play-

diffuses sound. Acoustically the room is

back equipment, while the top sections

your clothes flap in the breeze. I hate
screechy sounds and don't care about hearing such details as resin on the bow. I like
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DSP FILTER

BUILT LDD

PROGRAM

CI

96002 ASSEMBLY

RI

LANGUAGE

software from MathSoft made the algebraic
substitution easy and accurate.
Instructing the DSP what to do requires
three software programs, as can be seen in
Fig. 1. First is a spreadsheet program using
Microsoft Excel 5.0 for Windows; Excel's

96002

R2
INPUT

16-BIT
A/D AND D/A

AUDIO

CONVERTERS

NUMERICAL

Visual Basic program section provides

COMPUTATION

IS Y

I

FORMULA

SUBSTITUTION
FORMULAS FOR RC

MATHCAD

SLIDERS
PUSHBUTTONS
GRAPHS

FILTER
COEFFICIENTS

mouse -actuated sliders and pushbuttons on

DOS TEXT

the screen. From the positions of the slid-

OSP
BOARD

AND LRC NETWORKS

EXCEL 50

ers, it calculates the coefficients for the corresponding digital filters, implementing the

DSP96002
4 MBYTE RAM
256 KBYTE SRAM

VISUAL BASIC

BILINEAR

results of the formula substitution block.
(Excel also makes graphs of frequency response.) The coefficients of the digital fil-

ARIEL DSP-96

TRANSFORMATION

COEFFICIENT

BOLOAaEKE

LOAO

"C- LANGUAGE

ters, each with a resolution of 10 digits after

DOS

Fig. 1-Components of the DSP software

D/A converters that receive analog stereo

the decimal point, are exported to a DOS
text file. Then another DOS program, BTLOAD.EXE, which is written in "C" lan-

and hardware system.

audio and deliver the processed analog

guage, scans the coefficients and sends

stereo output. At the 48 -kHz sampling rate,
the Motorola DSP96002 chip can perform

them, one at a time, to the host port of the
1. IA.
00 00
7.1 rif
ririrlrunr1 r11^1C1

hold recording equipment that can handle
live mixing of 52 channels. Each of the 28
recording inputs includes a control equalizer

ound any

qualization
enefit.

41410

sample period. In response to each instruction line, the digital signal processor (DSP)
can, in 60 nS, simultaneously multiply two

aim

32 -bit floating-point numbers, add and
subtract two others, and move two more
numbers to new locations. Many instruc-

two operations. The 46 filters and gain

peaking types at the ends of the audio

changes in this stereo tone -control system
use about 80% of the processor's available
instructions.
For each tone control, the DSP scales the
results from the last few samples and adds
them, in combinations, to the value of the
current sample. (Scaling means multiplication by a coefficient.) The filters are all infinite -impulse response (IIR) types, in which

range. The front playback section has two
different tone -control panels and two remote tone -control units. The rear playback
section uses only two equalizer panels.
Although I started out recording and re-

producing four -channel tapes through my
five speaker systems, I found in recent years

that I can achieve better sound from two channel recordings. Front sound fed into
the rear speakers (directly, via five delays,

and via three microphones) provides a
concert -hall effect while preserving stereo
imaging. The center speaker horn receives a
front left/right mix at -13 dB. The new digital tone controls, which I will describe, take

the place of the four front tone -control
units.

HoillOrks

0

the transient, frequency, and phase responses of simple RC and LRC circuits.
Figure 1 shows the component blocks of
the DSP software and hardware system. It

.

we

.

ele 11111.111 GAN

..c...

'.3 ,,_.a. .-Vii/iiiiiMinini/M/M
A
0014010410104111

RII

iii
B

started with the basic filter formulas for

known as the bilinear transformation, for
the complex frequency variable in the design formula for an analog filter, one can
create a digital filter having the same frequency characteristics. Mathcad computer

daughterboard containing 16 -bit A/D and

4..

simple RC and LRC circuits. For example,
the RC filter in the upper left block is a treble -boost or bass -attenuation circuit, depending on the parts values and specified

gain. By substituting a simple formula,

Ariel DSP-96 board in a per-

..

.0)
1111111:11'

added to the input, closely approximating

A/D and D/A conversion is

sonal computer. This board carries a

OA

11

1 II MI 10 el UN till IS "X Mt Ill

a portion of the output is regeneratively

11 signal processing between

performed digitally by an

al

I

I

tions are less efficient, involving only one or

with four shelf -type tone switches and two

104

1,0

about 347 instructions in each 20.8-µS
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C

Fig. 2-Three of seven screens: Stereo tone
controls (A), frequency response graph (B),

and parametric equalizers (C).

each cover ±30 dB in 0.2 -dB steps. Figure 5
shows the combined response for the 15 -Hz
control at +30 dB and the 24 -kHz control at

the shelf -type bass controls (centered at

dB/octave. The high -frequency downward

100, 200, 400, and 800 Hz) at +15 dB, I get

slope starts slowly but accelerates to 12
dB/octave at 12 kHz and a bit faster at 20

90 dB of bass boost at 15 Hz! A graph of
these settings actually shows a range from
+69.5 dB at 15 Hz to -20.5 dB at 10 kHz,
because the system automatically adjusts

A

The 15 -Hz and 24 -kHz peaking filters

channels, with a resolution of 0.1 or 0.2 dB
and perfect digital matching.
All the tone controls are completely independent and noninteracting. If I set the 15 Hz peaking control at +30 dB and each of

-30 dB. The low -frequency slope is -6

kHz. (Actually, the 24 -kHz peak filter is a

At the hear
tone contro
that operate

the gain to achieve nearly the same musical

loudness with different tone -control settings. At the top of each slider is the setting,
in dB.

B

Fig. 3-Frequency response of
shelf -type tone controls: 100 -Hz control
at +10 dB (A) and 3.2 -kHz control
at +10 dB (B). Gain reduction keeps
loudness nearly constant.

The left group of sliders in Fig. 2A provides peaking controls at 15 Hz and 24 kHz,
together with shelf -type controls operating
at octave intervals. A shelf -type control pro-

shelf type that benefits from squeezing its
characteristics to below 24 kHz in the digital domain.)
The second group of controls shown in

duces a curve that levels off at both high
and low frequencies, like the curve shown

Fig. 2A consists of three one -octave peaking

in Fig. 3A for the 100 -Hz control. The name
of the control shows the frequency at which

equalizers. The center frequencies are 440,
1,000, and 2,000 Hz. As tonal balance is extremely critical in this middle frequency region, each control has small, 0.1 -dB steps
from -10 to +10 dB. Figure 6 shows the re-

half the boost or cut occurs. Each control
produces symmetrical boost or cut. The 50 -

Hz bass control has a range of ±20 dB at
DSP board. Finally, a DSP assembly -language program, BTFILT.LDD, instructs the
DSP to shuffle the numbers among various
registers and perform all the required mul-

d.c. (±17.2 dB at 15 Hz), adjustable in 0.2 dB steps; the 100-, 200-, 400-, and 800 -Hz

diate calculations.

Tone Controftd Buttons

half its maximum boost at 12 kHz. Although designed as a shelf type, it looks

during each sample period. The net result
is that each outgoing audio sample, for either the left or the right channel, winds up
being a complicated function of the original incoming sample and of about 40 preceding incoming samples and 40 interme-

0

he system has a total of 54
mouse -actuated sliders and
17 buttons on four display
screens. Two more screens

show graphs of the left -channel frequency
response and the difference between the left

and right channels. A seventh, library,
screen stores certain button settings and the
settings of all the sliders in dB as well as position. Figures 2A, 2B, and 2C show three of
the seven screens. The first and principally
used screen, shown in Fig. 2A, contains 15
sliders and seven buttons. These sliders are
actually scroll bars, as used in familiar Win-

dows programs. The controls in the first
screen set the tone for both left and right

sponse of the 1 -kHz control at +10 dB.

bass controls have a range of ±15 dB, adjustable in 0.2 -dB steps. The 1.6-, 3.2-, and
6.2 -kHz treble controls are each adjustable
over a range of ±15 dB, in 0.2 -dB steps. Figure 3B shows the response of the 3.2 -kHz,
shelf -type control when set for 10 dB of treble boost. Note the 2 -dB reduction in gain
to keep the loudness constant. All controls
affect the gain in varying amounts.
The 12 -kHz control, shown in Fig. 4, has

tiplications, additions, and subtractions

types, similar to those used in graphic

more like a peaking type with a resonance
at 24 kHz. This points out one of the important differences between the analog and
digital domains. A digital system cannot accurately reproduce signals above half the

+12

Ni

ifin

mu

ummill
II unllIli>'MU

It

I

cP

REQUENCY -

Hz

Fig. 4-The 12 -kHz shelf -type control
at maximum, +20 dB. High -frequency
response is squeezed to below half the
sampling frequency, making it look
like a peak.

sampling frequency without producing
aliasing or beat notes. Transforming an
analog filter to a digital filter results in
squeezing the high -frequency gain curve, so
half the sampling frequency corresponds to

infinite frequency in the analog domain.
The curve, plotted by the software, does not

take into account the anti-aliasing filter
built into the A/D converter that cuts off
high frequencies above 20 kHz with a nearly "brick -wall" response.
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Fig. 5-Peaking controls, 15 Hz at
+30 dB and 24 kHz at -30 dB.

Amy Grant: House Of
Love (A&M) 05902
Gorecki, Symphony No. 3
(Nonesuch) 03110 0

Barry
Marilow:
Singin' Wrth The Big
Bands (Arista( 05989

neRippingtons: Sahara
HP) 06008

Ravel. Bolero (DG) 056800
The Tractors (Arista) 05721
Ray Charles:
The Best Of The Atlantic
Years (Rhino) 05755
Josnua Redman: Mood
Swing (Warner Bros) 05845
Melissa Manchester.
If My Heart Had Wings
[Atlantic; 05855
Hoolie & The Blowfish:
Cracked Rear View

11111111111.
The Lion King/Sdtrk.
(Disney) 03533
The Sound Of Music
Soundtrack (RCA: 00046
Grieg, Peer Gynt - Suites 1 & 2
-

r

00074

lantici 05872

Freedom
from the long
commitments you

hate about other
music dubs. L

etlie Brickell: Picture Perfect
Morning (Geffen; 05876
Brooks & Dunn: Waitin' On
Sundown (Arista) 05888
George Howard: A Home Far
Away (GRP) 05891
Seal (1994)
(Warner: Bros./Sire) 05907
The Merry Best of Erich Kunzel

The Best of Sting 19841994: Fields of Gold
:A&M) 06357
YEA

Pavarotti My Hearts

Anita Baker: Rhythm CI
Low (Elektra) 05980

MUSII/a

Delight (Lc,

02953

MSERVICEM

& The Cincinnati Pops

Elton John: Greatest Hits
1976-1986 (MCA) 00150
The Private Music Of
Tangerine Dream
(Private Music) 00221
Toni Braxton
(La Face) 00420
Fleetwood Mac: Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros.) 00796
The Essential Charlie Parker
(Verve) 00902
Bosse Nova Brasil
(Verve) 00907 0
Tina Turner: Simply The Best
(Capitol) 01195

(Telarc) 05917

C

(RCA Victor Red Seal)
05954

Barber & Korngold,
Violin Concertos

Nanci Griffith: Flyer

Sampler 54 (Windham Hill: 02614

(DG) 06957
Joe Sample And The Soul
Committee: Did You Feel
That? (Varner Bros 05984
Gerald Levert: Groove On
(East West) 05986
Roberta Flack: Roberta
(Atlanta) 06015

(Elektra) 05982

Gerald Albright: Smooth
(Atlantic) 02394

All -4 -One (Atlantic) 03267

John Michael Montgomery:
Kickin' It Up

CDsRoy Hargrove Quintet With

The Tenors Of Our Time
(Verve) 03273
Huey Lewis & The News:
Four Chords & Several Years
Ago (Eektra) 03274
David Sanborn: Hearsay
(Elektra) 03279
Norman Brown: After The
Storm [MoJazz) 03282
Jon Secede: Heart, Soul
& A Voice (SBK) 03323

(Atlantic Nashville) 02402

Counting Crows:
August And Everything After
(DGC) 02409
Sting: Ten Summoners Tales Andrew Lloyd Webber: The
(A&M) 01334
Premiere Collection Encore
(Polydor) 02446
Pavarotti And Friends
(London) 01451 0
David BenoigRuss Freeman:
The BenoitFreeman Project
Creedence Clearwater
(GRP) 02481
Revival: Chronicle: 20
Greatest Hits (Fantasy) 01520 Soundgarden:
Superunknown !A&M) 02515
Salt-N-Pepa: Very Necessary
(London) 01595
Gladys Knight: Just For You
Aretha Franklin: Greatest Hits (MCA) 02517
(1980-1994) (Arista) 01597
Yellowjackets: Run For Your
Andreas Vollenweider: Eolian Life (GRP) 02524
Minstrel (SBK) 01651
Sarah McLachlan:
Mazzy Star: So Tonight That I Fumbling Towards Ecstasy
(Arista) 02536
Might See !Capitol) 01735
Mendelssohn, A Midsummer Reality BitesSdtric (RCA) 02555
Night's Dream (Teldec) 01736 Mozart. Requiem
(Philips) 02571 0
Callas: La Divine
(EMI Classics) 01739E
Operas Greatest Moments
(RCA Victor Red Seal) 02581 0
Melissa Manchester:
Ali Farka Toure & Ry Cooder:
Greatest Hits (Arista) 01797
Ism Talking Timbuktu
The Best Of John Lee
(Hannibal) 03178
Freedom
to
shop
Hooker 1965 To 1974
Keith Sweat: Get Up On It
(MCA) 01958
from your free Club (Elektra) 02723
The Patti Page Collection
Bob James: Restless
Volume I (Mercury} 02027
(Warner Bros.) 02740
magazine, filled

(MCA) 03336

Liz Story: My Foolish Heart
(Windham Hill) 02589

Grammy's Greatest Moments

Louis Armstrong: All Time
Greatest Hits (MCA) 03399
Uve: Throwing Copper
(Radioactive/MCA) 03085 *
Beethoven, Symphonies
Nos. 5 & 6 "Pastorale"
(DC 40 'Kararan Gold") 03127 0
Beethoven, Symphony No. 9
in D Minor, Op. 125 "Choral"
(Erato) 03194
Adams, The Chairman Dances
(EMI Classics) 03211 0
Reba McEntire: Read My
Mind (MCA) 03243

Ella sitzgerald: The Best
Of The Songbooks. The
Ballads . .. 05713

(RCA) 52868
Zap Marna: Sabsylma (Luaka
BoeWarner Bros.) 03403
Carpenters: The Singles
1969-1973 (A&M) 04393
Kid Te Kanawa: The
Sorceress -A Handel
Celebration (Philips) 04840 0
The Great Fantasy Adventure

Billie nloliday) Billies Best
(Verve 00135
Bobby Short:

Album Telarc) 04843 0
John Mellencamp: Dance
Naked (Mercury) 04906
Cecilia Bartoli: The Impatient
Lover (London) 44664
Boney James: Backbone

(Repro -el 01650

Late Night At The Café
Carlyle (Telarc) 01376
Cassandra Wilson:
Blue Light 'Til Dawn
(Blue *kite, 01577
Al Jar eau: Tenderness

Abbey Uncoln & Hank
Jones When There Is Love
(Verve, 02552
Etta James: Mystery Lady

(Warner Bros.) 04935
Dave Brubeck Quartet:

(Song; Of Billie Holiday)
(Private Music) 02561

Late Night Brubeck:
Uve At the Blue Note

John Pizzarelli: New
Standards (Novus) 03297

(Telarc) 05665

Shadowfax: A Windham Hill
Retrospective
(Windham Hill) 02629
Ray Lynch: Nothing Above
My Shoulders But The
Evening (Windham Hill) 02633
Pomp & Pizazz: March
Favorites (Telarc) 02713 0

Lena Home:
We'll Be Together Again
[Blue Note) 03327
Jimmy Scott: Dream

Si, 05717

ParisShir lervrveHeor: I Love You,
)

06043

Lou Rawls: For You My
Love (Blue Note) 06279
Carmen McRae: Carmen
Sings Monk (Novus) 30114
Diane Schuur & B.B. King:
Heart To Heart
(GRP! 43234
Mel Torme: The Great
American Songbook
(Telarc) 73651

The Manhattan Transfer:
Anthology:
Down In Birdland
(Rhino) 00146

`ar 41G,
Eft .rablZ.
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Chris Norman:
The Beauty of the North
(Dorian) 03101 0

PERMIT NO. 5071

INDIANAPOLIS IN

Itzhak Perlman:
My Favorite Kreisler
(EMI Gassiest 03112

Zamfir: Opera! Favorite
Melodies from the Opera
(Philips) 03218 0
RCA Victor Red Seal) 01742 0 Evgeny Kissin:
Chopin At Carnegie Hall II
Evgeny Kissin:
Concerto!:
Galway Plays Mozart

Chopin at Carnegie Hall

(RCA Victor Red Seal) 03221 0

(RCA Victor Red Seal) 02459

Van Cliburn In Moscow

Richard Stoltzman:
Dreams (RCA) 02720 0
Paganini For Two: Italian
Music For Violin & Guitar:
Gil Shaham (DG) 02870 0
Mendelssohn. Violin
Concerto: Itzhak Perlman

(RCA Victor Red Seal) 05748

r Erato) 02945

(Polydor) 06038
Madonna:
The Immaculate Collection
(Sire) 54164
The Judds: The Essential
Collection Of Number One
Hits (RCA) 06137
David Benoit: Shaken. Not
Stirred (GRP) 06150
Phil Perry: PL re Pleasure
(MCNGRP) 06152

Vol.1 (Atlantic) 02594

INS1RUMENTAIJSTS

ltzhak Perlman Live In Russia
(EMI Classics) 01380

Toby Keith: Boomtown

VOICES

Vince Gill: When Love Finds
You (MCA) 03350
Sondheim: A Musical Tribute

GREAT

James Galway: Wind Of
Change (RCA) 05960

Barry White: The Icon Is Love
(A&M) 06185

JAB

(GRP) 03337

Also available on cassettes

with hot tips
and tunes.

Freedom to
build an exciting
collection with
all kinds of music
to explore.

Clint Black: One Emotion
[RCA) 06155

ree

Chick Corea: Expressions

NOTHING MORE
TO BUY, EVER!

Green Day: Dookie
(Reprise) 02753 *
Dmitri Hvorostovsky:
Songs & Dances of Death
(Philips) 02946
Elton John: Greatest Hits
(Polydor) 03077

Tracy Lawrence I See It Now
(Atlanta) 06017
Hirosh ma: LA.
(ReposeOwest) 06024

(Private Music) 02477

Jimmy Buffett: Fruitcakes

For the Price of

Koko Taylor: What It Takes The Chess Years
(Chess) 02079
Grover Washington Jr.:
Anthology (Elektra) 02097
The Best Of Chess Blues,
Vol.1 (Chess) 02121 0
Carly Simon's Romulus Hunt:
A Family Opera (Angel) 02339
Ace Of Base: The Sign
(Arista) 02354
Mario Lanza: Live From
London (RCA) 02367
Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers:
Greatest Hits (MCA; 02390

Orff, Carmina Burana

Va., Live
At The Acropolis

I
I

Symphonic Boleros: Ettore
Stratta (Teldecl 21135 0
John Bayless:
NI
The Puccini Album

BMG MUSIC SERVICE
P.O. Box 91001
INDIANAPOLIS IN

46209-9637

(Angel) 63344

Gershwin, Rhapsody In Blue, I
James Levine lDG: 64384
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NO POSTAGE
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Tom Petty: Wildflowers
(Warner Bros.) 06280

Dave Koz: Lucky Man
(Capitol) 64060

Bette Midler: Experience

Guys And Dolls.
Cast Recording

(Atlantic) 64291

The Divine-Greatest Hits

(RCA Victor) 61964

The Eagles:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2
(Asylum) 63318
Anne Murray: Greatest
Hits (Capitol) 63530
Yanni: In My Time
(Private Music) 63900
Van Morrison:
Moondance
(Warner Bros.) 64585
The Very Best Of Nana
Mouskouri: Only Love
(Philips) 64615
Long Time Ago:
American Songs By
Aaron Copland
(Teldec) 70246 0
Elvis Presley: The Number
One Hits (RCA) 72190
Janet Jackson's Rhythm
Nation 1814 (A&M) 72386
Barry Manilow: Greatest Hits,
Vol. 1 (Arista) 72863
Anita Baker: Rapture
(Elektra) 73404
The John Lennon
Collection (Capitol)

Freedom to
stay as long as

you want, after
you buy one

Eric Clanton: From The
Cradle (Reprise) 06025

selection.
Little Texas: Kick A Little
(Warner Bros) 06163
Cliai Walker: If I Could Make
A ving (Giant) 06165
Beverly Hills, 90210The College Years/
TV Sdhic. (Giant) 06168
Buddy Guy: Slippin' In

Hales: Share My World
EMI) 06141

M- SERVICENE

(Silvertone) 06171

eE

Jeff Foxworthy: You
Might Be A Redneck If.,.
(WarnerBros.) 06173
David Arkenstone:
-ne Wind
In Y'

Alan Jackson: Who I Am
(Arista) 34793
Glenn Miller: Chattanooga
Choo Choo-The /11 Hits

doa,

0

"Ye

(Bluebird) 11052

(Threshold) 34284

Jackson Browne: Running
On Empty (Elektra) 11056
Peter Gabriel: Shaking The
Tree -16 Golden Greats

Alr Supply: Greatest Hits
B.B. King: Blues Summit
(MCA) 34700
Bryan Adams: So Far So
Good (A&M) 34771
Grease!/Cast Recording

(Atlantic) 20078

For the Price of

ABBA: Gold-Greatest Hits
(Polydor) 20679

NOTHING MORE
TO BUY, EVER!

Aerosmith: Get A Grip
(Geffen) 20814 *
Jose Carreras: With A Song
In My Heart - A Tribute To
Mario (Teldec) 21039
Eric Clapton: TimepiecesGreatest Hits (Polydor) 23385
The Eagles: Greatest Hits

Beauty and the BeastSdtrk
(Disney) 10780

The Best Of Miles Davis:
The Capitol Blue Note Years
(Blue Note) 11000

Also available on cassettes

1971-1975 (Asylum) 23481

Melissa Etheridge:

Eric Clapton: Unplugged

Yes I Am
(Island) 35501

Kenny G: Miracles-The

29

(Warner Bros.) 23690

6
Start with

- up to 7o7o.

Pavarotti: The 3 Tenors-

(Living Music) 20401

The Decca Years, Vol. 1
(MCA) 10497

Freedom to
save more the
longer you stay

(RCA Victor) 34814
Fourplay: Between The
Sheets (Warner Bros.) 35074
Carreras, Domingo &

Paul Winter:
Wolf Eyes: A Retrospective

Randy Roos: Liquid Smoke
(Narada) 06228 0
David Lanz: Cristofori's
Dream (Narada) 06232
Barbra Streisand: In Hello
Dolly (Philips) 06314
Judy Garland: The Best Of

Frank Sinatra: Sinatra
Reprise: The Very Good
Years (Reprise) 80304
Meat Loaf: Bat Out Of Hell It:
Back Into Hell (MCA) 83394

(Arista) 34424

The Best Of Aretha Franklin

Holiday Album (Arista) 35544
James Taylor: Greatest Hits
(Reprise) 23790
Foreigner: The Very Best...
And Beyond (Atlantic) 24722
The Mantovani Orchestra:
Golden Hits (Bainbridge) 24806

Buy ONLY 1 at the
Then get 2
Enjoy 9
6 FREE
regular Club price more CDs of your
CDs for the
CDs now,
within a year.
choice, FREE!
price of 1!
A shipping and handling charge is added to each selection.

Gin Blossoms:
New Miserable Experience
(A&M) 24884
Leonard Bernstein:
Somewhere (DG) 25461 0
The Best Of Muddy Waters
(Chess) 33502

NOTHING MORE TO BUY, EVER!

Bonus
THE BMG MUSIC
SERVICE DIFFERENCE

From day one, every
time you buy a CD or

cassette at the regular

,

Steely Dan: Gold
(MCA) 74339

Moody Blues: Greatest Hits

(MCA Nashville) 15841

Arthur Fiedler and the
Boston Pops Orchestra:
Salute to Disney (0eutschgt
Grammophon) 06329
k

50% -Off

Bernstein, On The
Town (DG) 73784

(Arista) 54213

Bonnie Raitt: Luck Of The
Draw (Capitol) 15567
George Strait: Lead On

Instant

73627

Whitney Houston:
The Bodyguard Soundtrack

(Geffen) 11089

Chant: The Benedictine
Monks of Santo
Domingo de Silos
(Angel) 02957

In Concert (London) 35078
Lionel Richie: Back To Front
(Motown) 35210
The Rodgers & Hammerstein
Collection (MCA) 40015
Enya: Watermark
(Repnse) 43249
David Bowie: Changesbowie
(Rykodisc) 43693
The Best Of The Dooble
Brothers (blamer Bros.) 43738
Sensual Classics
(Teldec) 44544 0
Enya: Shepherd Moons
(Reprise) 53190
Vangelis: The City
(Atlantic) 53304
Copland, Rodeo (Argo) 53352
Marvin Gaye: 15 Greatest
Hits (Motown) 53534 0
Michael Crawford: Songs
From Stage And Screen
(Atlantic) 53704
Michael Feinstein: Pure
Gershwin (Elektra) 54173
Kenny G: Breathless
(Arista) 54317

Club price, you're
entitled to buy another
of equal or lesser value
at half price. With other
clubs, usually you must
buy 6 or more at full
price to qualify for
bonus savings.

Rod Stewart: The Mercury
Anthology (Mercury) 01161 0
Uza MInne111: At Carnegie
Hall (Telarc) 01378

The George Benson
Collection
(Warner Bros.) 01858 *
Buddy Guy: The Complete
Chess Studio Recordings
(Chess) 02396 *
Windham Hill: The First Ten
Years (Windham Hill) 02628 cv

Les kiliserables/Broadway
Cast Recording
(Geffen) 02760
Puccini, La Boheme
(London) 05615 *
Woodstock '94 (A&M) 06315*

-111A

*Otero: Ten Years
(Geffen) 09643
The Phantom Of The Opera:

Shawl Clem

altar""B
Clannad: Banba
(Mantic) 83647

Neil Diamond: 12 Greatest
Hits (MCA) 84050

Gipsy Kings: Love & Liberte
(Elektra) 93775

Cast Recording
(Polydor) 14829
Dionne Warwick: Greatest
Hits (Arista) 00667
Andrew Lloyd Webber:
Sunset Boulevard
(Polydor) 34877
Simon & Garfunkel: The
Concert In Central Park
(Warner Bros.) 44006
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Note the automatic, 2.5 -dB volume reduction. The last control on the right is a gain
control having a range of ±20 dB in 0.2 -dB
steps. It presets the gain to avoid clipping; it
is not my main volume control.
At the left in Fig. 2A is a vertical array of
buttons. The "Save" button retains both dB

identical effects on the left and right channels. The settings on the fourth screen are
ignored. By actuating the "SEP" button on
the fourth screen, the third screen becomes
effective only for the left channel, and the

and position settings of all sliders on all
four screens. Using the "Flat" and "EQ"

"Graph" buttons.
A unique feature of the third screen is a
hum filter. This filter, magnified in Fig. 7,
notches out 60, 120, and 180 Hz and works
in stereo. Each notch attenuates 30 dB, and

if my digital

a computer
hree programs.

fourth screen adjusts the right channel.
Each screen has duplicate "DSP" and

Fig. 6-0-..-tave control, 1 kHz at
+10 dB.

s

the loss is only 1 dB at a point just ±3%
away from the center frequency. Bass loss is

negligible. Each notch filter has a "Q" of

buttons, I can compare my tone settings
with flat, unity -gain response. The "File"

1,000, a value that would be impractical in
analog circuits.

button recalls the previously saved dB settings from an item on the library screen, allowing MB comparison with new control
settings. The "Set" button recalls the slider
positions and dB settings for an item on the
library screen.
The "Graph" button creates a plot of frequency response, shown in Fig. 2B, using
the dB settings from the selected button. To
make the graph, the spreadsheet calculates
and adds the gains, in dB, for each of 22 filters at each of 175 different frequencies; it

Listellipsults

uses formulas as long as 140 characters.
(The graphs can also be printed out.)
The "DSP" button controls the one really
disappointing aspect of this digital tone control system. This button sends the computed filter coefficients to the DSP board
using the "C" and assembly programs. I had
hoped each movement of the sliders could
automatically update the filter coefficients

in real time at the DSP, but there is too
much computation, and even my new computer is too slow. It took 8 seconds on my

rogram material, especially

Fig. 7-The 30 -dB hum filter creates
notches at 60, 120, and 180 Hz. Flter

older recordings, varies in the
extreme. The improved flexibility compared with my pre-

vious tone -control systems means I can
make more recordings in my CD collection

"Q" is 1,00G.

sound pleasant. More important, the fine
difference between the left and right channels. The "DSP" and "Graph" buttons are

duplicated on this screen. (The "Graph"
button on any screen actually makes two
different graphs. The first shows the left channel response; the second shows only
differences between the left and right chan-

adjustment capability imparts a greater degree of perfection to my best -sounding CDs
and my own live recordings. Interestingly,

although the midrange peaking and the
parametric controls can provide any kind of
a peak or dip-however broad or narrow, at

any frequency-my saved control settings

nels, which may be as small as 0.2 dB.)

show that after trying these highly ad-

The third screen, Fig. 2C, provides four
parametric equalizers. These controls produce curves similar to the 1 -kHz peaking
control's (shown in Fig. 6) but with complete adjustability. Each equalizer has three
sliders-"FREQ," "Q," and "DB." I can set
the center frequency logarithmically any-

justable controls, I used them for only six
out of 87 recordings or radio programs.
I found that once I had achieved a fairly
pleasing balance on each recording, I continued to make fine adjustments, in steps of
only 0.2 dB, for various controls. I do not
notice the effect of moving a single tone
control by 0.2 dB, but I can hear the cumulative change in balance from moving two
or three mid -frequency controls by a total
of 0.4 or 0.6 dB. Left/right balance is ex-

old 33 -MHz 386 machine to change the
tone after actuating the "DSP" button. My
new 100 -MHz Pentium shortened the time
to less than 2 seconds. This drawback does

where from 10 Hz to 10 kHz, in steps of

not prevent my enjoying the improved

times the center frequency to 5% of that
frequency. The "DB" slider sets a peak or

tremely critical, and I adjust the right -chan-

dip up to 10 dB, in steps of 0.2 dB. Deliber-

0.1 or 0.2 dB.
It is far easier to adjust both stereo chan-

sound due to the new digital controls. For
demonstrations, I recall library settings; if I
want to remix a classical digital tape, I normally rehearse the remix before I decide on

2.3%. The "Q" slider sets the curve's sharp-

ness anywhere from 0.2 to 20. Thus, the
bandwidth of each filter can vary from five

ate interaction between the "DB" and "Q"

sliders causes some broadening of the

nel gain relative to the left in steps of only

nels with a single control than with two.
The gradual, completely noninteracting

final settings.
When I want a difference between the left
and right channels, I use a similar set of 15

bandwidth at maximum dB settings, so the
audible bandwidth effect is nearly constant.

The fourth screen is a duplicate of the

able curves than the resonant types pro-

controls on the second screen. These controls have about the dB range of the controls in the first screen and produce only a

third screen and affects only the right channel. Normally an "L -R" button on the third
screen causes its control settings to produce

duced by conventional graphic equalizers.
There is no problem of lack of transparency
due to resistor, capacitor, or potentiometer
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controls seem to produce much more desir-

tolerances, as in many conventional equalizers. I can decide on the settings of the 12 and 24 -kHz controls when their effect is as
little as 0.5 dB at 10 kHz. Once the controls
are set close to optimum, I find that small
changes of 1 or 2 dB make a noticeable difference in the apparent horizontal spread of
the sound. Less high -frequency gain causes

Fig. 8-Pleasing response curves for selected program sources.
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the sound to come from between the left
and right speakers. More gain extends the
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ment; too much extreme high -frequency

D A passage from Bob's Diner (dmp
CD -471), a very high -quality CD of
a band led by Bob Smith.

A CNN broadcast, with a tilt up that
makes voices more intelligible.

gain may make the sound come apart or be-

come irritating. Of course, I am using all
five of my speaker systems, with nearly as

much sound from the rear as from the
front.
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E A passage from Merle Haggard's "I'm
Always on a Mountain When I Fall"
(from the CD of the same name, MCA
MCAD-1644), where irritating high
frequencies are rolled off 17 dB.

B La Traviata on LaserDisc, where lost
low bass is retrieved by 68 -dB boost at
15 Hz relative to 1 kHz.
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on LaserDisc. This Verdi opera, directed by

necessary to use the hum filter with this

-I0

,sv
:57
FEIEOUDICI --

C November 1986 concert of Civic
Symphony Orchestra of Boston, on
PCM-F1 format tape, where the slope is
-1 dB/octave from 25 Hz to 3 kHz.

of tonal

that can only be retrieved using that much
boost. Because the 23 -dB boost at 60 Hz
brings up the hum level, due to the 30 -foot
ground path to my LaserDisc player, it is

1111111011111M1
4

Whatever you
sound require
Franco Zeffirelli in 1982, has an analog
soundtrack containing a trace of low bass

rac

I

411111111111111111111

(Fig. 8A) to an amazing 68 -dB, low -bass
boost (Fig. 8B) for the movie La Traviata,

F Moonraker, a James Bond VHS
videotape, is more exciting with 40 -dB
boost at 15 Hz.

G CBS telecast of
1994 Tony Awards,
where 22 -dB bass
boost and 38 -dB
high -frequency
roll -off tame sibilant
voices and gross
imbalance.

recording.
The ability to make fine settings of non interacting, shelf -type curves allowed me to
produce a very gradual downward slope of

1 dB/octave (shown in Fig. 8C) for one of
my own recordings of a live concert. High
frequencies above 8 kHz needed boost because the high -frequency directionality of
the omnidirectional microphones, pointed
at the ceiling for added reflections, caused a
fall -off in the direction of the orchestra. My
tone settings, however, are based entirely on
what I hear.

Most curves turn up at very high frequencies, but some do not. The telecast of
the 1994 Tony Awards (shown in Fig. 8G)
seemed quite unbalanced, with extremely
sibilant voices, causing me to roll off the
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high frequencies by 38 dB. Again, I pre-

(peak to peak) reached 0.3 V out of 4 V full

ferred a smooth downward curve to a sharp
cutoff or one with peaks or dips within the
audible band. Based on what I hear via this

scale, only 23 dB down. It sounded like a
screechy hiss that came and went at certain
d.c. input levels. For a.c. input at 15 Hz,
there was a fluttering effect as the signal

extremely flexible yet finely adjustable
tone -control system, it appears that, contrary to popular opinion, flat audio systems

modulated the noise. Higher frequency sine

are optimal for only a tiny fraction of available program material.

noise was inaudible.

P4111110id
urists who favor having only

minimal equipment in the
signal path may wonder if the

sound of my system is muddied by its digital processing and the nearly

noise.

Later I learned that the DSP96002
processor can compute with 64 -bit accuracy instead of 32 -bit simply by changing ".s"

alance.

to ".x" in floating-point instructions. The
complete elimination of round -off noise
from all the controls (including the 15 -Hz
and parametric resonant types), leaving
only converter noise, made a remarkable
demonstration.
I would like to have a direct digital input
and A/D and D/A converters whose dynamic range is 115 dB. Recently I installed three

Some of the op -amps in my system have
been in use for 70 hours a week for 28 years.
These discrete component devices amplify

additional 40 -MHz Ariel DSP96 boards.
The faster DSPs allow more instructions,

audio with low noise, low distortion, and
high slew rate, and they are still in a class

Proport external A/D and D/A converter
boxes for my front and rear channels. The
Proports' differential inputs reduced hum,

with today's best.
Aside from the added digitization, which
can be eliminated for digital sources, DSP

and they interface with two Arid Model 656

does tend to minimize equipment in the

and the external box reduced digital noise.
Still, the dynamic range is slightly less than
that of the 96 -dB concert recordings I have

signal path. All that is added is pure mathe-

been making for the past 13 years in the

matics. When enough bits are used, the

PCM-Fl format.

mathematical errors in frequency response
and channel matching can be hundreds of
times smaller than those of analog circuits,
producing complete transparency. Too few
bits, however, can produce peculiar distor-

tion components, beat notes, and signal related noises.

One of the surprising results of digital

filtering was the amount of round -off
noise. I had read that tiny random errors
from rounding off the multiplication products, from 64 -bit numbers to 32 -bit float-

ing-point numbers, might result in some
generated noise. I was astonished to find
that with low bass boost, the noise level

to

noise. In the remaining time before the
demonstration, I was able to convert the

for unity gain and flat response, I can

recise control

Nome Theater'

When I had two free hours before a

pieces of equipment. When my system is set

riteria, great

the Difference!
FREE vid. Goode

scheduled demonstration, I traced the noise
to the 15 -Hz resonant filter. This digital filter has a denominator gain of 250,000 and
tremendously amplifies the tiny round -off

resonant filter to a shelf type having a gain
of only 500, thereby eliminating the audible

noise when there is no music.

SURROUND SOUND

You Won't Believe

waves were cleaner, and above 50 Hz the

2,000 operational amplifiers in various

switch 20 or more op -amps plus the DSP
system in and out of the signal path. I hear
no difference when playing my cleanest
recordings, and only a slight increase in

CRU CHFIELD

FREE
Stereo
Catalog
Convenient shopping - over 100
full -color pages covering hundreds
of the latest stereos for your home
and car, plus video and telephones

Quality you can count on - Sony,
Kenwood, Pioneer, JVC, Carver,
Polk, Advent, Infinity, Bose, NHT,
Panasonic, Mitsubishi, and more

The information you need

-

including product descriptions,
consumer tips, specifications, and
our exclusive comparison charts

There's no other catalog like it!
Get yours on its way to you today

It is inconvenient to operate the main
computer from where my guests are sitting.

Therefore, I have connected my laptop
computer via a network coaxial cable and
can use it as a remote controller from anywhere in the room.

Call Now!
1-800-955-9009
8 a.m. to Midnight (Eastern time), 7 days a week

With additional DSP96 boards, I am cur-

rently working on my second DSP project-reverberation. I want to see if I can
produce an electronic "space" that sounds
better than my favorite acoustic space, Jordan Hall at the New England Conservatory

or mail this coupon

Name

Address

Apt.

City

of Music in Boston. Now that I've seen what

digital technology can do for me in other
areas, I think I have a shot at it.
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CIRCLE NO. 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

FM and two AM banks. Beneath it is the
button for "Scan," which proceeds through

JENSEN DF511
CAR STEREO

all available stations; tap again to stop on a
station. "Tune" buttons are just to the right,
and the six presets are arranged along the
top left of the panel. During tape playback,
button "6" activates the battery monitor to
show the voltage on the display.
Below the first five presets are illuminated buttons that, from left to right, toggle the

HI -POWER n sta

LOC

MONO
IMEDI

LD

DISP

44

11un

0" O'

AUTOREVERSE Battery VoltageTmeornt

JENSEN`

NEM

DF511

PS

BSM
40WATTS

ensen's DF511 car cassette receiver has

illumination between green and amber

Control Layout

some niceties-a detachable faceplate,

Jensen's "one knob does most" design

line -level outputs for the rear channels,

makes the DF511 quite easy to use. In default, the knob controls volume. Tapping
the "Mode" button, slightly above and to
the right, accesses the other functions: Balance, bass, treble, and fader, in that order.

and a novel battery -voltage monitorthat you may not find on a stock radio.
But on the whole, the DF511 is best
viewed as a replacement unit rather than a

1

stock -receiver upgrade. That's not meant as
a pejorative; the DF511 has a suggested retail price of only $279 and undoubtedly can
be bought for less.

What you get for your money is a quite
decent tuner with 30 presets -18 FM and
12 AM, arranged in three FM and two AM

banks of six-and an amp configured to

GIVES YOU A DECENT
TUNER, CASSETTE, AND

local scan, muting, and loudness are en-

FOR $279, THE DF51 1

SEVERAL NICETIES.

each. (Jensen construes this as a "total system power" of 40 watts, obviously
meaning "peak" power, not average.) The cassette deck auto -re-

front and 15 watts rms per channel in back.
The DF521 also has a CD input and sub woofer line outs with internal crossovers at
125 Hz. That strikes me as worth an extra

half bill. Both of these receivers are
DIN/DIN E compatible.

receiver to mono ("Mono"), activate the
loudness function ("LD"), and toggle the
readout between time and station frequency in the tuner mode ("DISP"). (The DF511
displays the time when it's off or playing a
tape.) Pressing and holding "DISP" permits
you to set the clock with the "Tune" buttons
("Up" changes the minutes, and "Down"
changes the hours). Legends indicate when

drive four speakers, with 5 watts rms for

verses but lacks Dolby noise reduction. For an extra fifty bucks,
Jensen offers the DF521, which
has metal/chrome tape equalization, Dolby B noise reduction, and more
powerful amps: 5 watts rms per channel in

("ILL"), change the seek/scan threshold to
skip over weak stations ("LOC"), force the

gaged and (except in "Mono" mode) when
the receiver senses a stereo broadcast. The
tuner band and bank number also appear,
along with the preset number and station

frequency, when the unit is in
the default (non -clock) tuner
mode.
Two quite differently shaped
buttons near the display activate
the "Seek" function (advance to

The function being controlled is indicated
in the display, along with a small bar graph
that suggests the current setting within the
range. The button for "Mute," which is total, lies directly under the "Mode" buttonsensibly near the volume control.

and stop on the next clear station) and Jensen's Program Scan/Best Station Memory ("PS/BSM"). Tapping "PS/
BSM" causes the tuner to scan through the

six stations stored in the current bank,

To the right of "Mode" is a "BND"

pausing on each for 5 seconds; tap again
to lock a station. Holding "PS/BSM" for
more than 3 seconds causes the tuner to

(band) button that cycles through the three

select the next six strong stations and
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store them in the current bank, replacing

those already there. (Be careful.) The

corner; a similar button at the lower
right corner is used to "Release" the

DF511 is also equipped with a power antenna control line.

faceplate.

Three mechanical buttons control the
tape deck. A button to the left of the tape

Measurements

slot stops and ejects the tape. The two buttons to the right serve multiple purposes.
Pressing either button halfway will fast wind the tape to the point you want; pressing either all the way fast -winds to the end.

(The unit reverts to broadcast reception
during fast -wind.) If both buttons are depressed simultaneously, the tape reverses

direction. It's a pretty standard arrangement. The "PWR" button is at the lower left

SPECS
TAPE PLAYER SECTION

Frequency Response: 40 Hz to 17
kHz, ±3 dB.
Wow and Flutter, Wtd. rms: 0.12%.
SIN, A -Weighted: 55 dB.
Stereo Separation at 1 kHz: 45 dB.
FM TUNER SECTION
Tuning Range: 87.5 to 107.9 MHz.
FM Mono Sensitivity: 14 dBf.
50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Stereo, 18
dBf.

Frequency Response: 50 Hz to 15

I made all basic measurements
from the line outputs with the volume fully advanced, balance and
fader set to their midpoints, and the
tone controls "flat."
Figure 1 shows the FM quieting
characteristics as a function of r.f.

input. Like most car tuners, the
DF511 partially blends the channels
on weak signals to reduce noise, so
in the stereo mode, I've plotted both
left and right outputs (using L -only
modulation) as well as left -channel

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Power Supply: 11 to 16 V d.c.,
negative ground.
Price: $279.

Company Address: 25 Tri-State
International Office Ctr., Suite 400,
Lincolnshire, Ill. 60069.
For literature, circle No. 90

AUDIO OUTPUT (STEREO)

is the separation at 1 kHz; the difference between the left channel's output and the stereo noise curve is the
available S/N ratio. As you can see,
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Fig. I-FM quieting
characteristics and stereo
separation
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noise. The difference between the
curves for the left and right signals
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noise is suppressed by 45 dB or
0.1

more (relative to the reference level)
with r.f. inputs greater than 18 dBf.
Mono 50 -dB quieting sensitivity

Fig. 2-THD + N vs.

came in at 18.7 dBf; stereo 50 -dB

frequency, FM section.
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lk
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quieting occurred at 42.1 dBf, with a

quite useful channel separation of
12 dB. IHF usable sensitivity (a

AM TUNER SECTION
Tuning Range: 530 to 1,710 kHz.
Usable Sensitivity: 15 µV.

Speaker Output Impedance: 4 ohms.

AP

N

entire frequency range, which

system power, 40 watts peak.

_.
AUDIO OUTPUT
(MONO)

mono measurement for -30 dB

Power Output: 5 watts rms x 4; total

051

0

20

kHz, ±3 dB.
Capture Ratio: 1.7 dB.
Alternate -Channel Selectivity: 60 dB.
Stereo Separation at 1 kHz: 45 dB.
S/N: Mono, 68 dB.

AMPLIFIER SECTION

elf Ouletln910140 vs W Level loBll

Jensen 0E511 -

THD + N) was 16.6 dBf. Unweighted S/N ratios at 65 dBf were 67.4 dB

-lamp, 0,511

should be fully adequate for car use.

Figure 2 shows the FM tuner's
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in mono and 64.6 dB in stereo.
Channel separation at 65 dBf was 26
dB or better (worst case) across the
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Fig. 3-FM frequency
response.

THD + N as a function of frequency
for mono and stereo reception with

an input level of 65 dBf. (The
"holes" in the curves at 9.5 kHz are
due to the 19 -kHz notch filter in the
measurement setup and suggest that
the distortion is predominantly sec-

ond harmonic.) THD + N at the
three standard frequencies of 100
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Hz, 1 kHz, and 6 kHz is, respective-

ly, 0.94%, 1.15%, and 1.16% in

15

20

mono and 0.78%, 1.00%, and
1.33% in stereo. I've seen better and
worse figures in car tuners, many of

which are designed with a narrow
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100

was reading a bit high. A 10.8-V source
showed up as 11.1 V, a 12-V source was

I also measured frequency re-

shown as 12.3 V, a 13-V source was indicated as 13.5 V, and a 14.4-V source was disEdward J. Foster
played as 14.9 V.

sponse and sensitivity for the AM
tuner. As usual, AM treble response
was limited (-3 dB at approximately
3 kHz and -6 dB at about 3.8 kHz)

7.

20

reference to the 0 -dB axis, not to the
"flat" control settings.

10k

20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 5-Cassette frequency
response.

make the DF511 sound better than

Behind the Wheel
My expectations for a car stereo as moderately priced as this Jensen would be moderate-but the DF511 more than easily surpassed them.

average. The bass was extended,
with a -3 dB point at 32 Hz. The
AM sensitivity measured 12.3 µV

more good points than bad. First and foremost, the volume control is a knob instead

for -20 dB THD + N with 30%

of a rocker or, worse, a pair of up/down

modulation.

buttons. There is no easier type of control
to set precisely in a moving vehicle. Knobs
are rarely found in units with removable
faceplates, but if Jensen can do it in a $279

but, at 12 dB/octave, rolled off
somewhat more gradually than
with many tuners, which might

Although Jensen doesn't claim
Type II (metal/chrome) tape equalization for the DF511, I measured
the deck's response using both Type
Inc clock is still
readable when
the faceplate is off.

i.f. in order to improve selectivity. Indeed,
the DF511 proved quite selective (14.8 dB)
against adjacent -channel interference and
exhibited an alternate -channel selectivity of
60.5 dB. Capture ratio-another item often
sacrificed for better selectivity-measured a
relatively modest 2.0 dB at 45 dBf. Image
rejection (a measure of front-end selectivity) came in at 52.8 dB, and AM rejection

Ergonomically, the Jensen has many

unit, why can't the makers of units costing a

II and Type I test tapes because
many people will use Type II tape

anyway and might as well know
what the response will be like. Figure 5

SELECTIVITY WAS A HIGH

14.8 dB AGAINST

Figure 3 shows FM tuner frequency re-

shows the results taken on the right (inner)
channel for each direction of travel. (The
left -channel responses were essentially similar.) For Type I (standard) tape, response is
within +0.25, -6 dB from 31 Hz to 14 kHz
in the forward direction and to about 11.5
kHz in the reverse direction. The equalization mismatch with Type II tape shows up
as a bump of 3.25 dB around 4 kHz in the
upper midrange. The bump helps hold up

sponse, measured at both the line and

the highs, and overall response is within

speaker outputs. As you can see, bass response is a little better at the speaker outputs, treble response at the line outputs.
Overall, I rate the line -output response as

+3.25,-6 dB from 31 Hz to about 15 kHz in

+2.4, -3 dB from 32 Hz to 13.2 kHz and the

get the lower noise you'd expect from

speaker -output response as +2.1, -3 dB
from 21 Hz to 11.5 kHz. I also measured
maximum output power, using a 1 -kHz,
mono -modulated FM source and 4 -ohm

chrome tape either. The A -weighted noise

loads; 3% distortion occurred at 4.25 watts,
5% at 4.5 watts.
Figure 4 shows FM tuner response (measured at the line output) with the loudness
on and with the bass and treble controls at
maximum and minimum settings. I've also

virgin Type II tape. Tape speed was reasonably accurate and relatively invariant over
the normal range of battery voltage. With a
14.4-V source, the deck ran 0.8% fast in the
forward direction, 0.4% fast in reverse. The

the most brightly lit.

speed increased by about another 0.1%

shown the "flat" response as a reference.
Bass -control range is +10, -12.7 dB at 50
Hz; treble range is +10.3, -10.6 dB at 10

when the battery voltage dropped to 10.8 V.

Everything was visible except the tops of
numerals (I kept mistaking "1" and "7")

kHz. The loudness boosts bass response by
5 dB in the range from 75 to 100 Hz and is
up 4.6 dB at 50 Hz. These figures are with

ed peak) in the forward direction, 0.13%
weighted rms (±0.23% weighted peak) in
reverse. Jensen's battery -voltage indicator

was an excellent 70.5 dB.

the forward direction and to about 13.5
kHz in the reverse direction.
Without Type II equalization, you don't

measured -56.3 dB referenced to a 250nWb/m recording with a virgin Type I
product and was almost the same with a

Wow and flutter was quite low for a car
deck: 0.10% weighted rms (±0.14% weight-
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ADJACENT CHANNELS

AND 60.5 dB FOR
ALTERNATE CHANNELS.
lot more? The other controls are fairly logically grouped: The main tape controls flank
the tape slot, and the main tuning controls
are either clustered near the radio display or
in the six -button row at the top left.
The buttons themselves, however, are too

much alike and too poorly marked; you
fumble about a bit until you learn them
(not difficult, as there aren't many). The
five brightly illuminated buttons beneath
the six presets make a useful landmark for
navigating the panel, especially at night-

but I wonder why the five controls most
people will use least are the ones that are

The display was basically a delightlarge, clear, and easy to read under all avail-

able lighting conditions, though I did not

get a chance to try it in direct sunlight.

and the loudness indicator.
When you detach the DF511's faceplate,
the display stays behind, which makes the

faceplate lighter and easier to carry, less
fragile (Jensen doesn't even provide a case

BEYOND YOUR EXPECTATIONS
WITHIN YOUR REACH
Introducing McCormack's

award -winning musicality rect
in new compact components.

MICRO LINE DRIVE

.C.1(1 1-1.141A1-10Nt r WTI

r-

MICRO HEADPHONE DRIVE

MICRO PHONO DRIVE

e adopt circuits and

parts from our full-size

\:\

mEco....c.
POWFR °FINE

electronics to take

advantage of the many benefits of
MICRO POWER DRIVE

downsizing: shorter signal path, less
signal processing, limited space
requirements, lower prices.

Contact us for the name of the nearest dealer where
tau can see and hear them yourself.

McCormack Micros.
Same McCormack sound. Same

McCORNRCK
AUDIC CORPORATION

McCormack quality. Smaller size

with an exciting new high tech look.

542 North Highway 101 Leucadia, CA 92024 (619) 436-7666

CIRCLE NO. 14 ON READER SERVICE CARE

r

1
MOVING?

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

Please give us 8
weeks advance notice. Attach label
with your old address, and write in
new address below.

for it), and probably less expensive to replace if you lose or break it. And because
the display stays behind, the car retains a
functioning clock. With the faceplate off, a

RENEWING? Check box

blinking LED says "don't bother" to

below and attach label with corrections marked, if any.

SUBSCRIBING?

Check

box and fill in coupon. For gift subscriptions attach a separate sheet.

Send AUDIO
for 1 year at $24.00

PLACE
LABEL
HERE

New Subscription

Renewal
Payment enclosed Bill me
Canadian and foreign orders
add $8 per year.

prospective thieves.
The DF511 has about as nice a set of tuning features as I've seen: Seek, scan, and preset scan (it's rare to find both types of scan
together) plus memories for 30 stations in-

stead of the usual 18 to 24. Both seek and
scan are subtly bidirectional, moving up or
down the dial in the direction you last used
for manual tuning. (The owner's manual
doesn't mention this.) The "Mono" button
did a much better job of clearing up noisy
stations than is usual; however, the display
does not tell you when you've accidentally

NAME

AT A MODERATE PRICE,
ADDRESS

JENSEN'S DF511 OFFERS

1(303) 604-1464
FAX 1(303) 604-7455
AUDIO
P.O. Box 52548, Boulder CO 80322

CITY

A GOOD SET

STATE

OF TUNER FEATURES

AND GOOD PERFORMANCE.

ZIP

invoked this mode. Switching between local

" Grade A....I Prefer it to all But Some Active
Processors Carrying A Price Tag Of $3,000"

1111.11111111111

John Sunier, Audio 12/94
FITS -1 Playback Report

RLC-1 REMOTE LINE CONTROLLER

W,t15"X4n"11S'rzlt

UPGRADE YOUR CURRENT STEREO SYSTEM
TO WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL AND FIVE CHANNEL
HOME THEATER WITH THESE AFFORDABLE, AWARD
WINNING PRODUCTS FROM CHASE TECHNOLOGIES
Add Five Channel Home Theater with the critically acclaimed HTS-1 Passive
Matrix Decoder with 5 discrete outputs. It will give you all the performance of
a prologic system, without the high cost, noise, or distortion. If you own an
older stereo receiver, pre amp or powered sub woofer and want the
convenience of wireless remote control, the proprietary RLC-1 is the only
product on the market today that will allow you to upgrade, rather than replace
your current system.

Both are available at better audio stores,
the best catalogs, and at selected
locations

I=1

41--CJ.:1--11,1C)1_C=,-,' 11-S
/n

picked up.

In fact, tuner performance on the road
was virtually identical to that of my $880
Alpine reference unit-quite good on FM,

fairly bad on AM. Frequency response
sounded similar for both units, but the

HTS-1 FIVE CHANNEL HOME THEATER DECODER

AM+.

and distant reception modes made hardly
any difference as to which stations were

111 Second Ave N.E., Suite 700A, St. Petersburg FL 33701
800 531-0631 FAX 813 896-7899
CIRCLE NO. 29 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Jensen had a bit more treble and less bass,
slightly more noticeable on AM. The reference Alpine's FM sound seemed a bit more
rounded than the Jensen's with more bass
and treble extension.
The DF511's tape section is hardly as feature -rich as its tuner. You get tape reverse,

eject, and fast -forward and -rewind (full
logic, which is nice) but no tape EQ selection, Dolby NR, or music search. (I agree
with Ed Foster that the DF521 would be a
better bet.) The sound with Type I tapes
made without Dolby NR was pretty good,
but some Dolby -encoded tapes sounded
just a bit on the hard side. I heard no wow
and flutter.

All told, a good feature set (at least on
tuner) and creditable performance, all at a
moderate price.
Ivan Berger
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Our company goal? Make these guys sound like they're your houseguests. At Cerwin-Vega,
we make string -stretching, kick drum -pounding loudspeakers. With volumes in the neighborhood

of 125 decibels. Imagine 125 decibels, in your neighborhood. To us, one of your inalienable rights

is the volume knob. Life. Liberty. And neighbors who dig Hendrix. CERWINMEGA!
CIRCLE NO. 8 ON READER SERVICE CARD

©1994 Cerwin-Irga,

iilit it tip.

Fbr morn information on Cenral-4,ga speakers, please write to us at .5.5.5 Easy East Street. Simi WW1; (A 9306.5. Or rail .565,5S -4-93.Q.

power transformers just want to keep going
when dropped!). I turned the amp over and

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

stood on the bottom plate until I got it
straight again. The amp was otherwise in

LEGACY
HIGH -CURRENT

good shape and functioned perfectly.

Circuit Description
It is interesting that, although I have seen
just about every amplifier circuit topology
that is out there, still new permutations appear. In the case of the Legacy, while I have
seen the overall front-end topology in other
amplifiers, and certainly the output -stage
topology, I have not seen them combined
quite like this.
The circuit starts with an N -channel JFET differential amp cascoded with a pair
of NPN transistors. An NPN-transistor current source feeds the source terminals of the
J-FET input pair without any degeneration
resistors. Output of the first stage is directly
coupled to a second -stage differential amp
composed of PNP transistors. The collectors of these transistors are loaded by a cur-

AMPLIFIER

rent mirror (using two NPN transistors),
which is referenced to the negative supply
rail. A bias -spreading regulator in the second stage's uninverted phase (relative to the
input signal's phase) provides appropriate
drive lines to the output stage.

The output stage is a Darlington -connected complementary emitter follower
with five pairs of output transistors. No
output -buffering inductor is used. What
The Legacy High -Current power amplifier is the first electronic product
from Reel to Real Designs, which has

inputs, and an IEC combination fuse holder/power-cord connector.

manufactured loudspeakers under
the Legacy name since 1983. (A

transformer occupies the front of the space.

matching preamplifier is now available as well.) The amp is rated at 200 watts
per channel into 8 -ohm loads. The design

philosophy is to provide the audiophile
with high -quality amplification at a reasonable price. Rather than "reinvent the wheel"

Inside the unit, a large toroidal power

sistor that returns to the inverting input of

the input differential amp. This

At the rear, a p.c. board,
some 4 inches deep and
running the full width of
the chassis, mounts the
power -supply filter capacitors, rectifiers, supply -rail fuses, and the sig-

about negative feedback? Separate resistors
from each output -stage drive line sum into
the much larger overall series feedback re-

LEGACY'S AIM

means the whole

WAS TO PROVIDE

front-end is en-

HIGH -QUALITY

back loop, but the

AMPLIFICATION
AT A REASONABLE PRIC

closed in a feed-

output stage is
not included.

with a maze of complex circuits, Legacy

nal input connectors.

opted for a high -current, short signal -path
design with a minimum of internal wiring.
At the center of the attractive front panel
is a vertical arrangement of a rocker -type
power switch, a green LED power -on indicator, and a gold Legacy logo. The rear panel sports two pairs of gold-plated, five -way

This main board connects to other boards,

binding posts for each channel; a pair of

switched to more robust packaging). The
bottom plate was bowed downward at the

more pronounced changes in distortion

front -panel end a half inch or so (those big

output stage is driven from the usual,

high -quality RCA jacks for unbalanced inputs; a pair of XLR connectors for balanced

Thus, the source
impedance driv-

mounted on each side heat -sink, whic_l

ing the output stage is quite low, due to the

contain the actual audio circuitry.
The unit I received showed signs of ship-

negative feedback, which helps output

ping damage, probably a result of being

dropped (the manufacturer has since
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stages to be fast. My experience with such
an arrangement suggests that the transition
from Class A to Class AB usually causes

level and nature than in designs where the

higher impedance, source. Legacy claims
stage's operating point are designed so that
no change in output impedance or output
distortion takes place in the transition from

were radically different from each
other. The noninverting input's resistance is about 50 kilohms; the
inverting input's resistance is about
360 ohms when the noninverting

Class A to Class AB, even with different

input is not driven. Common -

that the bias regulator and the output

loads. No mean trick, if it is true!
The power -supply circuitry consists of a

separate rectifier bridge and filter capaci-

tors for each channel. Each channel has
four 12,000-g, 80-V capacitors, two paralleled for each supply rail.
One little difficulty in the circuit, if I read
the schematic correctly, is that the method
for coupling a balanced signal into the in-

put stage would appear to produce quite

mode rejection of even -order distortion of the source signal, and of
noise induced in the interconnect-

ing balanced cable, is among the
main reasons for using a balanced
topology in the first place, but unequal terminating impedances for

arrangement with the specified balanced

anced inputs on this otherwise ex-

input impedance of 1 kilohm.

cellent design. Consequently, all the
measurements that follow were ob-

Measurements
Just as I had suspected, the input imped-

tained with the Legacy amplifier's
unbalanced inputs.

ances for each leg of the balanced input

Gain was 27.89 dB for the left

Rated Power, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, Both
Channels Driven: 200 watts/channel
into 8 ohms, 380 watts/channel into
4 ohms.

channel and 27.87 dB for the right;

the sensitivity figures for the two
channels were 114.0 and 114.3 mV,
respectively.

Gain: 26 dB.
Noise: Better than 100 dB below rated

point appears to be about 180 kHz.
Of note is the uniform spacing be-

output.
Current Capability: 50 peak amperes
per channel.

tween the curves, suggesting that

kilohms; balanced, 1 kilohm.

essentially identical.) The -3 dB

output impedance is relatively constant with frequency. Square -wave

response is shown in Fig. 2. The
amount of ringing in the middle
trace, where a 2-µF capacitor is

Output Impedance: 0.08 ohm, 20 Hz

paralleled across the 8 -ohm load, is

to 20 kHz.
Dimensions: Faceplate, 17 in. W x 51/2

admirably low. There is no tilt in
the 40 -Hz (bottom) trace, as the

in. H (43.2 cm x 14 cm); chassis,

amp is truly d.c. coupled. Rise- and
fall -times into 8 -ohm loads were
1.8 p.S. As the amp was driven up to
clipping, the rise and fall remained
exponential in shape (as in the top
trace of Fig. 2), a good result.

163/4 in. W x 5 in. H x 14 in. D (42.5
cm x 12.7 cm x 35.6 cm).
Weight: 50 lbs. (22.7 kg).
Price: $1,795.

Company Address: Reel to Real
Designs, 3021 Sangamon Ave.,
Springfield, Ill. 62702.
For literature, cirde No. 91

8 OHMS
2

-3
10

lk

100

200k

10k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 1-Frequency
response.

Fig. 2-Square-wave
response fir 10 kHz into
8 ohms (tap), 10 kHz into
8 ohms paralleled by 2 pF
(middle), and 40 Hz into
8 ohms (bottom).
9111 INS

10

2.83 V (1 watt into 8 ohms) for
open -circuit, 8 -ohm, and 4 -ohm
loads. (Data is shown only for the
left channel, as both channels were

Input Impedance: Unbalanced, 50

4 OHMS

-1

Figure 1 shows frequency response, at an output level of about

Distortion: Less than 0.1%, 10 Hz to
20 kHz, at 200 watts/channel into 2
through 8 ohms.
Bandwidth: 0 to 100 kHz, +0, -3 dB.

Slew Rate: 50 V/i.tS.

OPEN CIRCUIT

0

largely negate these benefits. (My

the input signal. I can't reconcile this

SPECS

IM MO a IMMO

each leg of the balanced input
initial measurements bear this
out.) With this in mind, I really
don't recommend using the bal-

different load impedances for each phase of

1.111:1

In the distortion tests, the two
channels again behaved very much
alike, so only left -channel results

are shown. Figure 3 shows both
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Fig. 3-TH3 + N at 1 kHz,
and SMPTE-IM distortion,
vs. power.
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Fig. 4-Harmonic-distortion

residue at an output of
10 watts.

16k
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versus frequency over most of their
power range, but this one does. In

fAi;
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- 20 WATTS
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response to the Legacy claim that
they have arranged things so that
the distortion is well behaved with
load and power through the region
from Class A to Class AB, I would

0.1

say they did an excellent job.

0.01
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shows the constancy of the Legacy
amp's characteristics over the audio frequency range is the damping
factor, as shown in Fig. 6. Damping

Fig. 5-THD + N vs.
frequency, 4 -ohm loading.
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Another measurement that

factor is the ratio of the nominal
load impedance (usually assumed
to be 8 ohms) to the output impedance. Again, very few amps measure this flat in their output imped-

peak voltages obtained were 1,740 watts for

the beginning of the burst and 1,300 watts
for the end of it. This amp can really put
out the peak current!
Output noise as a function of measurement bandwidth is listed in Table I, as is the

IHF signal-to-noise ratio. The Legacy's
noise within the audio bandwidth consisted
of pulses with a half -sinusoidal shape during the rectifier conduction times; the two
channels' noise -pulse waveforms were out

of phase with each other. The amount of
this noise is acceptably low and is not likely
to be audible (except, possibly, by sticking
one's ear right into an efficient loudspeaker
system).
Interchannel crosstalk (which was almost

identical in both directions) measured

ance or in damping factor. The

about 84 dB down at 20 Hz. It decreased

to a broad null of -100 dB from 100 to

Fig. 6-Damping factor vs.

Legacy's rated output impedance is
0.08 ohm from 20 Hz to 20 kHz; I

frequency.

got a value closer to 0.14 ohm in

FREQUENCY - Hz

the middle of the audio range.
Dynamic power measurements
yielded an equivalent output at the
beginning and end of a 20-mS tone
burst of 333 to 324 watts for 8 -ohm
loads and 630 to 578 watts for 4 ohm loads. With the higher power
(at the beginning of the burst), IHF

dynamic headroom computes out
THD at 1 kHz and SMPTE-IM distortion,
for 8- and 4 -ohm loading, versus power. A

relatively constant harmonic -distortion

to 1.80 and 1.97 dB for 8- and 4 -ohm loads,
respectively. The large amount of filter capacitance used in the Legacy's power supply

surely helps to keep the power up during
the 20-mS tone burst.
At the visual onset of
THE SOUND WAS
clipping, the Legacy

level that is not noise -limited, as is the case

here, usually means
that even -order harmonics predominate.
With the Legacy amp,

EXCEPTIONAL, WITH

distortion is
mostly second har-

A WONDERFUL SENSE

amp's continuous

monic up to a few

OF SPACE, DELICACY,

maximum power output was 272 watts for
8 ohms and 456 watts

watts; above this
power level, it reverts

AND RESOLUTION

for 4 ohms. These

the

numbers work out to

clipping -headroom

to a more complex
mixture of even and odd harmonics, but
with the second harmonic dominant. A

figures of 0.92 and 0.57 dB, respectively.

spectrum of the harmonic -distortion
residue, at an output of 10 watts into 8

operating, I was able
to get ±59 amperes at

ohms, is shown in Fig. 4. Total harmonic

the beginning and

distortion as a function of frequency for 4 ohm loading is shown in Fig. 5. Note that

±51 amperes at the

the amount of distortion is quite constant
except at the highest power level, where it
does rise with frequency. Very few amplifiers have a constant amount of distortion

250 Hz and then climbed at a rate of 6 dB
per octave (them demon capacitive couplings at work) to cross through -80 dB at
about 2.5 kHz. The crosstalk ended up at
-63 dB at 20 kHz.
The a.c. line draw was about 0.8 ampere

when cold and near 1 ampere when the
Legacy warmed up. After the amp was
blasted with signal and its heat -sinks were
hot, the current was at 0.9 ampere. These
results indicate excellent output -stage bias
stability.

Use and Listening Tests
Signal sources used in my system during
the review period included an Oracle Audio
turntable fitted with a Well Tempered Lab

tonearm and a JVC X-1 moving -magnet
phono cartridge, used with my own tube
phono preamplifier or a Quicksilver Audio
preamplifier. For CDs, Counterpoint DA 11A, Parasound C/DP-1000, and PS Audio
Lambda CD Drive transports drove a Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2, a Parasound D/AC-1000,
and other (experimental) D/A converters.
Additional signal sources in my system were

With one channel

end of a 20-mS tone

burst into a 1 -ohm
load. The equivalent
sine -wave power lev-

Table I-Output noise levels. IHF S/N ratios were 92.3 dB for the
left channel and 93.2 dB for the right.

Output Noise, µV
Bandwidth
Wideband

LEFT
244.4

22 Hz to 22 kHz
400 Hz to 22 kHz
-Weighted

121.0
79.7
68.4

els derived from the
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RIGHT
210.1
101.0
74.0
61.6
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SUNFIRE
High -revving, 120 -horsepower, fuel -

injected engine (hey, this car's 'or driving,
not just looking at)

Dual cf.-bags - two things you don't
need until you really need 'ea? (and
always wear those safety bet's, ever

Ar conditioning - Air conditioning??
fo- around $12,500?? (we told ya it
was a cool car)

with artags)
Tubular rear axle with spring -over shock
sport suspension and progressi/e
ride tuning - (means it's great )17 curves
- you'll understand once you &wive it)

Safety -cage construction - hey, we
like you

(remember to
soy "thanks')

Anti -lock brakes -why should 3nly
big, fancy, expensive cars have
all the cool stuff?

5 -speed transmission - you expect
that on a real set of wheels, but one
for around $12,500? (yep)

AM/FM radio - what, you mean
it's not nandard on every car?
(nope,
not) (you wanna spend a
little mc.re, you con have a built-in

Your choice of a great -looking cove (shown)
or sporty four -door sedan (both so goodlooking, you aright have
a tough time choosing)
1)VE

CD player)

SUNFIRE

Clearcoat paint - oairt you can't
see keeps the pairt ycu can see looking
good (:ee?)
Fold -down rear seats -in case you
win some 9-h. teddy bear at
the carniva! (hey, it could happen)

A HUG:: glovebox - big enough
for a 12 -pack of sodas (or some
really, really big gloves)

PONTAC CARES -cdl an 800 number,

Great sporty looks,
inside 8 out, 'hat say
"Hey, ya wanna have

Oh, CotAtesy Transportation - that's
part of PONTIAC CARES too tsee?

get free Roadside Assistance - for flat tires,
dead battery, ever; if you run out of gas
or lock yourself out (Pontiac® wants to see

fun?" (say ye..;)

we real!, do care)

you aryl your Surfirerri driving)

.f -worn

WIWITtAG

Battey rundown pro'ection - you accider tally have the irterior lights on, the Sunfire
will turn 'em off - so
you don't walk home

Watch "LIVE FROM THE HOUSE OF BLUES PRESENTED BY PONTIAC SUNFIRE" every Friday anc
Saturday night on TBS midnight Eastem/9:00pm Paci[ii

Finally, a real set of wheels
for around $12,500:
'.$12,545 MSRP including dealer prep Ind destination charge. Tax lice-se and other optional
equipment extra. Price as of 9/28/94, ..ubject to change. Prices higher n CA and MA.

CIRCLE NC* 220N READER SERVICE CARD

VPONTIAC

Y.SUNFIRE

WE ARE DRIVING EXCITEMENT
©1994 GM :orp. All rights reserved.

For more information, call
1-800-2PONTIAC.

a Nakamichi ST -7 FM tuner and 250 cas-

sette recorder and a Technics open -reel
recorder. Preamps other than the Quicksil-

ver Audio unit included a DGX Audio
DDP-1, Forssell tube line drivers, a First
Sound II passive model, and my own passive signal selector/attenuator. Other power
amps on hand were a Crown Macro Reference, Quicksilver M135s, a Carver Research
Lightstar, and a pair of Cary Audio Design
CAD -805s. Loudspeakers used were B & W
801 Matrix Series 3s, augmented from 20 to

50 Hz by my subwoofer system (a JBL

1400Nd driver in a 5 -cubic -foot ported enclosure for each channel).
My first impression of the Legacy High Current amplifier upon initial turn -on was:
"Oh, a smooth, non -irritating amp." After
some warmup, I realized that it was, indeed,
a very good -sounding amp. For CD listen-

ing, I used the Parasound player/transport
feeding through the DGX digital preamp
and an Audio Alchemy DTIPRO jitter reducer to, finally (via ST cable), the Para sound D/A converter. This in turn was fed
to the Legacy through the First Sound pas -

I LIKED THE LEGACY

A LOT, AND DEFINITEL

ENJOYED HAVING IT

Introducing THIEL speakers

tailored for Home Theater

IN MY SYSTEM.

sive preamp. (The DGX Audio preamplifier
was selected because it contains digital fre-

quency equalization specifically for the
B & W loudspeakers I use, as well as phase
equalization to align these loudspeakers in
time.) In this setup, the Legacy High -Current

amp delivered exceptionally good sound,
characterized by a wonderful sense of space,

delicacy, and resolution. Bass, although
having excellent definition and control,
didn't have quite the punch and heft of the
more powerful Crown Macro Reference,
which excels in this area.

No alterations required

the sonic impact of spectacular special
effects that transport you from your living

THIEL's exceptionally uniform tonal
balance allows voices to sound natural

I then returned to my current reference
digital setup, which consists of the Counterpoint or PS Audio CD transport driving
the Sonic Frontiers D/A converter, in turn
feeding the Forssell preamp, whose unbalanced output drove the Legacy amp. In this
setup, the Legacy sounded very good too. I
soon put the DGX preamp and the Audio
Alchemy jitter reducer back in the chain to
gain the benefits of the DGX's equalization
on the B & W speakers. Again, the sound

room and immerse you in the action.

and authentic. Subtle details are easily

was of high caliber.

heard because of THIEL speakers'

I ended up playing quite a lot of vinyl
records through the Legacy High -Current

r, speaker pair-the THIEL model CS3.6 Rear and center channel speakers-the THIEL model 64.,'S

The best speakers for music are also the best speakers for video sound
THE EXCITEMENT OF MOVIES IS MORE THAN

the movie soundtrack, so spatial

VISUAL. It lies in the emotion of

information is accurately reproduced for

involving musical soundtracks and in

realistic, three-dimensional sound.

THIEL speakers are an excellent choice

for delivering all there is to hear and feel in

unusually high degree of clarity. From

home theater. Because they are designed

the impact of explosions to the quiet

to accurately and completely reproduce

rustling of a leaf, THIEL speakers' wide

the incoming signal, THIEL speakers

dynamic range fills the senses with

amp. Here as well, the sound was very
good, and I didn't have any sense that I
wanted to change to another amplifier

deliver all the realism, dynamics, and

extraordinary realism.

while I was listening.

spatial dimensions of a movie soundtrack

THIEL offers seven sonically matched

in the same way they accurately and

speaker models priced from $1,350 to

naturally reproduce music -only recordings.

$12,300 per pair-all suitable for home

THIEL's Coherent Source® designs

preserve the time and phase information in

theater applications. Visit your nearest
THIEL dealer for just the right fit.

Call or write for literature, review reprints, and the name of your nearest -THIEL dealer.
1HIEL 1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky 40511 Telephone: 606-254-9427 Fax: 606-254-0075

In conclusion, the Legacy performed
without a hitch during my lab tests and listening sessions. I liked this amp a lot and
definitely enjoyed having it in my system. I
would recommend auditioning one.
Bascom H. King
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Yours now for just $49.95!
It's true! The new XLO/PRO Type 150 interconnect, at just $49.95 for a one meter pair,
really CAN ADD $1000 OR MORE worth of better highs, cleaner bass, higher resolution,
tighter focus, and broader, deeper, vaster soundstage to virtually ANY system.
Try it yourself. Put XLO/PRO 150 up against ANYTHING AT ALL-from "peanut butter and
jelly," up to "the high-priced spread." The only cables you'll find that are any better are
XL0's own higher priced models.

XL0 really IS "The Best in the World!"

Visit your authorized

32 cents FREE!

XLO/PRO dealer today!

Mail in this completed coupon, and we'll send you
our latest XLO/PRO literature and a GENUINE U.S.
GOVERNMENT 32 CENT STAMP!

M.0/ PRO
9480 Utica Street, Suite 612
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
Phone (909) 466-0382
FAX (909) 466-3662

Name

Address

Telephone
Only one coupon may be redeemed per customer. Offer is not valid outside the continental
United States, and expires December 31, T995.

voice -coils, the diaphragms, and considerable engineering expertise.
The Optimus PRO LX5, reviewed here, is
at the top of Radio Shack's line of three systems incorporating Linaeum's tweeter designs. The two lower priced models contain
monopole versions of the Linaeum tweeter,

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

OPTIMUS PRO LX5
SPEAKER

which radiate in the forward hemisphere
only; the LX5 contains a dipole version of
the tweeter, which radiates front and rear, in
opposite acoustic polarities.
The PRO LX5's tweeter is attached to the

top of the cabinet and is covered by an
acoustically open, formed metal screen cov-

er. The basic Linaeum tweeter driver has
two pliable diaphragms, made of Mylar,
which form side -by -side half cylinders
about 2 inches in diameter and 11/2 inches
high. The outside edge of each half cylinder
is clamped, and the inside edge is movable

and attached to a common voice -coil.
When current flows through the voice -coil,

it moves in and out of the magnetic gap,
thus moving the center of the diaphragms
away from and toward the listener.

According to Linaeum, this front/back
motion introduces a wave motion in the
flexible membranes which form the two
half cylinders. The waves then travel out
and around the cylindrical diaphragm and
are absorbed along the way by the inherent
This review starts with the tale of two

American electronics companies:
One gigantic and the other quite
small.

transducer having a pair of cylindrically
shaped webs that provide greater band-

absorption characteristics of the mem-

width, reduced distortion, and greater hori-

side the cylinder, before reaching the

zontal dispersion of sound." After some

clamped edge of the diaphragm. The travelling waves on the diaphragms' surface then
radiate sound into the room.

brane, and by added damping material in-

First the big guy. Radio Shack began in 1921 as a mail-order company in Boston that catered to ham radio op-

preliminary sales in their local Oregon area,

erators and electronics buffs. It issued its
first catalog in 1940 and began marketing
products under the Realistic label in 1954.
It is now the largest consumer supplier of

er, at a Winter Consumer Electronics

room was visited by

THE LX5 WOULD MAKE A

electronics and related products in the

some Radio Shack

people who were

GOOD SATELLITE FOR USE

United States, with more than 6,500 retail
outlets, and its brands also include Archer
and Optimus.
Enter the small guy. In 1984, Paul Paddock had an idea for a new type of tweeter
and built it in his garage, using an old county road map as a diaphragm. He hired consultant Steve Geist to make the speaker pro-

They thought the
new Linaeum systems sounded great. Now
Linaeum has licensed its technology to Ra-

ated as a rigid piston,
its mass would remain
constant and its high -frequency response
would therefore be severely limited.

ducible and formed a company, Linaeum.
In February 1990, Paddock and Geist were
granted U.S. Patent No. 4,903,308, "Audio
Transducer with Controlled Flexibility Diaphragm," covering "An improved audio

dio Shack for inclusion in a line of small
speaker systems that were offered for the
first time in Radio Shack's 1995 catalog.
The systems are manufactured for Radio
Shack in Japan, but Linaeum supplies the

Linaeum states that its "technology doesn't
push air; it moves air with waves."
The tweeter, as described so far, is a forward -only radiating device but with wide
horizontal coverage. A front/back radiating

the new Linaeum line was presented publicly for the first time in October 1989. Lat-

Linaeum emphasizes that the unusual
travelling -wave nature of the tweeter's op-

eration contributes to

Show in Las Vegas,

the Linaeum demo

scouting around for
some new technology to incorporate
into their speakers.

WITH A SUBWOOFER IN
A HIGH-PERFORMANCE
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SYSTEM.

its extended high -frequency response. This
is because, with wave

motion, the effective
diaphragm mass decreases with frequency.
If the diaphragm oper-

dipole, such as the one used in the LX5, is
formed by joining two of these assemblies
back to back, driven by a common voicecoil. The total assemblage essentially forms
a 360° radiator, but with the rear radiation
out of phase with the front and with partial
nulls at ±90°. Unlike a pure dipole, which
has maximum radiation at 0° (front) and
180° (rear), the horizontal radiation pattern
of the Linaeum device is more complicated:
It includes off -axis peaks and dips at various angles, which change with frequency.
Above 6 kHz, however, maximum radiation
occurs at off -axis angles of approximately
±25° rather than on axis. Because of this,
Radio Shack and Linaeum recommend that
these speakers be aimed straight ahead instead of at the listener.

offer smoother bass response. The port

The on -axis curve in Fig. 1 is quite flat to

tubes have a 1.5 -mm taper, with the smaller

end inside the cabinet, and the ends are

beyond 5 kHz, but then drops at about 6
dB/octave out to about 16 kHz, where the

smoothed to minimize port wind noise. A
removable plastic grille covers the woofer

response is quite close to the on -axis re-

and the vents.

The drivers of the LX5 have been opti-

mized so that a first -order, minimalist
crossover design (a capacitor in series with
the tweeter and an iron -core inductor feeding the woofer) can be used. The Linaeum

FIRST LISTENING

REVEALED OPEN SOUND,

WITH VERY BROAD AND
EVEN HIGH -FREQUENCY

The LX5's die-cast aluminum cabinet

COVERAGE.

contains one 5 -inch woofer. The woofer incorporates a long -throw moving assembly

with a polypropylene cone and a rubber
damper in place of a normal dust cap. The
damper is said to reduce voice -coil resonances and to smooth the woofer's upper
frequency roll -off. Two small port tubes,
approximately 0.6 inch in diameter, are on
the bottom front of the cabinet. The port
tubes are of different lengths, one 13/4 inches and the other 21/2 inches, which is said to

Type: Two-way, vented bookshelf

woofer and 2 x 4 -in. Linaeum line source dipole tweeter.

Enclosure: Die-cast aluminum
cabinet.
Frequency Range: 70 Hz to 25 kHz.

Sensitivity: 88 dB (±2 dB) at

I

meter, 2.83 V rms applied.
Crossover Frequency: 2.7 kHz.
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohms.

systems, because of the greater high -frequency energy output from the LX5's extremely wide and effectively omnidirec-

range, the response is very flat down to
tweeter has essentially a resistive, frequency -independent impedance characteristic,

about 100 Hz; it then rolls off at about 12
dB/octave down to 65 Hz and at 24 dB/oc-

which means a simple crossover works

tave below that frequency.

quite well. The tweeter has been set back on
the cabinet to provide time coherence with
the woofer.
Connections are made with a single pair
of heavy-duty, gold-plated, five -way binding posts on nonstandard, 13/4 -inch centers
type Radio Shack connections!). Quite large
cable, up to 0.2 inch in diameter (AWG 4),
can be accepted.

system.

Drivers: 5 -in. polypropylene cone

sponse to about 9 kHz but has much greater
level at higher frequencies. Looked at another way, the response is quite flat over the
whole range but exhibits a 6 -dB dip, twothirds of an octave wide, at 8.5 kHz. If you
exclude this dip, the 20° off -axis response
fits a respectable 5 -dB window (±2.5 dB,
referenced to 1 kHz) over the range from 90
Hz to 20 kHz. The gradual high -frequency
roll -off in both curves may not be subjectively noticeable in comparison with other

tional high -frequency radiation. In the bass

(a major departure from the typical push -

SPECS

response suddenly rises. At 20° off axis, the

Measurements
Figure 1 shows the anechoic frequency
response of the PRO LX5 on axis and along
a curve taken at 20° off -axis horizontally;

both curves have been tenth -octave

Averaged from 250 Hz to 4 kHz, the
LX5's 20° off -axis sensitivity was 86.6 dB
SPL, about 1.5 dB below the manufacturer's

88 -dB rating and within the stated tolerance. If you exclude the range between 1.8

and 3..5 kHz, the right and left systems
matched within a close ±1 dB from 100 Hz
to 20 kHz. In the excluded range, however,
the left system's output was lower than the
right system's, with a maximum difference

of about 4.5 dB at 2.6 kHz. The woofer
grille caused insignificant changes in the
response.
Figure 2 shows a family of unsmoothed
response curves, taken every 5° from 5° to
35° off the LX5's

smoothed. At 20° off the horizontal axis,
the test microphone is essentially where a
centered listener would be if the speakers
are aimed straight ahead, as Radio Shack

horizontal axis,
and a curve that

recommends.

range of angles

shows an average

response. This

Power Handling: 50 watts rms (per

Measurements were taken with the

approximately

EIA-426-A).
Dimensions: 101/2 in. H x 61/4 in. W x
61/2 in. D (26.7 cm x 15.9 cm x 16.5
cm).
Weight: 71/2 lbs. (3.4 kg) each.
Price: $149.99 each.

woofer grille on, at a distance of 1 meter

covers most listening positions

were less flat. A voltage of 2.83 V rms,

setup-that is,

Company Address: One Tandy

equivalent to 1 watt into the rated 8 -ohm
impedance, was applied. A combination of
ground -plane and elevated free -field measurements was used to produce the curve.

each speaker is
aimed straight Removing the grille
ahead. The aver- shows off the design
age response is of the Linaeum tweeter.

Center, Fort Worth, Tex. 76102.
For literature, circle No. 92

from the front of the cabinet and level with
the tweeter (about an inch below the top of
the cabinet). Other curves, taken at points
slightly above and below the tweeter axis,
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in front of the
PRO LX5s in a
typical listening

100
90
80
70
60
20

100

20k

10k

1k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 1-One-meter, on -axis
frequency response.
100

quite close to the 20° off -axis response in Fig. 1. However, the family of curves illustrates the wide variation in direct -field response,

form will be reproduced faithfully but will

particularly above 9 kHz, that the
LX5 provides in its primary listen-

"out -of -phase" condition). For some two-

ing window. A corresponding set of
curves, taken at the rear of the system (not shown), had slightly higher high -frequency level but significantly less output (about 4 to 8 dB)
in the range from 400 Hz to 3 kHz,
due to directivity of the woofer.

Figure 3A shows the phase and
group -delay responses of the PRO
LX5, referenced to the tweeter's arrival time. The phase curve is very
well behaved and, because the phase

90
80
70

changes very little above 800 Hz, in60
20

100

dicates that the woofer and tweeter
are essentially aligned in time. The
remaining phase change is due pri-

20k

10k

1k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 2-Composite

marily to minimum -phase variations associated with variations in
the amplitude frequency response.
These changes would disappear if
the response were equalized flat

horizontal frequency
responses.
+180
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0.0
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B

+180
TEF

with a minimum -phase equalizer.
The group -delay curve in Fig. 3A
shows essentially no time difference
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Energy/time
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Waveform phase can range between 0°
and ±180°, and maximum waveform distortion occurs for waveform phase angles of

±90°. Narrow -band signals, such as tone
bursts, will therefore be distorted in proportion to the degree that their frequency
ranges fall where the speaker's waveform
phase is far from its defined endpoints of 0°
and ±180°.

The waveform phase curve in Fig. 3B
shows performance 20° off the horizontal
axis of the PRO LX5. Above 600 Hz, the
waveform phase stays within a fairly narrow
range of about ±40°. This indicates that the
waveforms of signals whose energy is confined to this range will suffer minimal dis-

tortion. Conversely, narrow -band signals
from 130 to 200 Hz will be reproduced well
but will be inverted. The rapidly changing
waveform phase below 300 Hz is caused by
the minimum -phase roll -off of the LX5 be-

duced by this speaker.

delay corresponding to the highpass nature of the speaker's fre-

Figure 4 shows the LX5's energy/time
response, measured at 1 meter and 20° off
the horizontal axis, with an input of 2.83 V
rms. The test parameters accentuate the response from 1 to 10 kHz, which includes
the crossover region. The main arrival, at 3
mS, is very compact but is followed by responses down only 15.4 dB (at 0.51 mS)

delay responses of a system (see
sidebar). A derived phase curve,
which I call "waveform phase," is
directly indicates how the speaker
can modify the waveforms of signals passed through it in specific

Fig. 4-

tweeter and woofer are in or out of polarity.

marily due to the minimum -phase

plotted as a function of frequency. It

Fig. 3-On-axis phase response
and group delay (A) and
wavefomi phase (B).

way loudspeaker systems, the waveform
phase will directly indicate whether the

low 100 Hz. The waveforms of low -frequency signals, such as those from a kick
drum, will be quite distorted when repro-

Figure 3B shows the results of a
new measure of waveform fidelity
derived from the phase and group -

-90

scope (sometimes incorrectly called an

between the woofer and tweeter.
The increase below 800 Hz is pri-

quency response.

+90

have its polarity reversed, i.e., the waveform
will be inverted when viewed on an oscillo-

frequency ranges.
For a signal's waveform to be re-

produced with minimal distortion,
the system's amplitude frequency
response must be flat and its waveform phase must be zero throughout the effective bandwidth of the
signal. If the system's amplitude re-

sponse is flat but the waveform
phase is ±180°, the signal's waveAUDIO/APRIL 1995
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and 18.7 dB (at 1.05 mS).
Figure 5 exhibits the horizontal off -axis
responses of the PRO LX5; the bold curve at

the rear of the graph is the on -axis response. The off -axis horizontal responses
are quite uniform up to 8 kHz but exhibit a
large amount of variability and raggedness

at higher frequencies. Note that even
though the high -frequency curves are quite
variable, their average level stays quite high
all the way around from front to rear. Only

a fairly narrow dip in high frequencies is
evident, at 90° off axis. Note also a reduction in high frequencies directly in front
(0°) and to the rear (180°) of this system.

Observe the general reduction in level from
400 Hz to 3 kHz in the rear response due to
the woofer's directivity.
The vertical off -axis curves of the LX5
are shown in Fig. 6. The bold curve in the
center of the graph (front to rear) is on -axis
response. In the primary (±15° vertical) listening window, significant changes in response are evident in the range from 1.4 to

pretty standard. Between 20 Hz
and 20 kHz, the impedance phase
(not shown) reached a maximum
angle of +54° (inductive) at 112 Hz

and a minimum of -57° (capacitive) at 138 Hz. Even with these

1P1+0.i'l11Vq

I

the relatively high minimum im-

200

2k

20k

FREQUENCY --Hz

Fig. 5-Horizontal off -axis

by itself.

frequency responses.

well behaved up to about 4 kHz, where a

vealed a fairly rigid cabinet except

dip develops in the range from 4 to 7 kHz.
As with the horizontal off -axis responses,
all the high -frequency vertical responses in

for wall resonances and buzzing
between 320 and 340 Hz. Below
110 Hz, much air and wind noise

Fig. 6 are quite ragged. On the average,

ward angles. This is despite the fact that the

was generated by the ports. The 5 inch woofer has a generous linear
travel capability of about 0.4 inch,
peak to peak, and makes no harsh

LX5's tweeter is claimed to act as a line

sounds when overdriven. No dy-

with broad vertical coverage, for the up-

A high-level sine -wave sweep re-

source, whose vertical response should supposedly get narrower and narrower as frequency increases. The high -frequency re-

namic offset was evident. The vented enclosure works quite well and

sponse in the downward direction is

resonance quite significantly.

somewhat reduced due to shadowing by the
woofer enclosure.

Figure 7 shows the PRO LX5's impedance magnitude versus frequency. Below
200 Hz, the impedance curve exhibits the
characteristic two -peaks -straddling -a -dip
trait of the vented box. Box tuning is about

For a typical run of about 10 feet, 14 -gauge
(or heavier), low -inductance cable should
be used.
Figure 8 shows the complex impedance

of the LX5, plotted over the frequency

tave between 1 and 10 kHz and

range of 5 Hz to 30 kHz. The two largest
loops would be nearly perfect circles had
they not been squared off due to being un-

then has a high -frequency peak at

dersampled by my measurements. The impedance changes very rapidly near the low frequency impedance peaks at 38 and 120
Hz. The complex impedance is otherwise

Hz) bass harmonic distortion of

ed to a maximum of about 0.063 ohm to
keep cable -drop effects from causing response peaks and dips greater than 0.1 dB.

DEGREES

20k

FREQUENCY -Hz

frequency responses.
100

10

20

100

1k

10k

13 kHz.

20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 7-Impedance.
TEF

Fig. 8Complex
impedance.

2.83 V rms, corresponding to 1
watt into the rated 8 -ohm impedance. The direct sound plus 13 mS
of the room's reverberation are included in this measurement.
Overall, the averaged curve in
Fig. 9 is quite extended and fits a
reasonably tight, 11 -dB window.
Absent are any major room -effect
dips in the range from 250 to 500
Hz. The averaged curve exhibits a
downward trend of about 3 dB/oc-

4.8). Cable series resistance should be limit-

2k

Fig. 6-Verical off -axis

in the right-hand stereo position,
aimed straight ahead, and the test
microphone was at ear height (36
the sofa (about 20° off the speaker's axis). The system was driven
with a swept sine -wave signal of

occurs at 125 Hz. This is a high max/min
variation of about 9.4 to 1 (45 divided by

200

smoothed curves. The speaker was

inches), at the listener's position on

minimum impedance of 4.8 ohms occurs at
220 Hz, and a high maximum of 45 ohms

OFF

0 FRONT Axis_
+45
+90 ABOVE

Figure 9 shows the 3 -meter
room response of the PRO LX5,
with both raw and sixth -octave

ohms. The impedance reaches a local peak

crossover. Between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, a

-90 BELOW
45

reduces the cone excursion at box

70 Hz, where the impedance dips to 4.9

of 20.7 ohms at 1.8 kHz, just below

AXIS DEGREES

180135
5EAR

soon appears between 1.4 and 4 kHz. Below
the listening window, the response is quite

however, they exhibit high level, combined

450
90 SIDE

fairly high angles in the bass range,

pedance values mean that the LX5
will not be a difficult load if used

7 kHz. Farther above axis, a depression

F

1I I

viNet,N

-j10

-j20
0

10

20
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50

RESISTANCE -OHMS

90

80
70
60

Figure 10 shows the B1 (61.7 50
20

the LX5 with input power ranging

from 0.025 to 25 watts (14.14 V
rms into the rated 8 -ohm load).
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Fig. 9-Three-meter room
resporse.

10k
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at full power. At 1 meter in free
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harmonic distortion, the predomi-

0.25 -

WATTS

space with an input of 25 watts, the
LX5 reached a marginally usable 90
dB SPL at 61.7 Hz. Much port wind
noise was evident at this level.
In Fig. 11, the A2 (110 -Hz) bass
nant distortion is a moderate 11.1%

0.025
100

300

200

00

second, a 5.6% third, and a lower

FREQUENCY --Hz

Fig. 10-Harmonic

2.7% fourth. Higher harmonics are

distortion for B1 (61.7 Hz).

negligible. With a 25 -watt input, the

system reaches a fairly healthy 102
dB SPL at 110 Hz.
100

MAXIMUM POWER: 25 WATTS

z
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Figure 12 displays IM distortion
versus power, created by tones of
440 Hz (A4) and 61.7 Hz (B1) of

0.25 0.025
250

150

350

450

550

The A4 (440 -Hz) distortion (not
shown) rose only to the low levels of
1.05% second harmonic and 1.08%
third. Higher harmonics were below
the noise floor of my test gear.

50

FREQUENCY --Hz

equal power. The IM distortion rises

Fig. 11-Harmonic

only to the moderate level of 5.8%

distortion for A2 (110 Hz).

at 25 watts.
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(440 Hz) and B1 (61.7 Hz).

cies. Therefore, the LX5 would make a good
satellite for use with a subwoofer in a highperformance system.
Use and

Listening Tests
The vast resources of Radio Shack were
quite apparent when I examined the cabinet. Everything was quite tidy, fit very well,
and looked good, and all parts and pieces
had their proper place and function in the
whole design. No money was spared on design, tooling, or manufacturing.
The instruction sheet for the PRO LX5 is
a very brief, single 81/2 x 11 -inch page, fold-

ed to form a little four -page booklet. Two
brief paragraphs on the first page describe
loudspeaker placement, stating that the distance between the speakers should be the

same as their distance from the listening
position. It is implied that the speakers
should face straight ahead rather than be
canted in. No mention is made of mount-

I measured the short-term peak power input and output capabilities

ing height or distance to reflecting surfaces.

of the PRO LX5 as a function of frequency, using a 6.5 -cycle tone burst
with a third -octave bandwidth. The
peak input power was calculated by

Linaeum and Radio Shack stated that the

assuming that the measured peak

The manual devotes a complete page to
connecting the system, with excruciatingly

voltage was applied across the rated
8 -ohm impedance. As can be seen in
Fig. 13, the peak input power starts
low, 4 watts at 20 Hz, and then be-

Fig. 12-IM distortion for A4

maximum output, although limited below
80 Hz, is very usable at all higher frequen-

In earlier conversations, the people at
listeners' ears should be roughly even with,
or up to a foot higher than, the tops of the
speakers.

detailed instructions on how to strip the
wire, what directions to turn the terminal to

loosen and tighten it, how to insert the

130

gins to rise rapidly at 32 Hz. It

120

reaches a plateau of 116 watts at 100

10

Hz and, after rising to a local peak

wire, and so on. The rest of the manual is
devoted to an introductory description of
the system, specifications, and a frequency

of 330 watts at 250 Hz, drops slight-

response curve.

1

100

1k
PEAK INPUT POWER

90
WITHOUT

80

ROOM
GAIN

70
20

100

1k

10k

20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 13-Maximum peak
input power and sound
output.

ly and then smoothly increases to
2,500 watts above 2 kHz. Between
125 and 800 Hz, the speaker's output sounded somewhat harsh and
exhibited some triangularization of
the acoustic output waveform, presumably due to inductor saturation
in the woofer leg of the crossover.

With room gain (also shown in

Listening was done primarily with the
PRO LX5s located in my regular positions,

well away from the rear and side walls.
Some listening was done with the speakers

placed closer to the rear wall. This really
didn't help the low bass output but did accentuate the upper bass (where no empha-

sis was needed) and adversely affected
imaging.

Distortion was measured at 25 watts rather
than my usual 50 or 100 watts because at
higher power levels the speaker sounded
stressed. The second harmonic reaches only
5.6%, while the third attains a somewhat

Fig. 13), the LX5's maximum peak
output SPL starts at an unusable 70 dB at 30
Hz and then rises rapidly through a quite
usable 100 dB at 68 Hz and 110 dB at 130
Hz. After reaching a maximum of 113 dB at
200 Hz, the curve drops slightly, to 111 dB

Listening gear included my Onkyo and
Rotel CD players, Krell's KRC preamp and
KSA250 power amp, Straight Wire Maestro
cabling, and B & W 801 Matrix Series 3 reference speakers. The Optimus systems were
placed on stands, which raised them so that

higher 9.9%. Higher harmonics measure

at 500 Hz, and then rises into the loud

2.1% (fourth), 3.3% (fifth), and 1% (sixth)

range of 117 to 120 dB above 1.6 kHz. The

they were about level with my ears. The
PRO LX5s were aimed straight ahead for
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WAVEFORM PHASE
Figure 3B of the accompanying review
includes an unfamiliar curve, "waveform
phase," which is a way of looking at phase

response in terms of its effect on linear
distortion.
Audio readers are likely familiar with
such common nonlinear distortion problems as harmonic and intermodulation
distortion, power compression, hysteresis

effects, and directional characteristics
that change with frequency. Linear distor-

tion includes errors connected primarily
with the frequency and time response of a
system, such as non -flat frequency response, nonlinear phase response, time
delays that change with frequency, delayed resonances, time smear, etc. Linear
distortion can be corrected by equalization; nonlinear distortion can't. For a system to reproduce waveforms faithfully,
both types of distortion must be low.
The characteristics a system must have
for low linear distortion include flat fre-

quency response and linear phase response (phase response that's a straight
line when plotted on a linear frequency
scale), both measured over the effective
bandwidth of the input signal. But that's
not enough.
One additional requirement is that the

linear -phase portion of the phase response, when extended in a straight line
to zero frequency (the phase intercept),
must cross the vertical phase axis at the
origin (zero phase, zero frequency point)

or at a multiple of ±360°. If this is the
case, waveforms will not be distorted. If it
crosses at a point ±180° from 360° (or any

multiple thereof), the waveform will be
correct but inverted. If it crosses at any
most of the listening, all of which was done
with the grilles on. The upper grille can be
removed, with some degree of difficulty,
but I judged that the typical listener would
not and, further, should not remove it, due
to the possibility of damage to the membrane tweeter.

First listening revealed a quite open
sound with high -frequency coverage that
was very broad and even, both vertically
and horizontally (even above the systems),
and with essentially equal coverage to the

sampling of the broad and varied repertoire

other angle, the waveform will be distort-

of Clarity Recordings, includes offerings
from country, rock, jazz, and classical; all
tracks on the sampler are minimalist two-

ed. Maximum distortion occurs at odd

mike recordings.

multiples of ±90° (±90°, ±270°, etc.).
I call this phase -intercept angle "waveform phase" and plot it on a log frequency scale over a range of ±180°. Other au-

Of the 11 tracks on this disc, only two
proved difficult for the PRO LX5s. These
were tracks 1 and 2, which included country and rock music with heavily recorded
bass. The LX5s did very well on the Schubert piano trio track, with the piano sound
quite close to my reference systems'. On the
Stravinsky orchestral tracks, the PRO LX5s

thors have called this phase error by
different names: Phase intercept distortion [1, 2], differential phase.shift distortion [3], and polarity phase [4].
Note diet I have said nothing about the
audibility of waveform distort:on. Some
errors are quite subtle, while others are
quite audible [2, 5]. The interested reader
is referred 70 the brief list of references for

more information.

D.B.K.
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rear. I was particularly impressed with the

coverage when I stood up and walked
around, between, and to the rear of the
speakers. The high -frequency output was
always quite evident to me, no matter where
I listened.
I did a significant amount of my listening
with a recently acquired sampler disc, 24KT

cellent disc, Salterio (MA Recordings GCD-

from the broad high -frequency coverage of
the PRO LX5s. The broad coverage encouraround!
I also did some listening with the LX5s

hooked up as satellites for my Velodyne
subwoofer. Here, their sound was significantly better because they were not called
on to reproduce the bass. The additional
bass from the Velodyne also helped, of
course The LX5s still do okay on their own,
however.
In general, the overall sound of the PRO
LX5s was more distant and diffuse than the

B & Ws'. Most vocals were placed farther
back in the soundstage. This isn't necessarily bad, but it may not appeal to some listeners. I quite liked most of the effects of the
broad nigh -frequency coverage and can see
how the LX5s might greatly appeal to the
average consumer.

On pink noise, the PRO LX5s did quite
well on the stand-up/sit-down test, exhibit-

ing only a moderate midrange dip on
stand-up. Even though the tweeter of the
LX5 is billed as being a line source, it did

Premium Gold (Clarity Recordings CCD-

not exhibit any of the vertical narrowing at

1010), which is going to be a permanent addition to the select few CDs I carry around

high frequencies that is typical of line

for demonstration purposes. The disc, a
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sources; it was actually quite broad, vertically. Horizontal coverage on pink noise

t

was also very good, with only a hint of
swishiness when I moved horizontally.

It Works Wonders.

High -frequency coverage to the rear was
also quite good and essentially equal to the
front coverage. The pink -noise spectral bal-

rAltri

American
Heart
Association

ance was fairly close to the B & W's, but
with much less bass and some added spectral unevenness.

On band -limited pink noise, the PRO
LX5 generated no usable bass output in the
third -octave bands from 20 to 50 Hz, except
for distortion and port noise. Some funda-

mental output was noted at 63 Hz, and
much cleaner output at 80 Hz and higher.
Some harshness was noted in the 80-, 100-,

WE PLAY TO

and 125 -Hz bands, which was reduced
when the ports were covered: Apparently
some internal port turbulence noise was
being radiated out through the ports. Unfortunately, the fundamental output of the
LX5 was also reduced when the ports were
covered.

"The PSB

The small size of these speakers encourages experimentation with their orientation
and placement. One interesting experiment
is to orient the LX5s so that their sides are

Alphas are

simply one of

the greatest

aimed at the listener, with their fronts
aimed at the side walls. This places the listener in the systems' high -frequency null
and greatly attenuates the high -frequency
direct sound. In this circumstance, the lis-

buys in audio,

providing a
musically satisfy-

ing sound for a
paltry $200

...

tener essentially hears only reverberant

psb

sound at high frequencies. The PRO LX5s
actually did not sound particularly bad set
up this way. The highs were not all that at-

For

their price, the

tenuated, but they sounded considerably

PSB Alphas are a

more diffuse. The very broad front and rear
high -frequency coverage of the LX5s greatly adds to the high -frequency reverberant
level in the room.
The Optimus systems also did not sound
all that bad even when placed on their backs

sensational audio

bargain. Now get out
those checkbooks!"
Jack English, Stereophile,

and facing up, with the top facing me, or
when they were turned around with their

Vol. 15, No. 7 (July, 1992)

backs facing me.

Overall, the Optimus PRO LX5 repreV1111? 14

grV"
AWARD
Aia*Mde0

sents quite good value for the money, with a

Stereophile

good combination of performance, size,
and looks. The very distinctive -sounding

Recommended
Components

and broad high -frequency coverage makes

the system stand out when demonstrated.

A UNIQUE VOID'

N

THE CROWD
For your nearest PSB dealer cal

TOLL FREE 1-800-263-4641

Only the bass range is compromised, due to
the woofer's small size. With a subwoofer,
the PRO LX5 would make an excellent addition for use in a budget home theater.
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D. B. Keele, Jr.
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#35
Cable Store

No NBS Dealer In Your Area?
Call Us To Order

1-800-

-0204.

Otherwise

In/Between Audio -Lake Oswego, OR (503) 638-5767
Audio Calssics-Oklahoma City, OK (405) 842-3033
Audio Perfection -Minneapolis, MN (612) 866-0083
Front Row Center -Boca Raton, FL (L07) 241-1767
Precision Audio -Moorpark, CA (805) 523-3005
Sound by Singer -New York, NY (212) 924-8600
Audio Excel-Guaynabo, PR (809; 790-1182
Overture -Wilmington, DE (302) 478-6050
International Distribution.
N S W. Australia -The Audio Connection
Bangkok, Thailand -Master Audio
Golden String International Ltd.

Dubai-Audiotech Electronics
Dusseldorf, Germany-Impuls
Japan-Tokyo-H.A. Hi-Fi.
Path Group -England

good case in point.

AURICLE

It sells for

$2,295-which is scarcely cheap, and

PS AUDIO
ULTRALINK TWO
D/A CONVERTER

which puts it in price competition
with some of the top models in the
high end. Yet you do get superior
sound quality for this price. The Ultralink Two outperforms the lower
priced CD players and D/A converters I have heard to date, and it competes directly with the best -sounding
converters in its price bracket.

The Ultralink Two is a compact
unit with simple, soft -touch switch-

ing for off/on, input selection, and
polarity inversion. Pilot lights show
the unit is receiving a digital data
stream and whether the automatic
de -emphasis circuitry is operating.
The unit has automatic muting that
is not in the signal path, and a choice

of all the standard digital inputsincluding Toslink, AT&T optical, coaxial, and AES/EBU. There is a digital

tape output and both balanced and
unbalanced audio outputs.
The Ultralink Two uses an Ultra Analog 20 -bit DAC and eight -times
oversampling. PS Audio claims that
it achieves such linearity across the
entire 20 -bit ladder that degradation
of the incoming 16 -bit signal is theoretically no longer possible. The Ultralink Two also uses a new Ultra Analog digital receiver, the AES 21,
to reduce jitter; digital oversampling

Reviewing D/A converters is
getting steadily harder to do.
There have been some striking changes in the sound of
the better converters during
the last year. While the best
ones scarcely sound alike, their differences in sound quality are diminishing. It is now rare to find a unit
that makes the compromises in dynamics, resolution of low-level detail, and/or transparency of the upper midrange and highs that used to
show up in even some of the highest
priced models. It is equally rare to
find a D/A converter that has anything like the "edge" or hardness in

instruments that was all too com-

the benefits of once very high-priced
processing are being passed down to
much lower priced units.
Nevertheless, there are still impor-

at 20 kHz, and there is 85 dB of anti image rejection to prevent the over -

handling strings, cymbals, or massed

tant differences between D/A con-

stage is pure Class -A complementary

verters, and the better high -end

and is a low -impedance design c'5
which allows the use of long cable
lengths and passive line preampli-

Company Address: 7325 Rose

ville Rd., Sacramento, a
95842.
For literature, circle No. 96

mon in the past.

This is good news for the audiophile. It also means that there is less

correlation between increases in
price and improvements in sound
quality. Firms such as Audio Alche-

my and Theta Digital make very
good D/A converters at relatively low

prices-and a number of jitter -reduction devices are available that can
improve the sound of older convert-

ers. As digital technology matures,

firms still offer significant improve-

ments in the finer details of sound
quality in return for a higher price.
The PS Audio Ultralink Two is a
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and de -emphasis are done by an
NPC SM5803 digital filter.

The analog reconstruction filters
are a three -pole, modified Bessel, fre-

quency -dependent, negative -resistance (FDNR) type. They are not in
the signal path, and PS Audio claims
that they reduce noise, signal distortion, and phase shift. Polypropylene
capacitors are used in these filters.
Phase shift is specified as within ±5°

sampled image from modulating
analog signals. The analog output

fiers. According to the specifications,
interchannel crosstalk, power -supply f.

If you appreciate the natural sounding reproduction of music
made possible by vacuum -tube

technology-but were afraid of
the hassles and the prohibitive
price-have we got news for
you. Audio Research, the 25 year leader in vacuum -tube technology dedicated to music
reproduction, has made a
vacuum -tube music system more
affordable than ever. It's the
New LS7 stereo line preamplifier
and VT60 stereo power amplifier,
both featuring new, all -tube
circuits that deliver rich, satisfy-

ing sound and world-renowned
Audio Research construction.
Two down-to-earth audio compo7,
nents that are capable of truly
out -of -this -world performance.
MOM VT60
MEM DEFIRITION 4
STEREO AMPLIFIER

audio research

MODEL LE7

audio research

HIG H DEFINITIOW
5740 Green Circle Drive / Minnetonka, Minnesota 55343-4424 / Phone: 612-939-0600 FAX: 612-939-0604
CIRCLE NO. 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD

crosstalk, and digital -to -analog crosstalk

solo harpsichord music, scarcely one of dig-

measure better than 105 dB at 1 kHz.
The Ultralink Two's power supply has an

ital sound's initial strengths, have a great
deal of detail and only very faint traces of

unusually large power transformer, with

electronic character-and many of these

two secondary windings for separate digital
and analog supplies. There are subsequent
regulated +15 V supplies for the left channel, the right channel, and the UltraAnalog
DAC. The power supply has 30,000 [IF of

traces may well be the fault of the A/D circuitry used to make some of my reference
recordings rather than the fault of the Ultralink Two.
In addition, the unit provides more musically natural low-level detail than I have
heard in virtually all of the last generation

filter capacitance, a much larger reserve
than in most low-level components.
Like some digital units, the Ultralink Two
does need a couple of weeks to fully break
in. I would suggest you begin by using the
"disc repeat" switch on your CD transport
to silently play a CD for at least three days

before you begin to make any judgments
about sound quality. Like some other recent
high -quality D/A converters, however, the
Ultralink is less transport- and cable -sensitive than previous units.
In saying this, I should add several notes

of caution. A low-priced CD player or
transport is not going to live up to the per-

formance of a good separate transport,
such as PS Audio's Lambda. However, the

of players, and which I still hear from a
number of converters in this price bracket
The low-level resolution capability of the
Ultralink Two sounds very much like that
of the substantially more expensive PS Audio Reference Link, which it closely resembles in many aspects of sound quality.

YOU GET AN AWFUL LOT

OF SOUND QUALITY
FOR YOUR INVESTMENT
IN THE ULTRALINK TWO.

practical differences between transports
now normally amount to a relatively minor
loss of resolution and consistency, at least
with newer high -quality CDs.
I also hear less reason to invest in high cost digital cables. You should still avoid using the low -quality Toslink connection if at
all possible, and you should pay enough for

Musical dynamics were very good in all
parts of the spectrum, not just in the bass.
The attack was slightly more aggressive
than I find entirely natural, but this aspect

of musical dynamics suited the overall
character of the Ultralink Two, which places

the apparent listening position just slightly
forward of what I normally expect from my
reference recordings. I also suspect such dy-

namics will suit the taste of audiophiles
used to more "live" halls and the dynamics
of most performances of rock or jazz.
I was struck by the fact that this converter did a notably better job of reproducing
what I have previously regarded as badly

recorded or produced CDs and digital
tapes, although it did not rival the far more
expensive Mark Levinson 30.5 in this regard. I should warn you that no D/A converter is ever likely to salvage a poor CD-

any more than any phono cartridge can
salvage a bad LP record-but I suggest that
you audition this unit with a few CDs you
have previously found wanting, to hear the
level of improvement involved. You might
try comparing the Ultralink Two to another
converter as you listen to minutes 3 through
4 on band 6 of Alfred Newman's recording

The Ultralink Two gives more evidence
that the days of "digital bass" are over. It
not only measures well in the bass but also
delivers the full power and extension of the

of the soundtrack from The Egyptian
(Varese Saraband VSD-5258)-but any

deep bass with very good dynamics and

equally revealing.

mediocre recordings of bells, cymbals,
harpsichord, or massed strings should be

tight, well-defined bass transients and

Let me stress that you do not need to

a digital interconnect to ensure that you

"slam." The Ultralink Two does a much

spend more than $2,000 on a D/A converter

have a high -quality ST cable or a coaxial or

better job of making the music come alive
and of giving to jazz rhythm sections the
power and natural character needed to really enjoy good recordings.
The soundstage was very good. I found it
a bit too wide with some recordings, with a
slight tendency to emphasize width and de-

to get high -end sound, and the Ultralink
Two faces demanding competition in the

AES/EBU cable with the proper termination and impedance. On the other hand, be
very cautious about paying large amounts
and expecting to hear much performance
improvement in return.
Once the Ultralink Two is fully broken
in, it provides a distinct improvement over
previous PS Audio, and most other, D/A
converters. The slightly lean or dry sound of

many previous products is gone, and you
get a good balance of upper bass and lower
midrange warmth. Timbre is excellent, with
a natural musical balance that is consistent
in spite of changes in the music level and in
musical dynamics. The Ultralink Two also
provides midrange and treble with excep-

tional freedom from hardness or edge. It
makes small but very real improvements in
the resolution of single notes from the piano, harp, and bell. Brushed cymbals and

tail at the expense of coherence. At the same

time, the Ultralink Two did an unusually
good job of reproducing those recordings
that seem to extend the soundstage to the
left and right of the speakers, and it did not

collapse depth at the expense of width.
(Some D/A converters have more apparent
depth, but it is uncertain whether this additional depth is actually on the recording.)
Imaging was well defined, without being
over -defined, and was very stable. Some
other units provide a bit more soundstage
ambience, but the Ultralink, Two was still
very good in this regard.
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price range of $2,000 to $3,000. I did find,

however, that it provided an unusually
good mix of exceptional detail and information and musical listening pleasure.
I did a lot of comparative listening with
the Ultralink Two and units costing two to
seven times as much. Some were indeed
clearly better, but some were not. This unit
came surprisingly close to even the best of
the high-priced D/A converters, particularly with high -quality recordings. You get an
awful lot of sound quality for your invest-

ment in the Ultralink Two. Even today,
there aren't all that many converters that re-

duce listening fatigue to the point where
you can easily immerse yourself in long
performances of complex music; the Ultra link Two was made for Bach!
Anthony H. Cordesman

THE WAY THESE GUYS ARE TALKING,
MAYBE WE SHOULD RAISE THE PRICE.
"For the first time in 20 years,
an affordable product that
sounds likes music."
Larry Schnelle
AP.5 owner
Manchester, MO

There was a time when DIGITAL

So call us today while the sound is

PHASE systems were available only

great and the price even greater on the

through the most exclusive audio

all new DIGITAL PHASE.

salons. Today, the same systems are
offered factory -direct, and at the greatly

*igital Phase

ACOUSTA-REED TECHNOLOGY'

"The best I've heard under

$6000."

reduced prices that implies.
But the way these guys are talking,

Mark Shale,
AP -2 owner
Richmond, KY

"Blown away by them..."

maybe we should raise the prices and go
back to the old way of doing things.
Well, we don't because there's
nothing old about DIGITAL PHASE.

Speight Bird, Jr.
AP -2 owner
Athens, TN

There's the new and patented
Acousta-ReedTM technology for bass

"Greatest product since stereo
was invented."
Mark Fitzsimmons
AP -2 owner

Richmond, TX

"Awesome! Flawless! Real!"
Eric Keller
AP -4 owner
Wheeling, WV

depth and definition at a level never
before realized. There's the new onepiece dome tweeter of spun titanium for
unparalleled sweetness in the highest of
frequencies. And then there's the new
way of doing business: factory -direct .

Yet with all that's new, we have an
o/d -fashioned promise, one better than
at most places you shop. If you don't like

what you hear, return it in 30 days for
your money back.

For factory -direct pricing, call 1-800-554-7325
VISA, AMC, AMEX accepted. For more info, call toll free or write P.O. Box 22813, Chattanooga TN 37422
CIRCLE NO. 11 ON READER SERVICE CARD

tailed information on setup and adjustment and can teach you a great

INFINITY
IRS EPSILON
SPEAKER

deal. This is one time a visit to a
dealer can provide the technical de-

tails you need to understand the
speaker as well as the opportunity to
listen to it.
In brief, the $14,000 Epsilon system consists of three parts. The first

cone woofer to han-

is a "black box" that contains the

dle the bass. Although
the enclosure in

crossovers and the servo electronics
and equalization for each channel's
woofer. The other parts are the two

which these drivers
are

mounted may

look conventional, it
involves a great deal
of new thinking
about the best way to
handle dipole radia-

tion. For these reasons, the sound of the
Epsilon differs significantly from the

speaker enclosures, each of which is a
four-way design that uses planar drivers to cover the range above 150 Hz

and a cone woofer for frequencies
below that point.
The servo -control unit is inserted
in the signal path between the pre amp and the power amps. It has separate outputs for the woofer and planar drivers, and you need two stereo

sound of dynamic
speakers and must be
judged by somewhat
different standards. It

involves different sounding engineering

compromises in its
design than dynamic
speakers do Even
more than most
speakers, the IRS Epsilon must be judged

by the standard of
how well it re-creates

the illusion of a live
performance and not
by how well it com-

pares to more conventional designs.

THE EPSILONS DO

A VERY GOOD JOB

OF MAKING MUSIC
SOUND NATURAL.

amplifiers or four mono amplifiers

to drive the system. These amps
must be capable of driving complex
low -impedance loads (in the 2 -ohm
range), and the subwoofer amp must
have considerable power. The servo
system requires an additional connection between the control unit and
the servo input of each woofer, but
the required cables are included.

re -

The Epsilon is a state-of-the-art

The servo -control unit is very well

view are variations on the

design by Cary Christie, who helped
create many of Infinity's classic reference speakers. To do full justice to
the technical aspects of this speaker

built and unusually flexible. It accommodates balanced and unbal-

would take up most of the space in

Epsilon to any given mix of amplifier

ations in their sound, while often
quite striking, have a familiar and

this issue, and there would be too lit-

gain characteristics and listening

tle space to discuss how it sounds.

room requirements. A control on the

predictable character. Infinity's IRS
Epsilon is a different story. It uses
three different planar drivers, which
Infinity calls Electro Magnetic Induction speakers, to handle most of
the frequency range and has a servo

The technically minded will be interested in Infinity's white paper on the

rear panel allows the use of amps

Aost of the speakers I

same theme. They use
cone or dome drivers for
all or most of the frequency spectrum, and the vari-

system, "A View into Advanced
Loudspeaker Design and Technology," while everyone will benefit from

the instruction book, which has de-
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anced connections, and has the con-

trol features needed to tailor the

Company Address: 20630
Nordhoff St., Chatsworth, Cal.
91311.
For literature, circle No. 97
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Without Solid
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Components
-State
Solid

audio components
Too often, solid-state
and dimenedgy, grainy,
sound harsh,
among solidis
so
common
sionless. This
readily
that audiophiles signature as
state designs unmusical
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identify this
conrad-johnson,
sound". At
audible
"transistor
believed that these
have
long
solid-state
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inherent in
distortions are not
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devices.
implementation.
of circuit design and circuit design and
Through innovative
quality parts, we have
the use of highest of conrad-johnson
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products that prove
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solid-state. They
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like
They do not
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having different sensitivities for the woofers

than the dimensions of the diaphragm's

and upper frequencies, and separate controls on the front panel allow you to vary

surface. For all these reasons, Infinity says,
the new EMIM driver has a substantial re-

bass level, the contour of the bass frequencies, and the contour of the frequencies in
the middle bass.
Each speaker enclosure has two planar

duction in diaphragm resonances and
breakup modes and more than 12 dB
greater dynamic range than previous
EMIMs. The new EMIT in the Epsilon

Electro Magnetic Induction Tweeters
(EMITs), covering the range from 3 to 45

shares these technical advantages, and has
good off -axis response to over 25 kHz and

inch thick, and is

kHz-with one EMIT firing forward and

on -axis response to 45 kHz.

lined with sound -

one firing to the rear. A planar Electro Mag-

The injection -molded graphite cone of
the Epsilon's servo woofer is yet another
step forward in the evolution that began

absorbing material.

with the Infinity Servo-Statik 1, the speaker

absorb their back
waves so as to re-

netic Induction Midrange (EMIM) covers
frequencies from 500 to 3,000 Hz, and a
lower frequency planar midrange driver,
called an L-EMIM, covers the range from

that established Infinity's reputation as a

150 to 500 Hz. The drivers are mounted in a
vertical array on a large, gently curved panel whose sides form an acoustic baffle. The

leading high -end firm. The circuitry in the

forward -firing woofer is in a separate,

original source signal; it then sends a new

sealed enclosure that acts as the base for the

signal (distortion product) to the power

panel holding the planar drivers. Separate
level controls for each planar driver are behind a panel on the rear of the speaker.

amplifier, in reverse polarity, to cancel the
distortion. This servo drive controls cone
motion in ways that reduce both linear and

Infinity believes that its planar drivers offer significant advantages over electrostatic
speakers because of superior dynamics, the
ability to avoid high -voltage power supplies
and step-up transformers, and the ability to
cover the midrange without a large surface

nonlinear distortions, including those

servo -control unit compares the signal
from the woofer accelerometer with the

FILLED WITH DETAIL

caused by variations in the stiffness of the
suspension system and the strength of the
motor circuit, and it boosts and flattens the
response of the system below resonance.
The 12 -inch woofer uses a cone that mixes
graphite fibers with polypropylene; it has a
large -excursion, 11/2 -inch voice -coil and
centering spider. The magnet, a large ceramic unit, weighs more than 3 pounds. Infinity believes that servo control greatly reduces the problems caused by conventional
woofer enclosures. Additionally, the servo's

AND NUANCE.

feedback system, which compares the

area. Infinity also feels that planars avoid

THE EPSILONS HAVE

A STABLE SOUNDSTAGE,

woofer's output with its input signal, re-

standing waves that develop when the

duces distortion.
The Epsilon's passive crossover networks
have glass -epoxy circuit boards with heavy
copper traces, low -loss polypropylene capacitors, precision resistors, and high -Q inductors. Each crossover requires two 9-V
batteries to electrically bias the capacitors
in the high -frequency network, an unusual
feature that Infinity believes produces subtle improvements in sound quality.
The Epsilon's enclosure does an exceptional job of minimizing the visual profile
of a large loudspeaker. Touches of finished
wood, black surfaces, and a well -sculptured
shape minimize the speaker's intrusiveness
while communicating a high -end look. The
woofer enclosure is extremely well built, us-

wavelength of reproduced sound is shorter

ing high -density fiberboard with walls 1

the problems of irregular magnetic field
strength, field geometry, and field linearity

often found in conventional electromagnetic drivers.

The Epsilon's planars use two arrays of

magnets (one on each side of the diaphragm, with like poles facing each other)
to create what Infinity says is a powerful,

uniform, and linear field. Its new EMIM
and L-EMIM drivers also use very low mass laminated films. These films are composed of polyamide, aluminum, and adhesives about 0.0043 inch thick, with
aluminum voice -coil traces only 0.001 inch
thick; new damping materials eliminate the
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Cutaway view,
showing driver
and crossover
placement,
plus enclosure
details of the
IRS Epsilon.

The planar drivers
are also enclosed, to

duce the comb -filter effects from
front -to -rear phase
cancellations; Infinity calls this design "radiation pattern control."

It is difficult to
describe the sound
of the Infinity Epsilon without exaggerating the differences
between it and the sound of most dynamic
speakers. In practice, such differences are

matters of nuance; the non -audiophile
might simply sit back and "enjoy the sound
without ever noticing these differences. Yet
the Epsilon does have a special sound character, one much closer to that of electrosta-

tics and far larger planar speakers than to
most dynamic speakers.
The differences are particularly apparent
in the bass. The current generation of flag-

ship speakers is capable of much deeper
bass than was common even a few years
ago. The sound of this deep bass, however,
varies from speaker to speaker in ways that
affect overall timbre. The Epsilons can be

easily adjusted so that their bass energy
matches the timbre of the midrange and
treble. They do not reach down past 20 Hz,
but Infinity deliberately avoided extending
the bass to frequencies that would require a

massive enclosure or separate subwoofer
cabinets. The Epsilons do have deep bass
that sounds flat to just below 30 Hz, they
have excellent power response that provides

strong dynamic energy even at the bottom
of the woofer's range, and they do an excellent job of reproducing the sheer power of
orchestras, rock bands, and pipe organs.
The bass sound is similar to what I have

heard in previous Infinity speakers using
servo woofers and in models from Velodyne
Acoustics.

The Epsilons also encounter the same
problem as all other speakers I have heard

that blend different driver technologies.
There is a much smoother transition between the woofer and planar drivers than I
have heard in previous Infinity speakers ex-

PART ONE
performance. This came through clearly in
piano notes, harp, and harpsichord. These
speakers did an exceptional job of handling

the details in massed strings and string
quartets without blurring the differences
between older and modern instruments.
They did a very good job of handling percussion detail, such as brush strokes on
cymbals, and of resolving the detail in good

cept the Infinity Reference. On the other

choral recordings-although I would have

hand, the woofer's crossover frequency, 150

liked a bit more bite in the brass and in the
bowing of modern violins.
The soundstage was unusually coherent.
The Epsilons did an excellent job of passing
along the character of the recording and the
electronics without altering depth or width.

Hz, is high enough that I hear more of a
discontinuity between the woofer and low-

er midrange than I hear with hybrid systems that cross over below 90 Hz. You can
compensate for the lack of tightness or definition in the crossover area through careful
use of the contour and level controls on the
servo unit and through careful placement
of the speaker enclosures. Further, the flexi-

bility of the controls on the servo unit
makes it easier to position the speakers
without relocating all of your furniture or
overdriving your listening room when the
deep bass takes over.
Once the planars take over from the ser-

As with most full -range speakers, careful at-

tention is needed to find the best trade-off
between bass performance and soundstage
depth. Place the Epsilons away from side
walls, and keep them close enough together
to avoid stretching the soundstage to the
point where there is a hole in the middle or

the sound seems to cluster around each

vo woofer, the Epsilons combine remark-

speaker. If you pay careful attention to setup, you will get a well -focused and stable
soundstage filled with detail and nuance.

ably smooth response with exceptional

The overall dynamics of the Epsilons

sweetness and detail. They have the neutral

were slightly different from those I've encountered with most dynamic and ribbon
speakers-more like the dynamics you hear
in the middle of a classic concert hall than

overall timbre of the better electrostatics
and seem free of many of the minor response irregularities in the midrange and
the upper midrange that even the best dynamic speakers exhibit. The EMIMs and

what you hear closer to the performers.

finer details of music in a way that may
seem slightly soft in character-until you
listen to the amount of information and
musical detail that are actually present.
Once you do, it is clear that the Epsilons

These dynamics suited the character of the
servo woofer and the planar drivers, contributing to the Epsilons' ability to reproduce the illusion of a live performance.
The Infinity Epsilons are an excellent illustration of why good dealers are essential
to the high end. Cary Christie has created
an exceptional speaker, and the Epsilons deserve the best possible demonstration. They
need proper break-in time, careful setup,
and compatible amplifiers, and they need to
be carefully auditioned to be understood. I
would suggest an extended listening session
(or sessions), which, of course, is de rigueur
for any speaker at this price. I also strongly
suggest that you audition the Infinity Ep-

have impressive transparency and resolving

silon for its ability to get the best out of

power.
The Epsilons did a very good job of mak-

pending on the recording, they provide

great recordings, not for whether it sounds
like dynamic speakers. The Epsilon provides a new sound for the high end; it must
be judged for its musicality and not its ability to follow a more familiar path.

transient detail very similar to that of a live

Anthony H. Cordesman

EMITs also seem free of any problems from
beaming or directivity.

The midrange and treble have a special
character that I associate with the best planars and electrostatics. Although music was
not as "dynamic" as with the best cone and
ribbon drivers, in the sense that the "attack"
(or leading edge) of notes seemed slightly
softer, notes did seem to have less overhang
and quicker decay. The Epsilons resolve the

ing music seem natural. They may sound
different from dynamic speakers, but de-
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MULTIPLE CHOICE
1.. The Linn Majik control amplifier is

a(n)
A. Integrated Amplifier
C. Power Amplifier

B. Preamplifier
D. Headphone Amplifier

E. All of the above

2 Using special Linn "Sneaky" Modules the Majik
can become a(n)

A. AM/FM Receiver
C. Active Electronic Crossover
B. Multi -Room System

D. Any of the above
3. The Linn Malik

A. Adapts to your ever changing life-styles.
B. Expands to provide music throughout your
home.

C. Grows into an ultra high-performance
multi -amp system.

D. Features remote control and advanced
solid-state switching.
E.

Is surprisingly affordable.

F.

All of the above

ObvioAls
NIve
CUokce

See Part II of the exam on page 79
and Part III on page 81.
For additional information call

I -800-LINN HI -Fl

four sets of speaker cables. The truly

AURICLE

SNELL TYPE A
MUSIC REFERENCE
SPEAKER SYSTEM

ambitious audiophile can use six
channels of amplification and biamplify the stereo towers. While
Snell will provide its $300 EC200
electronic subwoofer crossover to
any buyer of this system, there are
better component solutions, such as
ones from Krell, Bryston, Accuphase, or FM Acoustics.
Like all speakers that make an assault on the state of the art, the Type
A Music Reference System is designed to make a statement, and it is

anything but inconspicuous. The
system weighs a total of 530 pounds,
and the subwoofer cabinets are large

vertical boxes measuring 45 inches
high, 211/2 inches wide, and 161/2

SNELL'S TYPE A IS

ONE OF THE FINEST
SPEAKER SYSTEMS

EVER MADE.

inches deep. The speaker columns
are slender and nicely styled, measuring 63 inches high, 9 inches wide,

and 12 inches deep; there are two
other small towers for the outboard
crossovers. For this review, Snell
supplied its EC200, mentioned
above, to cross the full -range speakers to the subwoofer.

The subwoofer's cabinet size al-

lows Snell to provide the kind of
sound that makes most other sub woofers sound like a weak imitation.

Each subwoofer cabinet holds
ver the years, Snell has be-

come one of the most respected names in high -end

0

speaker manufacturing in
the United States. It has

survived the death of its

founder and gone on to make a wide
range of excellent stereo and home
theater speaker systems, ranging in

price from $470 for the Type M
small monitor to $29,993 for its
THX-certified Music and Reference
System.

The Type A Music

a

Reference
Speaker Syst6m is Snell's top -of -the -

Snell SUB1800 18 -inch driver that is
specified to be flat (±2 dB, anechoic)

line stereo speaker system, and it is
clearly designed as an assault on the
state of the art. It sells for $18,999
and has six major components: Two
subwoofers, two full -range speaker
towers, and two small cabinets with

from 17 to 80 Hz. While I cannot
measure this kind of low -frequency

performance, test tones and third octave pink -noise trials indicate the

subwoofers have outstanding performance. Not only can they put out

the crossovers for the full -range

speaker towers. You need at least
four channels of amplification (full range and subwoofer amplification
for each channel), a crossover, and
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Company Address: 143 Essex
St., Haverhill, Mass. 01832.
For literature, circle No. 98

O
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Presenting the new Sunfire stereo amp by Bob Carver.
It's not a 9 watt triode of course, and we wouldn't want
it to be, but it does share a very important characteristic
with one. It incorporates the current -source (high output
impedance) properties of a triode. This enables you, when
you choose the current -source output connections for
your system, to have a sumptuous high end, together with a
midrange that positively glows.

At the same time, the new Sunfire amp, with its uncanny
tracking downconverter, has the ability to raise goose bumps
with its awesome power. Using 12 herculean International
Rectifier Hexfets, it can drive any load to any rationally
usable current or voltage level.

A choice of outputs.
You can connect most speakers to the voltage -source output,
with its near zero impedance, to experience the powerful
dynamics and tight bass you've always wanted more of

Or let's say you own electrostatic, planar magnetic or ribbon
speakers, then connecting the higher impedance current -source

output can coax forth a sensuous, delicately detailed musical
voice associated with low powered classic tube amplifiers.

Or if you're able to bi-wire, you may just arrive at the best
possible interface: voltage output to woofer for incredible

bass whack, current output to midrange and treble for the
subtle cues of reality. Your options even include gold RCA
standard or XLR balanced inputs.

Each choice will reveal the delicate musical soul that complements this amp's astonishing muscle and control. And
each will lead to a multilayered soundstage so deep and
wide and three-dimensional it'll take your breath away.

Performance that's difficult
to believe.
The basis for all this is designer Bob Carver's versatility. He's
worked successfully with both tube and solid state designs, as
the path towards musical truth dictates.

For the new Sunfire, he insisted on an enormous 138 ampere
peak -to -peak output current capability with 600 watts rms
per channel continuously into 4 ohms* and 2400 watts rms
into one ohm on a time -limited basis. Courtesy of 24 massive
Motorola triple -diffused output devices, each capable of
20 amperes without taxing current reserves.

Imagine all that in a single amp. Or better yet, visit a
Sunfire dealer. That's where you'll hear for yourself how
it all comes together.

*F.T.C.: 300 watts continuous per channel, both channels driven into 8 ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more than 0,5% THO

Price: $2,175.

-Sunfire Corporation
from the maid & soul of Bob Carver

Dealer inquires invited. (206) 335-4748 Ask for Bob Carver.

For more information on the Sunfire, and especially the uncanny tracking
downconvertei; use the reader service card or write to:
Sunfire Corporation,PO Box 1589, Snohomish, WA 98290

incredible power to below 20 Hz, they can

also reach as deep a note in reproducing
organ and synthesizer music as any speaker
system I've heard.
The full -range towers use a computer modelled tiered baffle, and each tower has
four specially designed 61/2 -inch cast magnesium basket woofers with mineral -filled

polypropylene cones. These drivers are
mounted in pairs, with two at the top of
the tower and two at the bottom to minimize the effects of room interaction. Be-

you strongly consider the purchase of such
a crossover if you decide to buy this speak-

speaker I have ever auditioned has done
quite as well in reproducing the deepest

er system.

bass notes in orchestral music, and the extreme bass from the organ and synthesizer,
in such a musically realistic form.
The rest of the Snell Type A-R/S performance lived up to the level of its outstand-

Both the Snell and Bryston crossovers
have variable levels to adjust to differences
in the performance of power amplifiers or

for room problems. While I did not need
them once I had experimented extensively
with placement of the Snell subwoofers,

experience has taught me that 6 dB or
more of adjustment in subwoofer versus
main speaker level can be useful to handle

tween these sets of woofers are two similar
5 -inch midrange drivers which are mounted on either side of the handmade 1 -inch
textile tweeter. Snell states that the tweeter
is optimized for smooth response, low distortion, low compression, and high power

both amplifier and placement problems.

handling. There is, as well, a rear -firing,

signed to be upgradable to use the Snell

metal -dome tweeter that flattens the power
response in the room by adding ambience
and that also counteracts the increasing di-

RCS -1000 Digital Room Correction System
now under development. The RCS -1000 is

You may need to consult your dealer about
adding some attenuation to the crossover
in problem installations.
You also should be aware that the Snell
Type A Music Reference System was de-

rectivity of the forward -firing tweeter at
higher frequencies.
Snell calls this driver configuration Co-

incident Virtual Image (CVI) technology,
and feels it creates a virtual image of the
mid -bass and midrange that coincides with

the image of the tweeter. According to

THE SOUNDSTAGE CAN BE

FINE-TUNED TO GET

AN EXCEPTIONALLY
REALISTIC ILLUSION.

Snell, this provides all of the advantages of
coaxial design without the drawback of dif-

fraction effects caused by the tweeters in

intended to correct the speaker's remaining

true coaxial speakers.
The towers are specified as having a flat

irregularities in phase and frequency re-

frequency response from 80 Hz to 20 kHz
(±1.5 dB), and Snell indicates they have an
unusually flat off- and on -axis response in
real -world listening rooms. Sensitivity is 90

dB, nominal impedance is 8 ohms, and
minimum impedance is 5 ohms. Crossover
frequencies are at 350 Hz and 2.8 kHz.

Construction and finish of the speaker
and crossover cabinets were excellent, as
you might expect at this price. I was less
impressed, however, with the Snell electronic crossover, which is acceptable in
sound quality but not state of the art. It
imposed a slight "grunge" or electronic
haze on the sound, and-with my ear near

sponse and correct for listening room characteristics. There are, therefore, much
more sophisticated Snell electronics to

excellent integration of the separate sub woofer with the main speaker column. I
have never heard a system that did as good
a job of eliminating the last traces of the
colorations that come from using separate
subwoofer and main speaker enclosures.
The Snells also had a very smooth and controlled mid -bass and upper bass.
The upper bass and lower midrange also
had a special character. It is not fair to describe the Snells as "warm," because many
other top high -end speakers, systems from
Vandersteen and Cello, for example, have a
similar upper bass and lower midrange balance. The Snells' sound was, however, noticeably warmer than that of most systems

from Apogee, Martin -Logan, and Thiel,
and the overall timbre was somewhat
"richer" than that of a number of other top
speakers. This sound character suits the

close-miked or slightly bright sound of
many modern recordings, making them
seem more musically natural.
The main towers provide excellent
midrange and treble performance. The upper octave balance was remarkably free of

the minor peaks and anomalies heard in
most speakers, and they did an outstanding

come.
Like every true reference -quality speaker

job of matching the midrange and treble

system, the Snell Type A Music Reference
System requires careful placement to find
the best room location. (Considerable assistance is available from Snell, including a

octave life or energy of some competing

balance. The Snells may not have the upper
speakers, such as those with ribbon drivers,

but they have an extraordinary ability to

good instruction book, a computer pro-

provide musically realistic air and low-level
detail. The result is a deceptive musicality.

gram to help with speaker placement, and

You initially feel their response is slightly

dealers who can provide support with

rolled off-until you realize that all the

room measurements and placement.) The
towers are relatively easy to place, but getting the best out of the subwoofers requires
considerable experimentation, as is true of

music is there, and you are hearing excep-

the speaker-one channel had slightly

all speaker systems with true deep bass

more very low-level noise than the other.
Like the B & W 801 Matrix Series 3s, the

power below 40 Hz.

sound quality of these Snells improved
slightly, but significantly, with a better

The Snell subwoofers could take everything

crossover. Snell arranged for one to be supplied by Bryston, and I would suggest that

ing deep bass. The Snells provided an

The end result was superb deep bass.
I could throw at them (even using Classe
Audio M1000 amplifiers), delivering incredible amounts of deep bass power. No
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tional upper octave detail. What you are
missing is the upper frequency coloration
that is common in even very good speakers. Voice reproduction was excellent for
male as well as female voices, and there
were none of the occasional shifts in the
sound character of lead vocals that trip up
many otherwise very good loudspeakers.
As for soundstage, you get an exception-

ally realistic illusion plus the ability to
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DRIVERS

REMOTE DC
POWER SUPPLY

DC COUPLED with
SERVO CONTROL
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Model

AUTO and
MANUAL MUTE

ULTRA LOW
DISTORTION and NOISE

Stereo Preamplifier

SPECTACULAR SOUNDSTAGE!
By replacing the conventional Rotary Switcl with
Analog Transmission Gates for input selection,
we have done far more than improve reliability.

We have accomplished

a significant sonic
improvement, oecause Electronic Switching
avoids bringing all inputs from both channe s into

close proximity, which reduces Crosstalk and
vastly improves Channel Separation (g -eater
than 100dB).

The result

is

a remarkably open and oroad

Soundstage with
Breathtaking Depth!

Superb

Accuracy

and

DIGITAL INPUTS Yes the 940 can be
configured with Direct Digital inputs, with the
optional 20 -bit, 8 times oversampling DAC
module, providing both coax and optic inputs.
This is the same cor verter module which is the
heart of our highly acclaimed models 800 and
900 off board DACs.

30 Ward Road Lancaster, New York -'4086 USA Phone (716) 681-30140 Fax (713) 681-2763

fine-tune the soundstage to your room and
taste by placing the main towers at varying
distances from side and rear walls. You can

also alter the apparent soundstage by adjusting the level of the rear -firing tweeter,
which changes the balance of bipolar energy, and by setting different main tweeter
levels. These techniques work with many
speakers, but the Snells' tall, narrow enclosures and well-chosen driver array impose

sub -

system of well set up Snells will provide

woofers according to the manufacturer's
instructions produces good results, the

truly lifelike imaging with those recordings
that have such information.
The Snell Type A Music Reference Sys-

Further, although placing the

crossover frequency is low enough so that
you do not need to keep the subwoofers on
the same plane as the towers. As a result,
you can produce something very close to
the soundstage you want, varying its width,

depth, and directness according to your

very little of their own character on the
sound and minimize undesirable speak-

taste. Few loudspeakers, particularly large
full -range monitors, offer the audiophile as
much practical ability to tweak the appar-

er/room interactions to an unusual degree.

ent imaging and soundstage. In short, a

tem may not have exceptional "slam" or
"life," but it does have exceptionally realistic overall dynamics. This superior perfor-

mance is partly a matter of sheer power handling capacity. Few speaker systems can
really reproduce full orchestra, power rock,
or grand opera in full flight without reaching their limits. Yet the Snells were able to
produce the full force of the loudest music

passages with remarkably little apparent
distortion and without any sacrifices in
performance at the frequency extremes or

EDICTIO\
F THE WORLD'S MOST MUSICAL

any changes in sonic behavior. Further, the
Snell Type A-R/S was equally exceptional
in its ability to reproduce the detail of lowlevel dynamics and to maintain consistent
timbre and clarity at all levels of music. It

was exceptionally free of the kind of dynamic coloration common in many expen-

TUBE COMPONENTS

sive speaker systems, and definitely avoided

the tendency of some speakers to sound
sweeter or more lifelike at some listening
levels than at others.
The Snell Type A Music Reference Sys-

tem has some limitations, as does every
other speaker system. It deserves the best
electronic crossover possible, something

better than the EC200, which imposes
something of its own character on the mu-

sic (a slightly mid -hall sound). And, of
course, care is needed in placing the 18 inch subwoofers. However, the Type A-R/S

is one of the finest speaker systems ever
made. The bass performance is stunning,
matched by a superb ability to create the il-

lusion of being in a concert hall. It reproduces the full force and dynamics of the or-

chestra as well as the music of smaller
groups, solo instruments, and voice. It offers a wide range of adjustments to compensate for given tastes and listening
rooms, and this gives you exceptional flexibility in reproducing a musically natural
soundstage in different rooms and to ad-

just the apparent listening position in
terms of width, depth, and upper octave
balance, which effectively allows you to
shift the apparent listening position from
front to rear. If this is not a perfect speaker
system, it is just one of the handful of sys-

tems that can compete for the title of the
world's best.

Anthony H. Cordesman
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(Presenting the Connoisseur
Society/Audio Magazine Piano

with a rate degree of warmth ani

Sampler, a imited-edition

wrote in ,tudio's December 1492

Compact Disc available only to
Audio readers.
The price is just
so order yours today while sup plies last.

issue,"nohody has had a more prc-

S

fullness. Ls Edward Tatnall Canby

1

ductive e=perience in piano re-

$5.00,

cording tf.an Silver, both musically
and technically, and you will I -ear

the accumulated result in tie superbly nat oral sound.

J.S. Bach: Aria da capo (from the

magazine want you to own some of

PROGI.M.A4

J.S. Bich: Prelude (from the English

the finest piano recordings availConnoisseur Society/Audio Magazine
Piano Sampler, a CD distilled from 13

Gershwin: Sweet and Low -Dawn.
David F aechner
Liszt: Paraphrases of Verdi's Rigo_etto
Alberto Reyes

exceptional albums, with a playing

Rachmaninoff: Prelude in 3-sf arp

time of 68:28. Selections by J. S. Bach,
Chopin, Debussy, Liszt, and others are

minor, Cp. 32, No. 12. O. Yablons_caya

Connoisseur Society and Audio

Goklberg Variations). Samuel Bartos

able. We've combined these on the

Suite No. 2 in A minor). Pamela Ross

Janacek: Presto (frcm In the Mist).
Zaiiee Fa:kinson
Debussy: Prelude to the Afternoon of
a Faun (tans. by Ravel). Bradshaw
& Buono

RaveE Online (from Gaspard de la

and an outstanding piano duo.
Still headed by its founding engi-

Liszt: Consolation No. 3 in D -flat major. Ant
Barbosa
Debussy: pour les Arpeges c.amposks
(from Etudes, Book 2). liana Vered

neer and producer, E. Alan Silver,

Chopin: Mazurka in C -sharp minor,
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CLASSIC
RECORDINGS
L

FOLLOW

preens himself (or herself) on doing
particularly well, is a sort of informal
survey of major trends in Romantic
Lieder. It begins with three songs by
Robert Franz and one by Carl Loewe
(both under -represented in today's

concert halls) and continues with
three Schumann Lieder-all these
first seven based on poems of Robert

THE

Burns (in German translation, of
course). Then come the cycles:
Grieg's Six Lieder, Op. 48; Bee-

LIEDER

thoven's An die ferne Geliebte, and
Schumann's Dichterliebe. (Perhaps
the Grieg and the Schumann might
better be termed "collections," but
why quibble?) There are no letdowns,
but the recital's unexpected crown is

the Grieg, in which Hampson's
beautifully crafted realizations are
exceptionally moving.

The recital was recorded live in
1993 before an astonishingly quiet

audience in Edinburgh-so quiet,
you may find the "live" designation
hard to believe. Generally, the sound
is excellent, keeping soloist and pi-

ano in believable relationship at
some distance beyond the speakers

and in a pleasantly reverberant
space. Yet something is slightly amiss

in the first track, muddying the piano's attacks and introducing some
song. The recorded output of these

Schumann: Dichterliebe;
Lieder; Beethoven: An die
ferne Geliebte; Lieder by
Grieg, Lowe, and Franz

six performers is, among other
things, a testament to masculine sensitivity and proves that phrase to be

Thomas Hampson, bantone;
Geoffrey Parsons, piano

no oxymoron, certain critics of the
gender notwithstanding. (Editor's

EMI CLASSICS CDC 5 55147 2
CD; 74:39

Note: We unhappily note the death of

hat Gerhard Hirsch and Hanns

Udo Muller were to the '30s,
what Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
and Gerald Moore were to the

Parsons this past January.-D.H.)
Of the three singers, Hampson is
the most mercurial, with the widest
emotional and coloristic range, and
the readiest to take risks-and there-

'60s, Thomas Hampson and
Geoffrey Parsons are to the
'90s: Outstandingly beautiful
baritone voices, produced so

fore the most exciting to hear. He

naturally that the listener hardly

ings by which we remember them. If
Hampson must occasionally concede

thinks of technique, informed by intelligence and by a flair for the dra-

sounds (and I imagine he is) younger

than either of the others was at the
time they made the Lieder record-

points for polish, he and Parsons

matic, partnered with a taste that
avoids both the intrusive and the obsequious, and a sensibility capable of

need cede pride of place to no predecessors. They are superb.
This recital disc, far from being a

mirroring the singer's sense of the

grab bag of material that the singer
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Hay n: String Quartets,
Op. 76, Nos. 1, 2, and 3
Carmina Quartet
DENON CO -75970, CD; 62:37

ree top -vintage Haydn quartets played expertly and with

eal musical commitment,
aptured in lively, believable

ound: That's a recipe for
nybody's library list. The
Carmina players minimize
vibrato without ever losing sight
of the music,
which is something of a rarity

in this day of
the studiously
correct" performance practice.
And Nos. 2 and 3 are, respectively, the
"Quinten" (or "Fifths") and the "Emperor," both among the most beloved
of all Haydn string quartets. How can
you go wrong?
Robert Long
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"A very good choice."
- Audio Magazine

"...possibly the most speaker that
can be had for the money."
- The Sensible Sound

Since 1983 LEGACY AUDIO has wowed

thousands of music lovers without
the expense of the middleman.

F
R
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ambiguity into its relationship to the singer. In

to sing almost any genre of Lied or art song.

at least one other song, artificial means ap-

The fact that this soprano has devoted her

pears to have been used to replace too -prompt

sterling endowments to such an affirmative action program is admirable, perhaps, but its

applause with piano reverberation. But your
attention is likely to be so firmly focused on
the music that such minor glitches will pass
Robert Long
unnoticed.

own career to that of her husband, Robert

Ray Reussner
REUER COMPANY, CD; 60:45
Sound: A, Performance: A

Schumann. These songs might easily be taken
for his work, indeed, though none cuts as deep
as his did at their very best. They are graceful,

When a good friend of mine handed me
this CD about six months ago and told me
that it had been recorded in Santa Barbara's
Mission by a guitarist he had recently met,

T
L

G

numerous concerts in his

nine. Her music is far more French (Wieniawski was a Pole who taught in Belgium,
where Wieniawska was born) and, for my
money, more satisfying. Eight songs to texts of

with the sound of his

the imagist poet Paul Verlaine are included

playing. After a lot of work to get his sound
the way he wanted it, he resumed his playing

here, each one displaying a gift for melody and
coloration.

Beach, on the other hand, has become almost
a household name in recent years, despite her
earlier disparagement as "Mrs. Ha -Ha Beach."
While her chamber music is usually described
as influenced by Brahms, these songs cover a
wide linguistic range

does every player, really. The sound, the playing, and the music are all superb! I highly recommend this recording.
The CD can be obtained by writing to the
Reuer Company (P.O. Box 17, Williams, Ore.
97544) or by faxing an order to 503/846-9140.
The price is $15 including shipping.

lish), and the English
ones in particular are

The Best Equipment

ALBANY TROY 109, CD; 60:50

The Best Service The Best Prices

Can we talk? Frankly, I'm getting very annoyed with female ghetto recitals and recordings. If gender were the only issue here-and
that certainly is the way the CD comes on at
first glance-this recording would be worthless. Fortunately, it is a marvelous (if somewhat disparate) collection of songs performed
to perfection by Lauralyn Kolb, whose voice,
intelligence, musicality, and style qualify her

-

2

8

3

-

4

6

Lauralyn Kolb, soprano;
Don McMahon, piano

(French, German, Eng-

closer in style to those of

her New England compatriots, such as Mac Dowell. Having toured Europe as a pianist and

composer after her doctor -socialite husband

died, she is no mere parlor amateur, and
makes the most of her material.
Over and over in studying these songs, I've

been arrested by the charm and rightness of
Kolb's phrasing, by the warmth and expressiveness of her manner, and by the sheer beauty of her voice. She is a treasure, and I certain-

ly hope to hear much more of her in the

800-AuDIO-HI
0

Amy (or Mrs. H.H.A., as she preferred)

The recording portrays a realistic guitar
sound. One can hear the size and reverberation of the venue, but it does not get in the
way of the music. Reussner's playing here
sometimes reminds me greatly of the way
Segovia used to play some of these same
pieces. Yet he has his own unique style-as

Songs by Clara Schumann,
Poldowski, and Amy Beach

0

songs apiece from her Opus 13 and Opus 23.

Henryk Wieniawski, whom she could not have
known very deeply since he died when she was

Bascom H. King

8

most the first half of the CD comprises six

later studied in master
classes. Reussner gave

We're so sure you'll love our gear,
we'll refund your money if you're
not 100% satisfied.

(

Loewe among Lieder composers of the era. Al-

Poldowski is a name that, shamefully, I
must admit I never before encountered. It is
an alias of Regine Wieniawska, who sought a
musical identity separate from that of her father, the celebrated violinist and composer

career. This disc is one of the outcomes.

A

polished, and poised-a welcome addition to
the canon of, say, Schubert, Schumann, and

and with a Nagra digital recorder, I was interested on many levels.
Ray Reussner has been a serious student of
the guitar since age 18, when he first heard a
recording of Andres Segovia, with whom he

years ago he stopped because he wasn't satisfied

C

rather, to listen-below the feminist surface.
Everybody knows about Clara Schumann.
A celebrated pianist, she largely subsumed her

Song Without Words

career, but a number of

E

format does not encourage one to look-or,

4

4

)

3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702
(217)544-5252 Fax: (217)744-7269
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future. If her accompanist is not really in the
same league, he is still more than adequate.
The recording is clear and close, with pleas-

ant ambience surrounding it. The booklet
contains full texts (except, regrettably, for
Beach's English songs) plus not always reliable translations. Not to fuss: The booklet is
not what you should buy this CD for.
Robert Long

Ready for your free catalog?
1 -800 -Audio Hi

lgc.71A_Cq
VolummommonoW

Legacy Audio
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield. IL 62702
800-283-4644
Fax 217-744-7269
Tech Support 217-5-14-5252

The Sheffield/Leinsdorf Sessions
(Prokofiev: Excerpts from
Romeo and Juliet;
Debussy: Prelude to
The Afternoon of a Faun;
Wagner: Forest Murmurs
from Siegfried)
Los Angeles Philharmonic, Erich Leinsdorf
SHEFFIELD LAB GOLD 10043-2-G
CD; 54:05
The first of a two -volume memorial tribute

to the fine "old school" conductor Erich

direct discs, because the company is limited to
the analog tapes made simultaneously at the

direct -disc sessions. Sheffield calls its bit bouncing to improve resolution and lower
noise "20+->16 Ultra Matrix Processing," and

it works: The CD compares very favorably
with the original direct discs. On subtle material such as Debussy's Faun or the un-Wagnerish "Forest Murmurs" from Siegfried, the CD
experience surpasses that of the direct disc be-

London Promenade. Almost nobody is going
to like both.
The first segment, headed up by the 16 -

minute excerpt from Ravel's Daphnis and
Chloe, then into the familiar "Nuages" and
"Fetes" from the Nocturnes of Debussy, is
English playing of French music at its very
best; only the fast tempos betray a 1960s feel.
The recorded sound, how-

ever, is conservative, at
an uncompromising distance and with (for our
ears) not enough defini-

cause of complete freedom from rumble,
noise, hiss, and other sonic distractions.
John Sunier

tion. It's only when, at
climax, the loud brass

Leinsdorf, who passed away in 1993, these
The French Collection:
Ravel/Debussy

recordings were original-

ly released around 1978
as direct -to -disc LPs.
has been my most -used

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
Georges Pretre; London Promenade
Orchestra, Eric Hammerstein

LP test material for 16

CHESKY CD101, CD; 55:25

(Part of Romeo and Juliet

comes through that we understand the power
of this playing, still in the grand post -Roman-

tic manner of the early part of the century.
Not much any restoration can do to change
this rigorously purist orchestral sound.

recordings, 1963 and '64, in an interesting jux-

The rest of the CD is utterly different-in
effect, with an orchestra that could be called
the London Pops. A series of tuneful, colorful,
outrageous arrangements of Debussy piano

taposition illuminating both composers in

works into superHollywood glory. You can al-

new ways. On paper, at least. Moreover, the

most hear the popcorn crunch. Marvelous

We have recently had several audible enhancements in the CD reissue of older record-

restoration by Jeremy Kipnis is highly satisfactory, at least for my musical ears. And yet the

when the Sunken Cathedral emerged from the

ings, but Sheffield Lab's Audiophile Reference
Series has set itself a goal of seeming impossibility in trying to equal or better the acclaimed

CD falls flat on its face simply by reason of
near -total incompatibility between its two
performing halves, Royal Philharmonic and

years now.) The two direct discs are still considered by many the
most natural and realistic recordings ever of a
full symphony. The only quibble is with a dry
ambience, resulting from the MGM sound -

CD program, bringing together two older

stage recording location.

Now here's an example of an impeccable

sound, really tops-music so corny I quit
ocean with a chorus of thousands and a full
orchestra. So take your choice; they're both
here!

Edward Tatnall Canby
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HD 25 SP
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contributions of their guests. Within

this sound, The Chieftains coax
something magical and ageless from

their fiddles and flutes, pipes and
harps. Small wonder that the guests
could bring something special, too.
Michael Tearson

Geek the Girl
Lisa Germano
4AD/WARNER BROS. 9 45758-2
43:40

Sound: B, Performance: B

Lisa Germano and Liz Phairtwin daughters of different mothers?

That's the inevitable response to
Geek the Girl, a collection of homemade demos that tell the story of, in
Germano's notes, "a girl who is con-

fused about how to be sexual and
cool in the world but finds out she
isn't cool and gets constantly taken

/

RCA

advantage of sexually." Whether
you know Germano only from her

The Long Black Veil
The Chieftains

tor Van Morrison with his own

09026-62702-2,
Sound: A, Performance: A

You?") to the unusual (Tom Jones
doing a ham -boned, over -the -top

"Have I Told You Lately That I Love

violin work for John Mellencamp or
whether you've worn out her previous two solo efforts, you're likely to

gAD .OYS OF THE P\ BUIE

rendition of "Tennessee Waltz,"

Gary Lucas

Songs rarely dominate a Chieftains album. Instead, most of their

which gets expanded into a mazur-

ENEMY EMY 146-2, 44:43
Sound: A, Performance: A

releases comprise airs, jigs, and reels,

haunted reading of the title song,

with band member Kevin Conneff
singing a song or two for variety's

featuring a didgeridoo. Still, the best

sake. The Long Black Veil reverses the

balance: Eleven of 13 tracks are
songs, and all feature a guest vocalist
or instrumentalist. It is a glorious al-

bum of collaborations, one that

ka). Also unexpected is Mick Jagger's

moment of all may be the instrumental "Dunmore Lassies," which
pairs The Chieftains with Ry Cooder's fluid guitar. Cooder also sings on
the tender "Coast of Malabar."
There are fine performances from

n Bad Boys of the Arctic, guitarist Gary Lucas has toned

down the
improvised Sharrock-ian psychedelia that marked

;ARY LUCAS
BOY" .Of TI11 f,RC

his previous recordings, opting
instead for a shot

Sinead O'Connor and Marianne
Faithfull and a rousing cover of

at accessibility with songs, hooks,
al tracks are further sweetened by

singing "Mo Ghile Mear" in its origi-

"Rocky Road to Dublin" with The
Rolling Stones. And it's difficult to
overlook the incredible Paul Brady,
who plays guitar on Knopfler's performance, or Canadian bluesman
Colin James, who plays guitar and

nal Gaelic, the timeless sounds of

mandolin on two tracks.

that ancient language mingling perfectly with the band. Other collabo-

Produced by Chieftain Paddy
Moloney with Chris Kimsey and
Cooder, The Long Black Veil has

overflows with joy as the visiting
artists give exceptional performances

that fit seamlessly with The Chieftains. Each guest seems thrilled just
to be working with traditional Irish
music's premier band.

The album opens with Sting

rations range from the riveting
(Mark Knopfler performing "The
Lily of the West") to the sentimental
(old Chieftain friend and collabora-

thoroughly excellent sound, allowing
the distinct nuances and subtleties of

The Chieftains to shine next to the
AUDIO/APRIL 1995
76

lyrics (however opaque), and contributions from guest musicians. Severstrings. But few I steners could confuse Bad Boys with the mainstream.
Under its beguiling vocals is Lucas'

nervous guitar, percolating with a
rhythm that supports a bevy of influences and styles, from folksy finger picking (reminiscent of someone like
Jorma Kaukonen) to pure, caterwauling electric -guitar mayhem akin to
wailing banshees. Lucas' balance of
listenable art with instrumental audacity pushes the envelope without
descending into cacophony.
Michael Wright
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AvaNable at:

be surprised at how elemental she allows herself

Australia still knows as little about Paul Kelly
as it does about his countryman Ned Kelly, a

Stones, Rod Stewart, Otis Redding, and many
others. It was Cooke's blending of pop music

to appear here. In the

wanted man of the 1870s. This is a great

with gospel melodies and harmonies that

shadow of Phair's ever

shame, for Paul remains a deadeye songwriter.
No crazy -Costello -quilt metaphors here; Kelly
instead favors pure images, so that the slaking
drops of "Summer Rain" conjure a vivid portrait of a longed -for woman. The Messengers

proved so influential, giving birth to a thou-

widening spotlight, Germano's simple guitar and

ingenuous voice can't
help but sound familiar, even though her first
solo recordings predate Phair's. Then again,
this isn't the slap -in -your -face dance of Liz;
hearing tracks like "... A Psychopath," "Phan-

are gone, replaced by a
smoother group of session musicians who apply broad chord strokes

tom Love," and "Cancer of Everything" in
the middle of the night, by the light of the

to the largely acoustic
material, half of which

stereo, places you in a convincing landscape of
dread. Overall, Geek the Girl is a noble experi-

ment-one whose frank tone, coupled with
the eccentric production values of 1993's
Happiness, could yield greater rewards.
Ken Richardson
Wanted Man
Paul Kelly
VANGUARD 79479-2, 49:24
Sound: A-, Performance: AWhen A&M released Gossip in 1987, hopes
were high for Paul Kelly and The Messengers
to make their American breakthrough. Eight
years later-after two more A&M albums and
the 1992 pickup of Comedy by California in die label Doctor Dream-the world outside of

has a countrified feel, the

other half settling into trim R&B. Maybe

sand musical stepchildren. Once Cooke
achieved great success as a secular recording
artist, he had the resources to start his own la-

bel, SAR Records, where he served as the
hands-on producer and songwriter.
If SAR were simply the singular expression
of Cooke's musical vision-as broad as it was
deep-that alone would be reason enough for
owning this two -CD set.
But the artists who
recorded for SAR were,
unto themselves, strong

eight years from now-after Richard Thompson, Green Day, and others have gathered for
something called Down Undercovers: A Tribute to Paul Kelly-the man will get his due.
Hear him now, so you can say you knew him

musical personalities:

Ken Richardson

the planet, Mr. Bobby

when.

Sam Cooke's SAR Records Story
Various Artists
ABKCO 2231-2, two CDs, 2:27:36

The Soul Stirrers, Johnny

Taylor, and the greatest soul singer/guitarist/
songwriter now walking
Womack.
These seminal recordings were assembled from

a fan's point of view,

Sam Cooke's musical legacy extends beyond the recordings that bear his name. His

with chatter, outtakes, and demos included.
Annotation by Peter Guralnick is completely
informative, and there's hardly a dull moment. If there's more in the can, by all means

songs have been covered by The Rolling

let it out!

Sound: B+, Presentation: A+

Jon & Sally Tiven

Since 1955, this man (holder of 5 patents),
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TRUE OR FALSE
T or F

1."...the Majik-I is one cone kicker of an

amplifier...give it a listen...l'II guarantee
you'll be impressed." Hi-Fi World

T or F

2."...our use of the Linn Malik -I was an
unalloyed pleasure. The smoothness and

silence with which it's controls operated

were striking...We could not resist opening

up the Majik-I. Its interior can only be
described as gem -like." Stereo Review

T ar F

3."...the Linn Majik can serve as the heart
of a robust and uncompromising home
audiophile system." The Common -Sense

Audiophile

Live at the BBC
The Beatles
APPLE/CAPITOL CDP 8 31796 2
Two CDs, 1:13:40
Sound: D to B, Performance: B to A

pen the jewel box, and
that familiar label art
greets you: Full-frontal
green Apple on disc 1,
cross-section white Apple
on disc 2. Peruse the 48 -

page booklet, and rare
photo after rare photo
mesmerizes you. Pop a disc into your
player, and for the first time in almost 25
years, you hear legitimate recordings of
previously unreleased performances by
the four lads from Liverpool.
It's enough to make a grown Beatle-

Of the 88 songs, 56 are on Live at
the BBC, chosen by executive producer
George Martin. The liner notes state tha'
"no quality recording" exists of the four
1962 broadcasts, so what we have are
39 recordings from 1963, 15 from '64,
and two from '65 (as Beatlemania
spread, the group had less time to do radio). Of these 56 songs, 25 have been
previously eeleased in other versions (12
originals, 13 covers); that means a whop-

s

ping 31 songs, all covers but two, are
making their debut.
Before you go all gooey, here's the bad

news. The back of the box warns that
"some tracks included for their historic

In the three years from March 1962 to

significance do not represent the usual fidelity of studio recordings." Project engineer Peter Mew has admitted that few of
the tracks ore from the original BBC masters; some are actually from the AM radio
transmissions. The worst of these-"Keep

June 1965, The Beatles recorded 88

Your Hands Off My Baby," "That's All

songs in various studios of BBC Radio.
The station had no multitrack tape machines at the time; according to the liner
notes here, "The Beatles were captured
'live,' in mono, with little studio trickery in

Right (Mama)," "I Forgot to Remember to
Forget"-are primitive, and their "historic
significance" is dubious, since the performances aren't especially dynamic. Other
tracks suffer from dropouts or distortion.

sight or earshot." The performances were

aired over 52 broadcasts, from a few

The original production often doesn't
help; BBC staffers simply couldn't ap-

days to a few weeks after each track was
recorded.

proach the expertise of Martin, who in his
recordings with The Beatles over the years

maniac cry.

(A; time.
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S/MONITORS/COMPUTE
Receivers

Cassette Decks

LIMMAVED®

5.1°A, OFF*

51196 OFF

Teac AG -V1050

Teac W -515R

Remote A/V Stereo Receiver

Double Auto -Reverse Cassette Deck

100 watts per channel 6 audio inputs, 2
video inputs Motorized volume control
*Headphone jack *Quartz PLL synthesized
tuner with 30 -station memory
Price

$ 1149

98 *Mir List Price $319

Deck #1 features auto -reverse playback
*Dolby B Normal & high-speed dubbing

High End Audio

DENON

=

(TEA AGV1050)

Sherwood RX-1010
. 35 watts/channel, 30 station presets. ..

Technics SA-GX170

58%

*10995

.100 watts/channel. remote

JVC RX-315

Technics SA-GX470
.100 watts/ channel, surround sound, remote..$24991°

41c'e

$

(TEA W515R)

Technics RS-TR232
"Dual Desk /2 auto -rev, Dolby 13/C/11X-Pro......1115995

JVC TDW-309

Denon DCD-2700
Compact Disc Player

Technics RS-TR474

$

Compact Disc Players

"Dual auto -reverse, Dolby 8/C/HX-Pro...,...........$21

Aiwa AD -S950

996

AA

3 -head, Dolby WC/FIX-Pro, fine

Technics RS-DC10

*Mb List Price $1200

(DNN DCD2700)

KvlOure

.*1 99"

*Dual Auto -Rev. Deck,DollayB/C/1-1X-Pro,010..

Uses Alpha-proccessing for superb smoothness & detailed resolution .20 bit
with 8 x oversampling .20 -track programming *Pitch control *Wireless remote

Technics SA-GX770
.125 watts/ch., w/ home theater features........... *39996

*Mfr. List Prise $179

Our

o

'179"

. 105 watts/channel, remote.

*Continuous playback

*NC Digital Cassette Recorder............

Loudspeakers

":.

Loudspeakers

Mini Audio Systems
ai.111IaL

MI

JBL
Pinnacle AC850

Teas PD -D880

2 -Way Speakers

5 Disc CD Changer

16 -bit D/A converters with 8x oversampling
digital filter Front -loading design .32 -selection random programming Headphone jack
with volume control Unified remote control

$ /4995
RCA CD1051 M
Price

Mfr List Price $289
(TEA PDD880)

89.5

$

.16 -bit, 20 -track programming, remote

JVC XLV-114
2 x oversampling, 32 -track programming........

Magnavox CDC74517

ss 1 CM

Aiwa NS -X2700

Mini Component System

3 -way with 12' low f. equency driver,

16 watts per channel Vocal fader for

5' midrange, and dome tweeter *Front panel

Karaoke *Super T -Bass AM/FM tuner with

handling 8 ohms *Black or cherry cabinet

$apacity

Our
Price

$mg,02995/Pair

Yamaha NSA -638
"3 -way, 8" woofer

Pinnacle PN5+/Oak

.pair s99"

"Compact Speakers, 2 way, 5.25" woofer........pair $99g8

Technics SB-LX5

.016'119"

.3 -way, 10" woofer

Technics SL-PD867

JBL SC305

.5 -disc Changer. MASH 1 -bit, remote .............._*1 899°

Center Channel Speaker, shielded.

Technics SL-PD967

Recoton W-440

.5 -Disc Changer, MASH 1 -bit, pitch control ...°122995

"Wireless System, individual controls

cMI

controls *Black finish -i3 ohms 100 watt
r Usf Pries $899

.each $149"
pair $1 9995

Maxell Audio Tapes & Accessori

peac.oir 4312BK)

pair$1 49"

.2 -way. 8" woofer, oak cabinet

JBL Pro Ill

pair $149"
Acoustic Research 570 snma
2 -way Mini Speakers, shielded

"Powered Partners, 35 watts, 2 -way

pair -.1g,uw

Advent Legacy III
"floor Standing, 2 -way, 10" woofer .

"

.11,01,10k

pair

32- presets CD player *Double cassette
deck .3 -way speakers *Remote control
Mfr, List Price $400

49995/pair

(PIN AC650-BK)
PIN AC650-CH)

. 5 -disc Changer, 192x oversampling. remote... -1 aDV-

Hi-Fi Stereo VCRs

JBL 4312
Studio Monitor Loudspeakers

*Patented diaduct technology .6.5" polycone
woofer with rubber surrounds Liquid -cooled
soft dome tweeter 10-85 watts RMS power

(ff. .wg'S

Cerwin Vega Q1

SAChei
2 -way, 10" woofer, SPECIAL 66% OFF.....pair

Sennheiser Headphones

(7'4$24995

(AIW NSX2700)

RCA RP8593
AM/FM, 3 -CD Changer, dual cassette, remote *22995

JVC UX-C7

$35 9913

AM/FM. 6.1 CD -player. auto -rev cassette

Bose Lifestyle 5
*MAWR powered 3 -pc. Acousbmass speakers

s4rIne+
sec

Denon D-200
"WM, 6 -CD Changer, Cassette, 40 watts x 2 '89995

Yamaha GX-5
.3 -CD ChangerAINFM,Dual CassetteActr.e Spkrs CALL

Mobile Fidelity

TRAFFIC
The low spark
VHS Hi-Fi Stereo Recorder

Maxell XLIIS-90
Super Fine High Bias Cassettes

Sennheiser ND -340
Supraural Headphones

stabilizer VCR Plus+ programming *Cable
mouse remote Auto head cleaner 8 -event/

High bias cassette with extended range am i
ultra -low noise High quality cassette housing
for better mechanical performance

*Triple wound aluminum voice coils provide
faster transient attack *Ideal for portables &
home stereo 10 ft cable with dual plugs for
either application 16-23,000 Hz 100 ohms

Sony SLV-720HF

4 -heads Digital auto tracking Tape
1 -month timer *Remote with shuttle control

(1.3fr $34995
9 95 (SON SLV720HF)
Price

Our $599/3Vii;
(MAX XLIIS90/3PK)

Price

Panasonic PV -4451

Maxell MX -110

.4 -heads, 1-montIV13-event, universal remote..6279"

Metal Cassette Tape

Sony SLV-620HF

Maxell MXS-100

.4 -heads, 1-year/8-event unified remote.

JVC HR-VP606

*32995

.2-pk $4"

*Premium Metal Tape.

Maxell A-410

.4 -heads, VCR., 1-year/8-eyed. remote ........*34995

*Cassette Head Demagnetizer

Sony SLV-770HF

Maxell R-120DM

.4 -heads, Cable Mouse'. system

Mitsubishi HSU-69
S -VHS Hi -h. 4 -heads. VCR Plus

'379"
*649"

*Digital Audio Tape, 120 minutes

Maxell UD35-180
"Open Reel Tape, 3600 feet, 10" reel.

_5-01°1 4"

*995

2-pk *11"
eachs1 9"

II" $6995
Price

(SEN H0340)

Sennheiser HD -435
Lightweight, supraural, dual plugs

Sennheiser HD -440
Supraural, dual plugs, ideal for digital use..

Sennheiser HD -52011

Orcumaural, tuned bass pods, dual plugs.......- 1 50V-

Sennheiser HD -580
Audiophile, top -rated, circumaural

I=1 ID glikl
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MOB 609

II,

$24990
Also Available

Jean Michele Jarre
Oxygene
$24.99 PER CD

MOB 613

Sennheiser HD -56011

SEND MONEY OR DER,CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD
gnclude Interbank No. expiration date and signature) To: J&R Music World, Dept AU0495, 59-50 Queens Midtown Expwy, Maspeth,
Queens, NY 11378. Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping, handling and
Insurance Charge (Continental US) is 5% of the total order with a $4.95 minimum for orders up to $500; 4% for orders over $500
to $1000; and 3% for orders over $1000. For heavyweight/over-sized items, shipment by air, or to Canada, Hawaii, Alaska, Virgin
Islands & Puerto Rico please call for information. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry, no C. D's. NY residents please add sales tax.
ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION & ACCEPTANCE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS.
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH AND 100% GUARANTEED. Some quantities may be limited.
900310/0900615/0616/0900617

549"

*Open Air, low distortion at high

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD

Copyright 1995 J&R Music World. City of NY
Dept. of Consumer Affairs License Numbers 0 90 0

*2995

of high heeled boys

$2499$

Cream:

Live & Live Vol. II
$35.99 2 CD SET

MOB 625

SE HABLA ESPANOL

Call Toll Free To Order
24 Hours A Day
7 Days A Week

1 -800-221 -81 80

PART THREE
(assisted in later days by engineer Geoff

Emerick) worked harder and harder to
create sonic masterpieces. Accordingly,
the later the material here-"I Feel Fine,"
"She's a Woman," "Ticket to Ride"-the
more disappointing the mix.
Now that I've said all that, you can basically forget all that I've said. Live at the
BBC isn't meant to be a pristine listening
experience but rather a journey back to
a distant time and medium-as if you're
listening to the actual broadcasts, complete with 13 wonderful bits of Beatle/DJ
dialog, most showcasing John Lennon's
trenchant humor. And many of the per-

High Strung Tall Tales

Adrian Legg
RELATIVITY 88561-1224-2, 69:40
Sound: A, Performance: A

After a series of acclaimed recordings that
highlighted his phenomenal fingerstyle technique on acoustic guitar, Adrian Legg has fi-

nally released one that captures his wry wit
as well.

We can still marvel at the British virtuoso's
machine -like right-hand technique, the
miraculous hammer-ons
and pull -offs. the flowing

ative use of alternate

formances are excellent-especially
those from two 1963 sessions that included "Soldier of Love," "Clarabella,"

Strung Tall Tales, we also

"Memphis, Tennessee," and a blistering

"Sweet Little Sixteen," most in good
sound. (Nearly the entire CD is hiss -free,
thanks to Sonic Solutions' NoNoise system.) Lennon sings a tough version of the
Ringo Starr vehicle "Honey Don't." Ringo
ambushes his drum kit on "I'm Gonna Sit

"Silent Night."
Guitar fanatics will drool over Legg's zen-

time, Paul McCartney
unleashes that great rock voice, howling
through "Lucille" and "Ooh! My Soul."
As for the two previously unreleased
Beatle originals, one is merely a radio friendly rewrite of "From Me to You." But
the other is the group's only recording of
"I'll Be on My Way," a song given to Billy J. Kramer and The Dakotas that, as ex-

pected, is far better here in a performance emphasizing the song's Everly
Brothers influence.

Annotation is generous, with an essay
by BBC producer Kevin Howlett as well
as track -by -track notes, all set up nicely
by Beatle publicist Derek Taylor's
thoughts. Plus the 36 photos, most from

the studio. And don't fault Capitol for
playing time: Disc 1 runs at 65:07, disc

2 at 68:33.
Is Live at the BBC worth its sound/per-

like stamina on the "High Strung Suite" as
well as his sheer mastery of reels, jigs, and
breakdowns, all executed with flawless, mind boggling technique. But the humanity of this
charming troubadour is really revealed in his
humorous, extended intros to the live tunes.
Bill Makowski

A Week or Two in the Real World
Various Artists
REAL WORLD CAROL 2346-2, 75:47
Sound: A-, Performance: A

dealer, and a gift certificate redeemable for a free
Lim CD when you audition the Linn Majik control
amplifier.

1. Who are you?

fax to 317-841-4107, or mail to:
Final Exam

c/o Linn Hi-Fi
8709 Castle Park Drive

Indianapolis, Indiana 46256

SS

1-00-LI11-11-N life
for
music

This ambitious disc documents two separate week-long sessions where some of the
world's most distinctive artists and producers
converged at Real World's sprawling studio in
rural Bath, England. Any preconceived notions were left at home, allowing for a spon-

taneity that is so often lacking in the real
real world.

Van Morrison and The Holmes Brothers
open the set with a cover of Sam Cooke's
"That's Where It's At,"
establishing a loose, easy
feel that pervades the en-

tire album. Fascinating
collaborations spring up:
Jam Nation's "She Moved

formance trade-off? Should you ignore
the naysayers who prefer the likes of
nine -CD Italian bootlegs? In the end,
should you buy? Indubitably, affirmative,

tures truly global instrumentation atop a hypnotic dance groove, Ashkabad's "Bayaty" in-

yeah.

vites cellos and violins to dance gracefully

Ken Richardson

information packet, the name of your local Linn

Cool Cajun") and strangely psychedelic

George Harrison is
at his early best in
the guitar fills/solos

ly." And time after

questions we will send you a Linn Majik

Cal us with your answers at 1-800-546-6443,

get to hear the between song patter that is a stap e of Ley:'s concert
performances.
A kind of cross between Robert Fripp and
Garrison Keillor, Legg spins engaging tall tales
on nine tracks that were recorded live. The remaining 11 selections are studio recordings
that run a stylistic gamut from lilting ("The

("Naive II") to a tongue-in-cheek version of

and "Long Tall Sal-

If you can correctly answer the following three

3. What's your phone number?

Right Down and Cry (Over You)."

for "I Got a Woman"

EXTRA CREDIT

2. Where are you?

eloquence, and the cre-

tunings. But with High

-

Through the Fair" fea-
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See Part I of the exam on page 63 and
Part II on page 79 .

with Islamic tar, and on "El Pescador" the
group Tot6 La Momposina y Sus Tambores
fuses African, Spanish, and Native American

board/fiddle man Gene Hicks, and steel/slide
guitarist Larry Campbell-this is a cracklin'good album that feels poised to slip between

influences into one propulsive sound. Moments of singular inspiration are highlighted

the cracks, perhaps too

as well: Hassan Hakmoun and Zahar's "Challaban" is a dazzling modernist interpretation
of traditional Moroccan Gnawan trance music, and Karl Wallinger (from World Party and
formerly with The Waterboys) offers a sublime reading of W. B. Yeats' "Politics" alone at
the piano.
Unlike most "world music" endeavors, A

and too country for rock
radio. It also figures that
the album was recorded

Week or Two goes far deeper than postcard im-

tart for country radio

not in Nashville but in
Brooklyn in the dead of
winter. Nevertheless, it has nothing but quali-

ty songs about the trials and glories of the
heart, performed for all they're worth. Moffatt
is a fabulous singer with great presence.
Michael Tearson

ages, reinforcing a McLuhan-esque ideal that
music is a universal language. Still, I wish I
Larry Blumenfeld
was there.

Hearts Gone Wild
Katy Moffatt
WATERMELON CD 1030, 39:22
Sound: B, Performance: B+

Toward the Within
Dead Can Dance
4AD/WARNER BROS. 9 45769-2, 67:58
Sound: B, Performance: B+

For the last 14 years, Lisa Gerrard and
Brendan Perry have been filtering sounds and

Katy Moffatt has the voice of a laconic angel, sweetly charming yet equally capable of

spirits from the ancient past and bringing

full-blooded irony and sincerity. She pro-

come from a crossroads of the Crusades or

duced Hearts Gone Wild with Tom Russell, a
frequent collaborator; together they wrote five
of the songs here. With support from Russell's

from an Oriental passage. Over arrangements
which include bouzouki, yang ch'in, hurdygurdy, and ney, Gerrard intones words of her

ace honky-tonk band-which features the
wonderful guitarist Andrew Hardin, key-

own design in an ecstatic wail that draws

them into the present. Their music could have

I Hatt Cones Alive at Budokan?
John Hiatt arid 2 he Guilty Dogs
A&M 31454-0284-2, 76:19
Solnd: B+, Performance: B+

There's -so question that this is a live album, but the closest it gets to Japan's famed
Budokan is San Luis Obispo, California. Hiatt Comes Alive at Bu-

dokan? was recorded
during a coast -to -coast

swing through the first

half of 1994, with its
entire 15 -song program culled from John
Hiatt's four A&M studio albums. While this
isn't a full career retrospective, Hiatt's more
recent wor< is indeed his best; thus, depth of
material isn't a problem here.

Hiatt and his band, The Guilty Dogs
(Michael Ward on lead guitar, Davey
Faragher on bass, and Michael Urbano on

drums), deliver crisp performances that
avoid apirg the original arrangements. Hiatt's studio albums have a real warmth, but
in live performance there's an extra sparkle
that's most charming, and it lights this album.

Moreover, the editing of 15 songs from 11
different shows into a seamless concert conti-

from myriad international sources, including

ng.

Michael Tearson
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d Monitor Audio
speakers come in
beautiful lacquers or
elegant wood veneers.
Surround yourself with
an outstanding

'tonal accuracy, bass
response and cohesion
are critical to the
performance of any
speaker system.

Monitor Audio home

Monitor Audio's

theater system... relax
and enjoy the
performance.

crossovers, Gold DomeTM

tweeters, and metal alloy
woofers ensure that your

MONITOR AUDIO HOME THEATER SPEAKERS
MONITOR AUDIO USA

P.O. Box 1355, Buffalo, NY 14205-1355

902 Mckay Rd., Pickering, Ontario L1W 3X8

Tel: 905 428-2800

Fax: 905 428-0004

CALL: 10N-FRI 6:30A -6.:30P SAT 7:00A -6:00P SUN 8:30A-5:DOP ALL TIMES PACIFIC STANDARD
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Enter No. 18 on Reader Service Card

LAN

open -throat singing styles, Native American
chants, and Persian arabesques.
On stage, Dead Can Dance is the closest

AA,

(21-55x."

that modern music gets to rapture, and the
group captures it on this live album, recorded
at one stop on a 1993 North American tour.
Toward the Within includes favorites such as

LITTLE BY LITTLE,

"Cantara," "Yulunga (spirit dance)," and

OUR WATERS ARE LOOKING
LESS LIKE ART
AND MORE.LIKE TRASH.

"Song of the Sibyl," but more than half the album is new material, much of it from the pen
and voice of Perry. Lately, he's been moving
toward a folksier modern -rock sound, evident

on "American Dreaming" and "I Can See

You can help protect our water by using natural
lawn care products, less toxic household cleaners
and by recycling used motor oil.
Ca _I 1-800.504-8484 and we'll send you more on
how you can help protect our rivers, lakes and oceans
forever

Now," which he sings in a rich tenor as if he
were Frank Sinatra crooning in a monastery.
Toward the Within isn't the religious experience of a Dead Can Dance concert. In fact,
the sound of the audience rushing in to applaud ruins the intimate nature of the music.
But the possessed voice of Lisa Gerrard is one
of the few pure experiences of 20th -century
music.

John Diliberto

FAST TRACKS

CLEAN WATER.

IF WE ALL DO A LITTLE
WE CAN DO A LOT.
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pop song as there is.

Daniel Levitin

$757

Defeatable tone controls Reno:e
controlled Multiplex filters
eliminate (19kHz) pilot signal affects
Video switching 3 Switched cutlets
and one unswitched outlets
Fully double balanced mixer
5 Line inputs and two ta e inl ut 3
18 Tuner prese

497

Harmon/ KErdon Hitachi Hthes
Infinity 41 limo JiL JV

(Sony Wince

Honer 945

preamprruper

Artists (Columbia/415/Legacy CK 47965
74:28). San Francisco's 415 label signed
some of the most interesting bands of the
'80s, among them Translator, Wire Train,
Romeo Void, Red Rockers, and Until December. A forerunner to what we now take
for granted as "alternative rock," much of
this material sadly slipped between the
cracks of radio formats at the time. The
tracks by Until December still sound stunningly fresh, and Translator's "Everywhere
That I'm Not" is as enduring and catchy a

_.

Brother Ca -on Carer Cerwin
Vega Celestion Oil
ins

K40 torga

The Best of 415 Records: Various

ndGe &are

Meadtown Shopping Center
Rt 23 S. Kinnelon, NJ 07405
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CIRCLE NO 27 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Aitara: Varttina (Xenophile/Green Linnet XENO 4026, 41:46). If ABBA had
been rooted in Scandinavian folk music instead of Benny and Bjorn's Euro-pop, they
might have become Varttina. A sensation
in Finland since 1991, Varttina is a nine -

member group that includes four female
leads, singing with spunk and entirely in
Finnish (translations are provided). The
trod/mod blend is especially irresistible on Aitara, the band's third and best
album. By comparison, those mysterious cum -famous Bulgarian women sound like
they're snoring.
K.R.

Somewhat Slightly Dazed: Jeffrey
Gaines (Chrysalis F2-29639, 56:19). This
guy could be huge some day. He already
has a literate pen, fat guitars, and a know-

ing voice, all rendered with pop -smart
dashes, as if he were the down-to-earth
cousin of Lenny Kravitz. A rich successor
to Gaines' 1992 eponymous debut. K.R.
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Storage Solutions
The An of CD Storage
An In-jenixis iystem /A Stylish Solution

186COS

Horizontal titles

CD, ALdio and Video Storage
Fully Assmibled!

100% Soil Oak!
30 Day Manley Back
Guarantee!

CatalogIng system
(optional)

Easy

Made in U.S.A.
»Smoked Glass Doors
Ajustable Shelves
No Hidden Costs

Smooth, quiet 360°
rotation

for

ac
qoallty ConstrottiOn
Real wood oak
veneers

Just One Low Price!

AS1

assembled

Cal or write for a fate color brochure

Available III

99.00S (PR)

AGM Woodworking
870 Capitolio Way #5
San Luis Obispo, Ca. 93401
(805) 544-8668

SURROUND SOUND

di6ytt
SPEAKER STAND.

Snipped fully

All -black
-

- Oak Fr black

Made In USA

1-800-858-9005 .-

ADJUSTABLE SHELF

(29" TO 36").

ove
4-ra

Millions of your prime prospects can be

found in the industry leading titles cf
SB24
99.50S (PR)

HEAVY Din' STAND.
SANDFILLABLE.

AVAILABLE IN 12",

Hachette Fqlipacchi Magazines, Inc.

PATENTS PENDING DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOMED

To place a classified ad, simply call
Free and -serve your space today!

Credit cards, checks, and money orders accepted.
For orders or a free color brochure,
call 1-800-244-7558
or fax 1-708-331-2781

Tol?-

1-800-445-6066 (9am-5pm EST;
In Canada : l -212-767-5Q57

GEO-TEC DESIGNS

P.O. Box 1402
South Holland, IL 60473

16", 20", 24", 28".
28" IS 109.00S (pr)

MIDI PWS

CD STORAGE+

119 00S

SORICE SYSTEMS Include...
Video, Cassette, LP, Laserdisc
and Component Storage Units.

THREE LACQUER FINISHES;
GREY, GREEN OR WHITE.
SOFTWARE STORAGE:

+ Our A300 Model shown stores 300 CD's.

46 CD's & 20 CASSETTES

+ Impeccably crafted in these Premium Solid
Hardwoods: Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry.

+ Adjustable Shelves store any combination of
CD's, Videos & Cassettes - all in One cabinet.

JR PLUS
199.00S

5 SHELVES

Adjustable Solid Brass Bookends keep Discs &
Tapes upright and in place.

3 ADJUSTABLE

Cabinets can be stacked, wall mounted or left
free standing.

AND TWO FIXED.

* Optional Wood or Glass Doors are available.

STORAGE FOR 66 CD's.

* Enclosed back provides dust protection.

o Plus Services
0-663-9352

Plurison
) 493-9352

Compact size- 391/2"H x 231/2"W x 71/2"D.
Cabinet comes assembled.
.k3CC ,..hunt hi in Soid 131_rout Ja

L
soRice
PO Bog 747-22, Nutley, N107110
Credit Cads, Checks and Money Orders accepted

30 Day Money Back Guarantee and a Full One
Year Wa-tansy on all Models.

For FREE Color Literature & Prices
on our Full Line of Quality Products

Call: 1-800-432-8005
Fax: 1-201-667-8688 .9
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The Archetype Rack Systems
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Our component rack systems are the result
of serious attention to detail and pride in the
art of design and craftsmanship.
"I4i will even design a piece to your exact
specifications!" Our custom design department

is fast and affordable.

Audio
Racks
#5000 #2300
and others.

011111.1.11-1
!S'""Iti
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Comes in
4 colors to
choose from.

il

psi

The
I -Beam

1

Component
Center

to.

T.V. Swivel
Available.

.

-`
got.

genii

-

--

I

Mr -1 . pikve
.4.

a
The Audio
Center

?

- ---''-'

PM

1-3 Bays

"---Jima&

Any Height

The Archetype Rack System features the lates-. in cies.gr. The heavy duty shelves are fully
adjustable and vibratior ayso-ib nc. Eiyandable and ri-D:ii-Ja-; the system may be arranged in almost
any configuration. Available in several finishes iruludin,
hardwoods. 5 Shflf units from $199

Salamander Cosigns
1 Linden Place, Hartfircl. CT 06106 Phone 30:-535-5659 sac 203-247-3456

Adjustable
Glass
Component
Shelving.

'-.4111111111It'
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Media -Razz
All Sizes
(adjustable)
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Stores

MINI

The Cube

by Lorentz Design

PI

The Eye -So

Stack Rack
System

206 CDs

of any combination

The best disc, tape, component
storage system M America

of C Ds. V -IS, Cassettes, etc

Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Audio)

FeaturinQ our patented ALLSiCP STCRAG1 SYSTEM. no slots

no plastic molds, no wasted space - Pullextenslon drawer

slides Flom high quality oak -veneels cnd hardwood
23' H z 191/2" W e 17 1/2' D FtJly mamboed Stackable

Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133

AvallobeIn Light, Medium Dark 01 Stain ($225) &

Call us today for your local dealer and a copy
of our detailed Newsletter with product photos
and specifications...

We Manufacture:
Audio Racks
T.V. Recorder Tables
Amp Stands
Big Screen Pedestals
Speaker Stands
Turn Table Foundations
CD Storage Racks
B PA I P / BILLY BAGS

r

.i...,...-,, ,...\-...i.

Laser Disc Storage
Projector Tables
Monitor Swivels
Wall Brackets
Audio Dusters
Tube Flex Kits
Custom Designs
Available

Black ($235) - Plus shippingiancchcridling.
To order or for fiee broc lure

4141$51111111-

800-933-0403

Lorentz Design, Inc. P.O. Fox 277
209 Pc rkway Ave. N. 13neation, PIN 55949
FAX 507-4! 7-2468

Millions of your prime prospects can be
found in the industry leading titles of
Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.

4147 TRANSPORT ST.
VENTURA, CA 93003

To place a classified ad, simply call
Toll -Free and reserve your space today!

(805) 644-2185
FAX 644-0434

1-800-445-6066 (9am-5prn EST)
In Canada : 1-212-767-5750

Complete set of three-. $599_00
2o4o:$24200
Video $17909
Herne !notelet systems of the highest q.ralnk natal and tempered, beveled glass
Several doogns, all conceal wiring in rear co umn.
Granite, black or white sand high impact polymer coatings.
Shipped Lilly constructed
30 day home trial
Free color literature

Glass Racks Incorporated

(612) 452-7099

2590 Skyline Drive St. Paul. Minnesota 55121
Made in USA.

Patent Pending

DEALER SHOWCASE
At last

ARIZONA

CALIFORNIA

the perpect way to store

CD's; our CD box holds

HIGH - END

60 CDS
@ $69.00, or walnut,

Specializing in the finest home
audio from around the world.

41 $74.00, all plus $7.00

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, ADCOM, APOGEE,

in light or dark oak

AUDIO POWER INDUSTRIES, AUDIO

for shipping & handling.

RESEARCH, CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS,
AUDIOQUEST, CREEK, CWD,
DAY

Hills Products
P.O. Box 55 Candia, NI -I 03034 - call us at

1-800-247-2018 with orders - or for a free
catalog of all our fine products!

SEQUERRA, ENERGY, EPOS, EXPOSURE,
FORTE, KRELL, LINN, LEXICON, MAGNUM
DYNALAB. MARANTZ, MIRAGE, NAKAMICHI,
ROTEL, ROCK SOLID, TARA LABS, THIEL,
WADIA AND MORE

Spi.kh L

STORE 504 CDs

'129.95
Heavy Duty Hardwood
Dowels

ALSO STORES:

200 VHS
590 Audio Tapes

243/4" x 60" x 61/4"
Available also in BLACK
NO RISK 30 -DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

1-800-878-7458
wyr

R.,,,zz

REAL HI Fl SYSTEMS
2734 West Bell Road, #1306
Phoenix, Arizona 85023

602-993-3351

(VISA/MC/DISCOVER) 410 i

Handcrafted in U.S.A. by:
HY-Q ENTERPRISES, 14040 Mead St.

Longmont, CO 80504

puts manufacturers of CD storage units in
touch with the ideal audience...
CD purchasers unsurpassed in size, buying
activity & the need for storage of
their ever-growing CD collections!

For advertising information call:

1-800-445-6066
In Canada: 1-212-767-5750

SHOW
ROOMS

Aragon

Alon Jamo

B&K Coda PSB Energy
Veritas
PS Audio
Fosgate

JBL Synthesis

Proton Carver EAD Audio Alchemy Stax
Klipsch Kimber Grado Celestion Quad.
CALL TOLL-FREE'l -800.405-HIFI OPEN 7DAYS

Definition

2901 West 182nd St.
Redondo Beach

AUDIO VIDEO

California 90278
CALL

13101 371-0019

ILLINOIS

D10

\

Factory Authorized Dealer for:
Adcom Apogee Audible I lusions
Audiolab Atlantic AudioQuest Audiostatic
DefinitiveTechnology Denon
Fosgate Grado Hefter Hitachi Lexicon
Linaeum Mc Cormack Mod Squad M&K
NAD NEAR Paradigm Parasound Power
Wedge Rotel SOTA Stax Sumiko Theta
Totem VAC Van Den Hul Velodyne
Vidikron XLO & more!

Group

1310 Kingsdale Ave
Redondo Bch., CA 90278
Tue-Fri 11am-7pm
Sat 11am-6pm

Legacy Amplifier and Pre -Amplifier

Call for a free catalog:

800 -AUDIO -HI
(800-283-4644)
Fax: 217-744-7269
Authorized Dealer:
e9 Legacy

et; Cary

CALIFORNIA

We don't sell
perfect systems.
After 15 years, we've learned
no perfect system exists. It has to be builtto your specifications, within your budget.
To gets
s today...

(Monday -Friday, 9-5 EST)

AMC

Acurus
Marantz

WE COMBINE EXCEPTIONAL
PRODUCTS WITH DESIGN EXPERTISE
TO CREATE HIGH PERFORMANCE
SYSTEMS OF UNUSUAL VALUE.

Systems
Design

CD STORAGE CONNECTION

6

AUTHORIZED DEALER:

VALUEABLE

(310) 370-8575

The AUDIO

USA's largest dedicated
Home Theater Sales Centers!
From basic surround to full
blown THX sound, we do it all!

CALIFORNIA

FURNITURE QUALITY
Hand -rubbed Solid Oak

HERE
Ncw you can shop with
confidence at one of the

Counterpoint Magnum

`We want to help you choose the best Hi

ASSEMBLED!

WE'RE

49 Sumo

W Fosgate

e9 Apature
e9 Micromega
et) Pioneer Elite

49 Counterpoint
e9 Musical Designs

e9Soundcraftsmen

Kimber Kable
e9 Beyerdynamic
e9 Music Metre

Copies of articles from
this publication are now
available from UMI
Article Clearinghouse.

49 Quicksilver
e9 Monarchy

Dynaco
e9 Hafler

The new

-),/hisper speaker

Ck Coda

U.1VPI

Visit our

A Bell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road,
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA

310

310 51

7- 1 700

18214 DALTON A% EN( F., DEPT
GARDENA, CA 90248

800-521-0600 toll -free

313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada

SPEAKER FACTORY
SHOWROOM
at 3021 Sangamon Ave.
Springfield, IL 62702

-.011,

Visit these specialty retailers for professional consultation

DEALER SHOWCASE
MAINE

MASSACHUSETTS
The Best Values In Hi End Hi-Fi.

Acurus ... Aragon ... Audio Research
... Creek ... CWD
Dahlquist
Denon ... Genesis ... Grado
Jamo
... Lexicon ... Magneplaner
Magnum Dynalab ... Mark Levinson
NAD Prometheans PSB
Pulsar ... Revolver ... Rotel SME
Sota ... Sound Connections ... Stax
Stewart ... Sumiko ... Sumo ...
Symdex
Thoren ... Transparent
Audio ... VPI ... And Much More!

Hi Fi ExdiAlygE

71

MASSACHUSETTS
1-1 11 r-)

audio studio
Authorized sales and service for:
Audible Illusions, Audioquest,
B&K, Beyerdynamic, Cardas,

Counterpoint, Dual, Klyne,
Maplenoll, Marantz, Mirage,
Mission, Monster Cable, Morel,
NAD, Nakamichi, Oideion Products,
Ortofon, Project, Proton, QUAD,
Renaissance Audio, Revox,
Sennheiser, SME, Shure, Stax,
Straight Wire, Sumiko, Thorens,
Velodyne, VPI, and many more.

J

JVC.

infinity.

RCA
_BOSE S NY
MITSUBISHI
Ht,:rriational Corporation
ELECTRONICS

Av 1W!!

BRACKETS

414 Harvard St., Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 277-0111
FAX (617) 277-2415

IE3CMIZIE liiifievereMk

(207) 781-2326

/NI HNATIONAL BUSINESS ACCEPTED

Bt nIness for 50 Yearn

MINNESOTA

NEW JERSEY

FORESIDE MALL ROUTE ONE
FALMOUTH, ME 04105

RECORD PLAYER NEEDLES

AND CARTRIDGES. World's
Largest Selection and
Lowest Price!!

Proud to promote Audio Technica, Audloguesto
Bang 8 Olufsen, Goldring, Grado, Ortofon,
Shure, Signet, Stanton, Nitty Gritty, Last,
Discwasher and more!
M -Sat 10-7 Sun 12-5
Jerry Raskin's
419 14th Avenue SE
Needle Doctor
Minneapolis, MN 55414

FAX: (612) 378-9024

(612) 378-0543
777M:333SIWOM

SAVANT features more systems,
with the widest array of design &
installation options anywhere...
Accuphase Acrotec Air Tangent
Air Tight Analogue Productions
Apex Arcam Arcici Athena
Atlantic Technologies Audio Prism
Audiolab Audiostatic Basis Benz
Bitwise Bright Star Gerdes Chario
Chesky Clarity Audio Clarity Recordings
Creek Day Sequerra Delos Dorian
DWIN EKSC Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology Ensemble Epos
Faroudja Fosgate Golden String
Goldmund Goldring Grado
Harmonia Mundi Imaging Science Foundation

<MICiCIMIWS

NEW JERSEY

D irect

A
V

udio

E

ntertainment

ideo

S ystems
SPEAKERS

Bose, Advent, B&W, Boston,
Polk, Atlantic Technology, PSB.
Pinnade, Infinity, JBL
ELECTRONICS
Nad, Adcom, Onkyo, Pioneer,
Rotel, Carver, Nakamichi, HK, Kenwood

JPW Klyne Last Mapleshade
Marigo Audio Lab Merrill Micromega
Mod Squad Mogami Morch Nestorovic
Neutrik Nimbus OmniMount Opus 3
PAC Panamax Pioneer Professional
Power Wedge Pro Ac Proprius QED
Rega Reference Recordings Rockustics
Roksan RoomTune Sheffield Labs
Simply Physics Sims Solidsteel
Sound Anchors Stax Stewart Filmscreen
Sumiko System Line Target lice Audio
Toshiba HD Townshend Audio Water Lily
WBT Wheaton & More...

Savor these pleasures... Call SAVANT.

800 628 0627 609 799 9664
FAX: 609 799 8480
E -Mail: pp000792@interramp.com

Serving The World

MON, TUES,WED 10AM-8PM MORS, FRI IOAM-GPM SAT IOAM-4PM

106611Wii

441 ICEARNY AVE,

KEARNY NJ 07032
Visa, Mastercard, Discover

80 VFW Parkway
11

1.800-562-9020

Wel-tome

Theatre
systems
can help you

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR
AM PRO

APOGEE
DAHLQUIST
FARUDJA

A PAT U R E
CELESTION
DC M

HARMAN KARDON
MITSUBISHI
MONSTER CABLE NILES
PROTON
SANUS
STEWART
VMPS

JA MO

44 ROUTE 23N., LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424

201-890-5959.
NEW YORK

SHOP US
LAST
WE WILL

BEAT ANY
PRICE *
ADS BOSE CARVER DENON
INFINITY *MONSTER MTX NILES
ONKYO PIONEER SONY ES

"Call For Others Not Listed"
'AUTHORIZED DEALERS

FOR PRICE SERVICE SELECTION CALL

1.800.308.0354 In NJ NY Call 201.997.7812

BEACH

(Sorry No Catalogs)

NEW JERSEY

Celebrate
the Senses

1 (8001 229-0644

LbULlo

Authorized Dealers For...

A

U

D

011

The Sound Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

800-368-2344

DEALER SHOWCASE
NEW YORK

PENNSYLVANIA

NEW YORK

ALPHA STEREO
Quoit/I/Components. Professional last..

PHILADELPHIA AUDIOPHILES

s

NAD
OS =X tia
1111111WMV_

"We are known for the
companies we keep"
Adcom, NAD, Rotel, Onkyo, B&W,
Ortofon, Audioquest, Monster Cable,
M&K, AKG, Stax, Polk Audio, Atlantic
Technologies, Audio Alchemy,
Beyerdynamics, Sony, PSB, Sennheiser,

Alpine, Boston Acoustics.
Northern NY's oldest & most renowned dealer

57 Smithfield Blvd., Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822

ACOUSTIC ENERGY

GRADO

AIR TIGHT

GRAHAM

PSB

ALON
ALTIS

GREEN MOUNTAIN

REGA RESEARCH

HARBETH

ROTEL

AUDIBLI ILLUSIONS

HIGHWIRE

SCI-FI

AUDIO ALCHEMY

1ADIS
KIMBER KAKI

SIGNET

AUDIOLAB
BENZ -MICRO

KINERGETICS

SPENDOR

B+K COMPONENTS

KLYNE

STAX
STRAIGHT WIRE

SOTA

CARY

MELOS

CEC DIGITAL

MERIDIAN

TARA LABS

CLASSE

METAPHOR

TARGET

COUNTERPOINT

MICROMEGA

TOTEM

(REEK
DYNAVKTOR

MONITOR AUDIO
MUSE

TRANSPARENT

EMINENT TECH.

NAD

VAC

EPOS

PARASOUND

VPI

FANFAW FM

PASS LABS

WELL TEMPERED

GENESIS

PRESENCE AUDIO

WHEATON

UNITY AUDIO

David Lewis Audio

Fax: 518-561-2961

LTD

8010 Eustleton Ave. Philadelphia, PA 19152
(215) 725-4080
Bank Cards Accepted

Monday -Friday 10am-8pm. Saturday 10am-6pm
Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex

VERMONT

NEW YORK

audiolechnica

,#)

PS AUDIO

*RE IK YER/lowr, Flora' DeItAwn
YALVE.

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER!

WI DONT ASTE ClISTOMERS

MONEY

AND gEITHE3 DO THESE rad

wr

Awns Airb.c4r_sr

-MC411

.1a0m.L fluff kw, Nay( $8diky.

Otwa Rot Sue-

We specialize in hard to find

phono cartridges and origL inal replacement styli only!!

SOWZESJO4 SUAIIKO TAWIrf

7,10,UN 41110161,01I

(800) 221-0906

6 3. WAX{..10 0, Au

CALL TOLL -FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISA/MC ORDERS
N.Y. STATE (516) 56F1 11t

as%

TOLL- Fga-

rot

...yc

f3-

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

S269 + S7.5/1

8001156 4q34

np11.

LYLE CARTRIDGES
115 South Corona Avenue
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

F

NYAuciio

Phones Open Mon -Sat 9 am -S pm

urroron

SHURE

% xe

,v Solo Jr 03-361

516/277-8361

5sras.T0111

VIRGINIA

WISCONSIN

WISCONSIN

THE BEST IN HOME GROWN AUDIO.

Farm
For the Musical Different
Because win ii film it ri ir

FEATURING:
Accuphase, Acurus, Aragen,
Quad, Alon, OCM, Magnum,
Woodside, Roksan, Spendor,
B&K, Kimber, VMPS, Cardas,
Creek, Epos, Micro -Mega,
and many more.
Also featuring high end used
equipment, fully guaranteed!
2039 Electric Rd., Roanoke, VA 24018

Call for information

1-703-772-4434
Nationwide Toll Free:

1-800-752-4018
All major credit cards accepted

Authorized Dealer For:
ADS
JVC
LEXICON
ACURUS
SANUS
HUGHES
HAFLER
SONY
MONSTER
NAD

M&K

POLK
ENERGY
PROAC
AKG
AVIA

PSB
TARGET
CLARION

ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
SENNHEISER
STEREOSTONE
CELESTION
SONY ES
BANG & OLUFSEN
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
HARMAN KARDON
LUXMAN
NAKAMICHI

P.S. AUDIO
NILES AUDIO
AIWA PORTABLES

430 State St., Madison, WI 53703
608-255-2887

Authorized Dealer For:

NAD
GRADO
PROAC
APATURE
VELODYNE
CWD
STAX
SANUS

M&K

KEF

ONKYO
SONY ES
ADCOM
THORENS
TARGET

CARVER
LEXICON
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
NAKAMICHI
AUDIOCONTROL
CELESTION

PSB

NILES AUDIO
NITTY GRITTY
SOUNDSTREAM
HARMAN KARDON
MONSTER CABLE
ALTEC LANSING
ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
POLK AUDIO

2808 Cahill Road , P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143

1-800-826-0520

(715) 735-9002

FOR SALE

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to

verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and existence of warranties. To confirm that an

advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

AUTHORIZED

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR
UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON, WI
SPECIAL: Spica SC30-$299. AUDIO RESEARCH, MARTIN LOGAN, VANDERSTEEN, Totem, Epos, JMLabs, Paradigm, SYMDEX, Spica, NEAR, B&K, AMC, Creek, Aragon,
YBA, Boulder, Michael Yee Audio, California Audio Labs,
Micromega, Audio Alchemy, Rega, Stax, Magnum Dynalab,
Fosgate, Soundstream, Runco, JVC, Grado, & TaraLabs.
(608) 284-0001.

} 1161- -END AUDIO...

MADE EASIER
Serving the serious music lover since 1985, we

have realized that High -End Audio has
become a confusing term. Random matching
of quality components, will not assure you of a
system that can reproduce music. A call or visit
to Audio Outlet will. We specialize in products
that offer exceptional performance and value.

Give us a call, lets talk
music, If you just want
to know what we sell,

call

us and ask, or order a copy

of our 96 page catalog.
It's only $4.00.

cicUDIO

HI Fl EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy, sell 8 trade. Call for

inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit our showrooms at
251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG, 3021 Sangamon Avenue, Spring-

field, IL 62702. 1-800-283-4644.
NEW from DB SYSTEMS: DB-8A Phono Stage. RIAA
plus. minus 0.04 dB, no controls, $150. POB 460, RINDGE,
NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

BIG DISCOUNTS!!
SAVE$$!
NAKAMICHI, PSB, CARVER, POLK. NHT, NAD, DENON,
SNELL, VELODYNE, KEF, M&K, B&K, PARASOUND, ONKYO, PS AUDIO, MARANTZ, AUDIO ALCHEMY, SPICA.
SOUND SHOP 360-692-8201.
AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE INTRODUCES OMEGA III buffered active feedback power amplifiers and buffered hybrid
preamplifiers, high powered Fet-Valve hybrid vacuum tune
amplifiers, and affordable straight-line tube and hybrid preamplifiers for ultimate faithfulness to the spirit of the music.

Now ready - beautiful new 17" wide ultra -dynamic preamplifier featuring switchable tone controls, gold switch
contacts, and gold jacks handling 9 sources and 5 loads. AVA

ruggedly efficient amplifiers feature striated heatsinks and
careful engineering-no output failures in two years! Complete line -only preamplifiers, headphone amplifiers, phase
inverters, and more (wired and kits) starting under $200.
Hand crafted in the USA. ATTENTION VINTAGE DYNACO
AND HAFLER OWNERS. Economically recycle your equipment for better than new performance. Eliminate old problems with our durable, rugged, musically convincing original
designs. Complete PAS, PAT -4, PAT -5, and ST -70 rebuilds
(kit or wired) from $195 include new circuit cards and precision controls. AVA 300V/uS active feedback amplifier circuits
for Dyna and Hafler chassis set new standards for transparency, definition, dynamic range, and liquidity. Write, call, or
FAX for free illustrated catalog. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202

River Hills Drive, Burnsville, MN 55337. (612) 890-3517,

UT LET inc.
MI. Kisco. NY 10549

FAX: (612) 894-3675.

AUDIO NEXUS= QUALITY

AUDIO UNLIMITED in Colorado offers Accuphase, Acous

Featuring legendary VANDERSTEEN loudspeakers &
ROTEL Components.

Chang, Chario, CODA, dpa Deltec, Day-Sequerra, Dynavector, Ensemble, Graham, Harbeth, Ikeda, JM Labs, Kuzma,
Magnum Dynalab, Micromega, Mission -Cyrus, Morch, Musical Design, Music Metre, Muse, NBS, NSM, Onix, Oracle,

RoomTunes, Solid Steel, Sound Anchor, SOTA, Spendoc
Tice, Totem, Unity Audio, Vimak, Wheaton Triplaner, YBA,
and more...PHONE/FAX John Barnes at (303)691-3407.
Audio Unlimited, 2341 West Yale Ave., Englewood, CO
80110. VISA and MC accepted.

FOR SALE

STOP! LOOK!! SAVE$$!!
NHT, DENON, POLK, CARVER, NAKAMICHI, KEF,
PARASOUND, SNELL, B&K, PSB, NAD. VELODYNE,
M&K, ONKYO, MARANTZ, MB QUART, PS AUDIO,
AUDIO ALCHEMY. SOUND SHOP 360-692-8201.
IF YOU DON'T
YOU'RE ONLY CHEATING YOURSELF
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR AUDIOQUEST "F-88" SPEAKER CABLE CLOSEOUT SALE! OVER FOUR HUNDRED

PAIR AVAILABLE. SAVINGS 50% TO 70% OFF! "F-88"
USES SOLIDCORE HYPERLITZ TECHNOLOGY COMBINED WITH THE OUTRAGEOUSLY SMOOTH AND
DETAILED SOUNDING "FDC COPPER" CONDUCTORS.
IIST PRICE ON 10' PAIR $150.00, SALE PRICE ONLY
$55.00! CALL FOR OTHER LENGTHS AND PRICES. PLUS

MIDNIGHT, CRYSTAL, INDIGO, RUBY, TOPAZ CLOSEOUTS. MANY OTHER SALE AND CLEARANCE PROD-

AMC Apogee Audio Alchemy Audioquest AudioStatic B&K Cardas Cary CWD Dynalab EAD
Exposure Fanfare Forte Fried Grado JM Lab Kimber Kinergetics Magnum McCormack Melos
Nakamichi Power Wedge PSB Rotel Jeff Rowland -

Sony ES Vandersteen V PI SUMMIT, NJ

XXX-TREME DISCOUNTS!!
ONKYO-DENON-CARVER-NAKAMICHI-NADPAR ASOUN D-FOSGATE- APATU RE-SUM IKO-KEF-

SNELL-POLK-M&K-NHT-SPICA-VELODYNEPSB-CHICAGO STANDS. U.S. products. NO GREY! Many
closeout deals! STEREO TECH. 414-836-2942

WE BEAT PRICES!!

NAKAMICHI, CARVER. POLK, PSB, DENON, NHT, NAD,
B&K, SNELL, PARASOUND, KEF, VELODYNE, M&K, ONKYO, MARANTZ, AUDIO ALCHEMY, PS AUDIO, SPICA.
SOUND SHOP 360-692-8201.

tific Atlanta, Zenith, Jerrold, Pioneer, Oak. Replacements for most models. Quality, Price 8 Service. Amex/
DiscrVisa,MC. Dealer inquiries invited. EAGLE Electron-

ics Inc., 1-800-259-1187, #1, 1301 Railhead Blvd.,
Naples, FL 33963.

THE FIRST JITTER -FREE TRANSPORT IS AVAILABLE
NOW! AT $649, THE REFERENCE ONE TRANSPORT
REPRESENTS A BREAKTHROUGH IN TECHNOLOGY
AND PRICE. ISOLATED STABLE CLOCK MODULE AND
OTL TRANSPORT DRIVER BOARD ALSO AVAILABLE.
TURN YOUR CDS INTO MUSIC. G & D TRANSFORMS.
(602) 650-1155.

SRMT1 $2,900; SIGN/LAMBDA SRD/7 $499; ED -1; AUDIO-

TECHNICA AT -0C9 $259; ALL UNUSED (212)966-1355.

protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-

sories and rebates included in the
price.

2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays the
postage for returned merchandise, and

whether there is any "restocking"
charge.

3. Understand the product's warranty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty,
and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign
manufacturer? Note that many manu-

facturers assert that, even if the

product comes with a U.S. manufac-

turers warranty card, if you pur-

chase from an unauthorized dealer,
you are not covered by the manufacturer's warranty. If in doubt, con-

tact the manufacturer directly. In
addition to, or instead of, the manufacturer's warranty, the seller may offer its

own warranty. In either case, what is
covered by warranty, how long is the
warranty period, where will the product
be serviced, what do you have to do,
replaced? You may want to receive a

copy of the written warranty before
placing your order.

4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts

and correspondance. For phone
orders, make a note of the order
including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date and
salesperson's name.

the order, you generally have the right
to cancel the order and get a refund.

6. Merchandise substitution without

your express prior consent is not
allowed.

7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.

8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
seller's state or your local Post Office.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS. Scien-

KLIPSCH, COUNTERPOINT, POWER WEDGE, VMPS,
LEXICON, STRAIGHTWIRE. REQUEST OUR COMPLETE
LISTING. HCM AUDIO (800) 222-3465, (916) 345-1341,

ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,350; OMEGA/

information is provided for your

5. If the merchandise is not shipped
within the promised time or if no time
was promised, 30 days of receipt of

(908)277-0333

UCTS INCLUDING AUDIO ALCHEMY, B&K, NAD,

FAX (916) 345-7269.

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following

and will the product be repaired or

914-666-0550 FAX 914-666-0544
tic Energy, Acrotec, AirTight, Airtangent, Audio Meca by
Pierre Lurne, Audio Note, Basis, Benz -Micro, Bitwise,

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS
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If, after following the above guidelines, you experience a problem with
a mail order advertiser that you are
unable to resolve, please let us know.

WRITE to Susan Ross, Special
Marketing, 45th floor, Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, 1633 Broadway,

NY, NY 10019. Be sure to include
copies of all correspondence.

FOR SALE
TEAC X1000R 10 1/2" auto reverse reel deck. $595 rebuilt
with warranty. HALL ELECTRONICS, 706 Rose Hill Drive,

Charlottesville, VA 22901. (804)984-4255, FAX:
(804)984-3299.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS. Jerrold', Zenith, Pioneer,
Oak, Scientific Atlanta, And Many More! 12 Years Experience Gives Us The ADVANTAGE. Visa/MC, Amex, COD.

ADVANTAGE ELECTRONICS INC.; 1-800-952-3916;
1125 RIVERWOOD DR., BURNSVILLE, MN 55337. Void
where prohibited.

SAVE ON NEW/USED HI -END AUDIO/VIDEO COMPONENTS FROM DEALER! FAST DELIVERY. FREE ADVICE
LINE. BRI-TECH A/V 800-467-7707.
HYPE! HYPE! HYPE!
You get enough elsewhere! We've delivered something

different for 15 years-natural, musical results! "Musically exciting" Adcom, B&KandHafler modifications.
Dual -Mono Adcom GFA-555 mods. Smooth, delicate

B&K mods. PA -1 driver boards for Hafler ampsbudget bliss! Don't be high -end pretenders, be contenders, call us today! MUSICAL CONCEPTS, 5749
WESTWOOD DR., ST. CHARLES, MO 63304. (314)
447-0040.

DJ & Nightclub
Sound & Lighting CATALOG
FREE 72 -Page Catalog
with a huge selection of
name brand professional
gear for DJ's, Clubs &
Musicians all at discount
prices!

5:1=1
P:RS°TrEjrGHTING

High -end audio components. All brands

I

go

A
...-.

OUR 19th
PRO SOUND
& STAGE LIGHTINGT" YEAR!
FOR TWENTY YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE
FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIO/VIDEO TAPES AND
ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL TAPES FOR STUDIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATALOG AVAILABLE.

SOUND INVESTMENT CORPORATION, 3586 PIERCE
DRIVE, CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800)659 -TAPE (8273), IN
GA (404) 458-1679. FAX: (404) 458-0276.

RACK AND CHASSIS BOXES for construction of electronic

EO -75/75(D) $1744; Marantz 5(EX) $2500; McIntosh MC30

i3:=1.1.

5243-1000, MC225 $531-899, MC240 $999-1995, MC250(AI)
$227-309, MC275 $2819-9995, MC2100 $227-649, MC2105

$569. CASSETTE DECKS: Carver TD1770(D) $442; Denon
DRM710(N) $361, DRS810(N) $442. CD PLAYERS: Accu-

phase DP70(EX) $1329: Carver SDA370(D) $476;
DCD3520(D) $953, DCM320(D) $265; Kinergetics KCD40(D)

$2115; NAD 5240(AI) $151; Philips CD40(A1) $187,
CD91OPBK(D) $125, CD920(D) $135, CDC925(D) $187: Rotel RCD820(A1)$227. CD PROCESSORS: Aragon D2A-II(M)
$1212; KrelISTEALTH(EX) $1215, STUDIO -2(M) $1443; Proceed PDP2(EX) $455. CD TRANSPORT: Krell MD2AC(EX)
$1975; Proceed PDT(EX) $599-749. CROSSOVERS: Accu-

phase F15L(EX) $911. EQUALIZERS: Audio Control 0CTAVE(N) S143, TEN-II(N) $199; McIntosh MQ102 $75-99.
M0104 $75-$225, MO107(EX) $372. GUITAR AMPS: ART
490(EX) $493; Peavey MARK-IIIP(EX) $396, SWR BABY-

CCD TR-403

CALL

BLUE(EX) $455. GUITARS: Fender TELECASTER(M) $1215;

CCD TR NI

CALL
CALL

Gibson CE-CELEBRITY(M) $987; Rickenbacker 325JL(M)

Cr LL CDC -645
CDC -745

HR -895

CA LL

DEMON

CALL
CALL

CARVER.

CCD 10 91
CALL CCD TR40

SD/A490T

A092503 & 0900

CALL

HARMAN KARD011*
AVR30 &11K-3600

SONY VCR'S

11-13400

SIVR10031S-VHS
SLV-9201-F

BEST
PRICE

NW*

KENWOOD

TOP
RATED

5000

:25

OV-7060

NAICAMICIIP

CELL

99

AV -1

CELL

RECEIVER 2 & 3

ONKYO

ONKYO
DX -C606
DX -706

PIONEER

PIONEER

BLE ILLUSIONS, POWERWEDGE, SOTA, SPICA, VMPS.

MANY MODELS

MAGNUM, SOUND DYNAMICS, SOUNDLAB, CELES
TION (909)861-5413, APPOINTMENT

REFERENCE 3
REFERENCE 6

NIKON CAMCORDERS

CALL
CALL

100CD

ONKYO*
CALL

YAMAHA*

CALL

CELESTION

CELL

INFINITY'

. 195

SONY MINI DISCCALL
suinzummi

acuRus.

CALL Gyp -450

MIRAGE

CALL

GFA-555M101

MANY MODELS

CALL ACE -151

NWT.

Alon - B&W - VMPS - Bang & Olufsen Adcom - KEF - Harman/Kardon - Mirage Crown - Celestion - Eminent Technology McCormack - VTL - Denon - Triad - Polk Velodyne - Fosgate - Signet - Audible Illusions - Snell - Carver - B&K - Unity Alchemy + 25 More Brands. Honest Ad-

TITAN AND 11SE IA CALL TEM-35

PARADIGNI

CALL
.

CARVER*

-IDPICSUPES ZERO CALL

A Mug

TFM-55
CT -17

POLK AUDIO.

.

..NEW 9210

NAD.

MANY MODELS

CALL 1909

SUBWOOFERS
NWT.
CALL

CALL
499

2700THX

CALL
CALL

Dsp.A2070

CALL

YAMAHA*
lo ALL

SELWYN!. a BIC

CALL

GRS.17
GRAX75

S -VHS CALL
RANGE STABLIZER

JVC VCR'S

CALL
IOR
HITS -690)

ALL moms
CALL
CALL

HI$ -4903

DSP-A970

11-8

ES -1000

CALL
099

Al DIGITS

LIM

..,,998

ES -500 XLORVEACKNH
12X ZOOM

ES -70

res-racem

CinAL0L

SIG(D) $1299, SR34-PROD) $162, SR84-PRO(D) $199, SRSIGMA(EX) $227, SRD7-PRO(EX) $113, SRD7SB $50-152.
INTEGRATED AMPS: McIntosh MA5100 $151-399, MA6100
$379-549. MUSICAL ACCESSORIES: Ross DR550MKII(EX)

$151. PHONOGRAPHS: Victor CREDENZA $2000-4000,
VV -S -215(G) $375. WXI(G) $375. PRE-PREAMPS: Mdntosh MCP1 $229-399; Threshold M1-MC(M) $113. PREAMPLIFIERS: Accuphase C11(EX) $227, C202(EX) $911,
C222(EX) $455; B&K AVP2000(N) $699: Carver C15V(D)
$587, C20V(N) $759: Coda 01P(D) $2089; Counterpoint
SA2000(N) $1395, SA3000(D) $1642, SA5000(M) $3246;
Denon DAP2500 (EX) $299; Dynaco PAT4 $39-99, PAT
$37-99; Electrocompaniet PREAMP-II(EX) $299; Heathkit
WAP2 $37-99, Krell PAM7(EX) $607, Levinson NO.25(EX)
$1139, NO.26(EX) $2887, Luxman 5C50(G) $189; Marantz 7
$1995-3995; McIntosh C4 $200-400, C8 $200-400, C85 $500,

C28 $299-549, C31V(EX) $1139. C32 $299-999, C37

VMH39A HI -8 COLOR V F
VM-E58.5
TOP RATED
VM-E55.5
TOP RATED

$1277-2001, CR7 $167-399; Meitner PA6I(EX) $759; Preci-

VM-H71,1

Soundcraftsmen PRO-CONTROL-3(EX) $151. PRO-

LATEST 111-13

CALL AK HITACHI ICRI

" Via"

DM IXCK VCR'S 499 99&UP

IRCJIL

CALL SAW CALICOS/MPS

CALL
CALL

CALL 9300

PSII

IN STOCK

CALL

ADCOSI.

MANY MODELS

SW2P

YOUR

N. EAR DON* JEST
PIONEER
PRICE

CALL FULL LINE

KLIPSCII.

S.8 AND LS -70
RM-3000

FOR

DE NO N

AM5$113. A517

CALL

VW- 760

CALL CASON CAMCORDERS

N A KAMICIIII* CALL

ALL MODELS

PROTON

GRAX-70 CliffIMENFRalt

CDP-CX100

BOSE*

CALL
CALL

IIIIIIII

SONY

CALL

FANAS0.11C VIDIO CALL

CALL

SONY

COP -C645
E89 CDP-C745

vSX.D903S

SONY LASER

CALL

CALL

CELL PD -M703

IN STCK

CALL

HI -13

...111,6PC VHS -C

CLD-0503

1X-51/-919TIV
SV-717PR0

CALL

MDP-743C

MB -2 & MB -3

71020 5 7D5

EVS-70%

$987; Sigma CR9(NOS) $256. HEADPHONES: Stax
ED1(EX) $265, LAMBDA-CLASS-MX(D) $651, LAMBDA-

USA

SLV-7701iF&720liF CALL

:75 502

HX.815

CALL

HARMAN EARDON.

CALL HD -7525

JVC

BIC

FREE SHIPPING! PLUS:

Krell KSA100S $3995, KSA150(EX) $2995; Levinson
ML11(EX) $999; Manley EUR0-35(D) $999, STER-

SONY CAMCORDERS

CARVER.

AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNADINO, CALIFORNIA. PARASOUND, NEAR, COUNTERPOINT, AUDI-

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! MIRAGE, PS,
CWD, KEF, KINERGETICS, PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST,
FRIED, MONSTER, KIMBER KABLE, SPICA, CARY,
STRAIGHTWIRE, QUAD, MORE! READ BROTHERS,
593 KING, CHARLESTON, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276.

$922. Dynaco ST400I1(D) $931; Electrocompaniet AW250(G)
$1367; Jadis DEFY -7(D) $3799; Kinergetics K8A75(N) $1795;

RkV1070 81370

(407)952-3838.

Blissful satisfaction with CD sound is possible! ENIGMA, "$10,000 smoothness" for $695, EPOCH, "Seductive, Sweet, Natural!" $995. CDT -4 Transport $695. All
have "Stable Platter"! ENTRE CD player and CDT -5
Transport "Simply incredible values", $495/each. Audio
Alchemy mods and power supplies, from $149. We
modify Philips -based, Pioneer CD/Laserdisc. We add
"COAX" to CD/Laserdisc with "OPTICAL". MUSICAL
CONCEPTS, 5749 WESTWOOD DR., ST. CHARLES,
MO 63304. 1-314-447-0040.

$1761; Conrad -Johnson MF80(N) $999, MF200(D) $1499.
MV100(EX) $1769, PREMIER -8(D) $9995; Counterpoint
SA12(EX) $699, SOLID -2(D) $1599; Denon P0A5000(N)

CCEIMMEM
rawalamam YAMAHA.

Satisfaction Guaranteed. Call Electronics Hospital

MUSICAL CONCEPTS =
CD MUSICALITY

To The ?Odic_

ABC 130 HIGNNAY 33 ENGLISIDOWN. NJ 07726
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vice! TECH ELECTRONICS (904) 376-8080.

Wholesale PTICQS

PM -354.1324

NAKAMICNI

BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS
THX HOME THEATER

/ 9084944480
....

SESCOM, INC. 1-800-634-3457.

AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIERS. 100-500 WRMS/CH. New
amps, custom-built, from only $188.00 to $223.00 each.

1

-- ET,yers-Crub
American

RAW

CABLE TESTER, tests all common audio cables; CT -6 Kit
$60.00, Wired $89.00, shipping included, check or credit

FOR INFO OR

I CUSTOMER
1 SERVICE CALL
I FAX
FAX ORDER

-

ND

projects. Low cost; quick delivery. Call for free catalog:

card. SESCOM, INC. 800-634-3457.

$2735; B&K ST140(EX) $265, ST202/13AL(M) $612, ST2020/
BAL(N) $600; Carver TFM35(D) $627, TFM55(D) $811: Chord
SPM 1200(N) $2099; CM Labs 80MRM(AI) $299; Coda 10(D)

$303-899, MC2155(EX) $1367; Motif MS100(EX) $1499;
OCM500(D) $1916; Rotel RB970BX(N) $360, RB980BX(N)

---1

400;11193(10

SIC-30(EX) $1519, CLASSIC-120(EX) $3495, M100(EX)

AMERICA (Virginia). 1-703-745-2223.

Garden Grove, CA 92641
Retail Super Store. 13110 Magrvalla St

(G)= Good, (M)= Mint, (N) = New. AMPLIFIERS: Accuphase
P102(EX) $1519, P260(EX) $759, Audio Research CLAS-

$299-499, MC40 $379-599, MC50(A1) $106, MC60

Mad Order Center: 11711 Monarch St.

Garden Grove, CA 92644 (714)-530.6760

Buys -Sells -Trades -Repairs -Modifies.

(Al) = AS IS, (D) = Demo, (EX) - Excellent, (F) = Fair,

available. The lowest prices. Friendly
service and advice. Call today. AUDIO

FRIENDLY PEOPLE 8 EVERT ADVICE!

Call Today
800-945-9300

AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.

PRI)-930

CALL

PR3440 E30 Et
USA PAWN INCLUDED

CAN STEREO

CALL 108-780-6600

ALAIN T.AUTOTEK
BLAUPUNKT. CALL
BOSTON ACOUSTICS.

COLLINS*INFINITY*

JBL LA. SOUND
phIllT4XAsPOI

OLLAK WIMP NOW

LINEAR

NY

WAMILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY,

5 YEAR WARRANTIES AVAILABLE FOR ALL ITEMS ...

tg=b11,1WireVerm"AntiroFicorazogagr

sion Fidelity C8-PF(AI) $303, Rotel RC98013X(D) $450,
CESSORS: Audio Pulse 2(G) $75, Bozak 902(G) $75, Carver

DPL20(EX) $211, Fosgate DSM3608(EX) $299, McMartin
LR1004C(G) $139. RECEIVERS: Fisher 500B(F) $113, Kyocera R461(D) $592, Philips FR920(D) $201, FR930(D) $299;
Tandberg TR2040(B?) $75. REMOTE CONTROLS: McIntosh
CR7 $167-399, CR8 $129-454, R606(EX) $78, R624 $75-133,

R626(EX) $266, R657(EX) $181. SPEAKER SWITCHES:
McIntosh P349 $151-249, SCR2A(EX) $106, SCR3(EX)
$106-149 Niles MSA6R(N) $75; Rotel RSS900(N) $272.
SPEAKERS: Apogee CENTAUR(EX) $999, STAGE-Sub(EX)
$1519; BIC REALTA(D) $683, V52 $117-149; Carver AL-III(D)
$1062; Dahlquist D0301(D) $1337: JM Lab MICRON(D) $543:
KEF 050(D) $574; Linaeum LFX-STANDARD(D) $299; McIn-

tosh ML2C(EX) $1118, XD715(M) $433, XR7(EX) $1063,
XR230 5455-849, XR240 $683-1199, XR250(EX) $1499,
XRT22HF(M) $999-1500, XRT22(M) $4999; Sound Lab PRIS-

TINE(D) $3199. Velodyne F1200(N) $878-1095. TAPE

LOUDSPEAKER BUY OUT!!! 40 to 60% off
KIRKSAETER loudspeakers from Germany.
Six models, including Tower 250 -list $1650,

DECKS: Astrocom 407 $100-400, Concertone 93-4(AI) $113.
TEST EQUIPMENT: EFI TV2C(EX) $406; Hicock 539C(EX)
$607; McIntosh AA2 $440-749, MI3 $379-550; Sound Technology 1000A 5873-1799, 1100A(EX) $499-999. 1200A(EX)

now $825! Tight bass, crystalline highs.
Perfect for home theater. Full warranty.

$531, 1701A(EX) $1215-1799. TUNER PREAMPS: Carver
CT6(D) $518, CT7(D) $429, CT29V(D) $838; Hafler 945(D)
$487; McIntosh MX110 $265-699. MX117(EX) $196.3; Rotel
RTC940AX(N) $383. TUNERS: B&K TS108(N) $357, Carver
TX11B(D) $671, Magnum-Dynaiab F205(N) $249, FT101A(D)
$705, FT -R $363-431, Marantz 20B $299-699; McIntosh
MR65 $299-599, MR65B $199-799, MR66 5227-799, MR67
$227 5189-899, MR71 5227-999, MR75(EX) $1349, MR78
5607-1399, MR80 $1215-1519; Perreaux TU3(D) $303; Rotel

TECH ELECTRONICS (904) 376-8080.
Hardbound AUDIO, annual bound volume editions, just
like the ones in the Editor -in -Chiefs office. Various years
available in limited quantities, $40.00 each. Also available:
Hardbound October Annual Equipment Directories. Years
1992, 1991, 1990, & 1987 $15.95 each, and hardbound May
Car Stereo Directories for years 1991, 1990, 1989 and 1985,

$8.00 each. All prices include postage and handling. All
orders postpaid. Check or money order only (no credit card
orders) payable to AUDIO MAGAZINE. Send orders to AUDIO, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. Attn: Michael
Bieber, Or call 212/767-6301 for further information.
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RT950BX(N) $284. TURNTABLES: Sofa COSMOS(N)
$2999, Thorens TD125(EX) $151; VPI HW19-JR-PWS(D)
$1375, PLC(D) $281. VIDEO DISC PLAYERS: Denon
LA3000(D) $547. FREE Catalogue. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri.,

AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.
607-865-7200

FOR SALE

LOUDSPEAKERS

AUTHORIZED AUDIONIDEO/CAR
1-800-348-7799 FAST DELIVERY

SOLEN SPEAKER COMPONENTS

FULL MANUFACTURERS U.S.A. WARRANTY
BRAND NEW, FACTORY COMPLETE

ADS
ADCONI
ADCOM
ADVENT
ADVENT
AIWA
ALTEC
ALTEC

JAMO

AUDIO

JBL
JBL

AUDI)

HAFLER

CAR
AUDIO
CAR
AUDIO
CAR
AUDIO
AUDIO
CAR
AUDIO
AUDIO
CAR
CAR
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
CAR
AUDIO
AUDIO
VIDEO
CAR

HITACHI

ADEO

PIONEER

N. K

AUDIO

INFINITY
INFINITY

AUCIO
CAR

AR

ATL TECH
BAZOOKA
BEL
BOSE
B&W

BA 0

CARVER
CELESTION
CLARION
OENORIN

DUAL

CAR
AUDIO
CAR
VIDEO
AUDIO

WC
JVC
JVC
KEF

KENWOOD

KENW000
KICKER

KIM
KLIPSCH
LEXICON
MB QUARTZ
MAGNAVOX
MITSUBISHI
K

IMO
NAKAMICNI
C&KYO
PARADIGM

PI4LLIPS

AUDIO
CAR
CAR
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO

AUDIO
VIDEO
VIDEO

AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO
AUDIO

PIONEER ELITE AUDIO
ROMER PREMIER CAR

PYLE
POLK
POLK

CAR
AUDIO
CAR
AUDIO

PARASOUND

MAVIS

WNAUDIO®

ACOUSTICS

ROCKFORD

SWAP
SONY
SONY
SONY
SONY ES
BONY ES
SHERWOOD
SHERWOOD
TAPES
TAPES
TAPES
TECHMCS

IICHM03
THORENS
TOSHIBA
TOSHIBA
TROPEZ
YELODYNE

AUDIO
VIDEO
CAR
AUDIO
CAR
AUDIO
CAR

LA PASS ON DU MAUT PARLEUR

VHS

BETA

scan-speaK

Sown

AUDIO
PRO LINE
AUDIO
WDEO
CAR
PHONES

AUDIO
AUDIO
CAR

YAMAHA
YAMAHA

morel'

seas

CERATEC

peerless'

4111.2r,

AIRBORNE

MasteCard, Visa, welcome Slyppng chalcma addloanal. Comet Ratan PolKy 11

day 11.11 wad b/ drakeela, axcharma any &wpm charm nit mUnckble
2898 N Urrnisry DI. OHM .35 Coal Spongs, FL 33065
FACTORY AUTHORIZED

CROSSOVER COMPONENTS

DISTR61ITOR AUTHORIZED

EstP.T., As- ,,.TnE.INLELUGwT, rOeRcoS

FAST CAPACITORS

Melanie. Polypropylene (NoniPoieriz-n;

AUDIO CABLES & MORE

Values from

Values 11orn 10 mid 10 220 mid
Voltage Rating 250 VCC t50 VAC

10 mH to 30 mH

Mre sues from *16 AWG to *12 AWG

aii

.
SOLED INDUCTORS
Perfect Lay Hexagonal Winding AL 13orad
Values IrOrn 10 nal 10 30 inFl.

DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES
! FOR TOP QUALITY !

SOLES CROSSOVERS
Custom Computer Design
e:s.17FCryprsoso.7r,,IportoP,rro,:zs,:.d.nal. IM-Fi and

a

Wine Saes Son, .20 AWG to *10 AdiG

CROSSOVER. SPEAKER

Go. Squaw Terminals, Gold Sanene Plugs,
,tow.eld

We have equaled the high-priced brands. Sonic
equivalents at a fraction of their cost. We demystify wire technology. Ask for literature.

e. SOLEN INC.

.f

4470 AVENUE THIBAULT

ST-HUBERT, QC I3Y 719
CANADA

AND MORE! DACS, Anti -Jitter Units, CD

TEL.: (514) 656-2759
FAX: (514) 443-4949

Binding Ports, Croesorer Terminals,

Fasteners, Nylon Ty -Wraps,
Car Speedier Grills. Mirk. Pans
Car

A

Computer Aided Design for endosure and crossover available to customer

CATALOG $6.00 REFUNDABLE

Players/Transports, Speaker Stands, Speakers,
Home Theater, Prologic, Accessories-& MORE.
Call 800-321-2108 24hrs./day for free catalog.

L A T INTERNATIONAL
Dept. A 317 Provincetown Road
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034

B&O B&W CARVER DENON FOSGATE

H/K KEF LEXICON NAD NAKAMICHI
ONKYO POLK VELODYNE 24 HOUR AUTOMATED PRICING MANUFACTURERS WAR-

RANTIES COURTEOUS ASSISTANCE
AMERICAN THEATER SYSTEMS (904)
321-0100.

& Demo Tape,.
r'

speaker drivers and accessories
for home and car. Send for your
FREE 21.2 page catalog today.

HSU Research HASW1 2V

1-800-338.0531
Source Code: AUV

HEYBROOK DIRECT! Buy direct from
dlitirt
2-2485: Est 51
the Importer & save on England's finest value in

Lithonia, GA 30058
24 Hour Demo/Into Request Line(

we

'

)

When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoker

speakers. Point Fives $198.00/pr., Solo's $298.00/pr. ,
HB100's $398.00/pr., HB150's $498.00/pr. D'Asign Source

STEVE'S CONSIGNMENT
SHOPHi Fi Farm and Steve's Audio advice now offers
consignment opportunities for the used Audio market. Top
Dollar Offered. Call for Information. New Equipment also. Call
1-800-752-4018

LOUDSPEAKERS
LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENT - KITS. Audio Concepts,
Dynaudio, Eclipse. Eton, LPG, Vifa, more! Crossover parts,
design books & repairs. Catalog $2.00. MENISCUS, 2575 28th
St., &W., Dept. A, Wyoming, MI 49509. (616) 534-9121.

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM. D.I.Y. REFOAM KITS OR WE DO THE

WORK. SERVING AMERICA'S SPEAKER NEEDS SINCE
1979. VISA/MC/AMEX/DISC. 1-800-639-3626.

305-743-7130.

SIMPLY SPEAKERSdoes professional foam replacements any size/brand. 7 Year Warranty. We sell DIY Foam

Surround Kits for less! Speaker reconing. MCNISA/
DISCOVER/AMEX: 1-800-767-4041.

Here's what the experts said of our 100W, 25Hz
prototype shown at the Winter CES (production
units are 150W, 20Hz):
"...all of the non-boomy, stomach -massaging bass energy
was coming from a single 12 -inch powered subwoofer..."
Peter Mitchell, Stereopiile Vol. 17 No.4, April 1994

"...delivered enough punch to shake the sturciest shelf..."
Brent Butterworth, Video Magazine, April 1994

"One of the most effective subwoofer demonstrations**

LOUDSPEAKER CABINETS Large selection of excellent
quality loudspeaker cabinets for custom builders and dealers.

Grenier Cabinets, 189 Jennings Road, Horseheads, N.Y.

Gary Reber, INidescreen Review Vol, 3 No. 1, March 1994

Send for complete information on the HRSW12V
and our famous HRSW10s.

14845 (607)594-3838.

Write or call:

STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UP-

HSU RESEARCH

GRADE ANY SPEAKER SYSTEM. DESIGN GUIDE- $2.00
(REFUNDABLE). ALLPASS TECHNOLOGIES, INC., 2844
CHARMONT DR., APOPKA, FL 32703-5972.

HSU

20013 Rainbow Way, Cerritos, CA 90701
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-924-7550 (Voice/Fax)

Sold lac my direct with a 30 day trial - money back
guarantee. 5 year manufacturer's defect warranty.

NEWEST REUBEN CUSS SHELF SPEAKER

SURPASSES FLOOR SYSTEMS-$3600.
1996 SPEAKER -SYSTEM PROTOTYPES
AT 50% DISCOUNT. (212) 580-7401. BY
APPOINTMENT ONLY.

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES?

TRUE SUBWOOFER
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at a very
affordable price.
The new HRSW12V
will extend the bass
of your stereo or
video system for
that "air shaking all
around you" effect.

stock an extensive line of

340 E. First Street
Dayton, Ohio 45402-1257
Phone: 513/222-0173
Fax: 513/222-4644

Background Music from Original Standard
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke
does... Better andgwes you the
Vocal Eliminator
LT Sound Dept AU -1
7988 LT Parkway

Parts Express is a full -line distributor of electronic parts and
accessories geared toward the
consumer electronics Industry
and the technical hobbyist, We

Parts Express'.

SINGERS!
VOCALS
Unlimited, Low Cost, Instantly Available
Price=

SPEAKER
CATALOG

REVOLUTIONARY WORLD CLASS TWEETER: Kryptonite- RIBBED Dome, 20,000 Gauss, No Basket, no surround. GLASSCONE'", RIBBED Woofers, with PARABOLE

surround. Zero modal break up. Mite Electronics, Box 403,
Stanford, IN 47463. FAX: (812) 825-3355 SENSATIONAL.
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IN WALL SPEAKERS, VOWMNE CONTROLS, SELECTOR
BOXES, WIRE, LOW PRICES. INFO SOUNDS GREAT, P.O.
BOX 160614C, ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32716.

OHM SPEAKERS 800 -ohm -1254

Upgrades and service plus complete speaker

systems from $200 to $7000 per pair. Ohm
Acoustics, 241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, NY
11205.

LOUDSPEAKERS

Spectra Dynamics

LOUDSPEAKERS

Deflex Acoustic Panels

BETTER

PHANTOM

SOUND

LOUDSPEAKER n
TECHNOLOGY

Enjoy 360° dispersion of high quality

sound outdoors! The 16" H a 6" W
redwood. weather resistant speakers
blend in naturally with landscape
around a pool, hot tub, or patio.

5400 a pair

//D
nn

30 -day money back guarantee

1-800-777-2780
PHANTOM SOUND, 7871 Kyles Station Rd , Middletown, OH 45044-9404

HALLADAY ACOUSTICS introduces the ERIN 2.2 full range
"Volksmonitor." SANDBAR- Oak cabinet, VIFA silk dome, 8"
PEERLESS woofer, and our TRANSILVER silver wired "perfect" crossover yield incredible results. Call or wnte for the
whole story and 1995 catalogue. HALLADAY ACOUSTICS, 73
Spring Street, Suite #8, Saratoga Springs. NY 12866. (518)
581-8095.

Using computer assisted design and
advanced polymers, Spectra Dynamics

has developed the Deflex Acoustic
Damping Panel. This unusual material
has a consistency of raw round steak.

)>

When used with speaker systems, Deflex

f)VirEkAlitA©
1001 WI PPIS

reduces cabinet resonances and internal
standing waves. The result is clean and
refined midrange frequencies, improved
bass definition, and an overall sound that

rq

is precise and realistic.

EDEEMZEIEDILLE1

"...A marked improvement was obvious from the
first few bars of REM's Automatic for the People
album..."
"...Vocals took on a air of presence that was
stunning compared to what had gone before..."
"...Rhythm was more definite and seemed to
'glue' the musical experience together..."

BY INCORPORATING THE
PREMIER ESOTEC, TWIN

15W 75'S, AND DUAL
PUSH-PULL ISOBIULIK

30W 100'S IN CLASSIC
D'APPOLITO SYMMETRY;

Hi Fi News 8, Record Review - March 1994

THE 1001 Min PPIS
REPRESENTS THE

"...The special surface pattern reduces standing
waves to cure boxiness and resonances without
killing the vitality of the sound..."

PINNACLE OF DYNAUDIO
POWER AND

TECHNOLOGY... WITHOUT

The VMPS Tower 11 Special Edition, the deluxe ver-

MUSICAL COMPROMISE.

NIA-,
1r TEL (2091 477.5045

NEW 1995 CATALOG -$2

7627 WOODSIDE STOCKTON CA 95207

REPAIR FOAM ROT
FOR YOURSELF!
SAT will save you hundreds of dollars! All
sizes including AR. Advent, BOSE. JBL.
Surrounds. adhesive & instructions.

tion, and an increase in liveliness without loss of
control..."
"...The result was sharper imaging, wider dynamics and a more natural sound..."

sion of an Audio Magazine "Best Buy" system, is

Hi -Fl Choice - January 1994

These high-tech cones are also now standard in our
flagship FF-1 Focused Field Array ($6800-

"...Deflex panels seemed to give greater tightness and control, improved internal clarity, and
better pitch definition - all without deadening
the sound in any way..."

Audiophile - January 1994

S27.95/pr. BOSE 901's SUM/ pr (incl.

The Deflex Panels are designed to be

S/H, No COD's) Do H yourself with SAT!

glued to the inside walls of the speaker

STEPP AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

PO Box 1088, Flat Rock. NC 28731

YI

800-747-3692 MC/VISA
704-697-9001 24 Hr.
Incl. make & model w/order

23 YEARS OF CRITICAL ACCLAIM

FULL ROOM STEREO1M
3-D STEREO IMAGE LOUDSPEAKERS
FREE CATALOGUE! 800-231-3458. No matter where you s
you will hear balanced 3-D stereo image with Ohm FRS
speakers. All Ohm speakers are designed to deliver FULL
ROOM STEREO-. American Records Inc., 409 Plandome

Rd., Manhasset, NY 11030. FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES/SERVICE. Discover/Visa/MasterCard/Amex.

HAL COX (FRIEND OF JIM LANSING), SINCE 1947 BUYS/

SELLS "HARTSFIELD". JBL, ALTEC, EV-PARAGON, OLYMPUS. SPECIAL: JBL 4312 BK MONITORS $499/PAIR.
SHIPS WORLDWIDE. VISA/MC. (415) 388-5711. FAX: (415)

388-3359. 164 TAMALPAIS AVENUE, MILL VALLEY, CA
94941. SAN FRANCISCO AREA.

VMPS factory assembled speakers. Lowest Prices, shipped
direct to you. Free Price sheet. Arthur Morgan, 886 East
Charing Cross Cir., Lake Mary, FL 32746.

enclosure. In a cabinet under 1/2 ft , only

one panel should be needed, mounted
right behind the woofer. Larger cabinets
will require more panels, applying them
first to the back wall and then to the side
walls. People who tend to listen to music
at louder volumes should consider covering most of the walls with Deflex Panels.

Standard Deflex Panel

$13.00
(280 x 210 x 10mm)
Deflex Subwoofer Panel
$22.00
(330mm diameter x 12mm)
Deflex Panel Adhesive
$8.00
(200m1)
Trade inquires welcome!

now available with exclusive handbuilt, phase -plugged

woven carbon fiber 12" woofers, the finest dynamic
drivers extant.

$7200pr), four of which made up the VMPS 1994
WCES Surround Sound display. After auditioning
every multichannel/Home Theater display at the
Show, the editor of Widescreen Review judged the
VMPS room best, and by a wide margin. Call or
write far copies of the full editorial, or for brochures
and test reports on all VMPS systems including our
four Sul: woofers ($289-$649ea), the OS0626 and

Dipole Surround A/V monitors ($289-$349ea),
OSO Series bookshelf systems, and more. Kit versions of most systems are available, and prices include free shipping in 48 states.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
Itone Audio

3429 Morningside Dr.
El Sobrante, CA 94803
(510) 222-4276 Fax: (510) 232-3837
Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston; Sounds Incredible, Brookfield CT; Dynamic Sound, Washington DC: Hifi Farm,

Roanoke VA. Home Theater Systems, Little Falls NJ; Mark
Curry, Las Vegas. NV: AMUG. Phoenix AZ; Rama Audio, Sun
Valley CA: American Audio. Greenville SC: Chattanooga Valley

Audio. Rossville GA; Tech Electronics, Gainesville FL: Arthur
Morgan. Lake Mary FL; DNA Audio, Orange City FL; Sounds
Deluxe. Clarendon Hills IL: Audio Exchange, Mishawaka IN;
Audio Connection, Terre Haute IN: Ruth Industries. St. Louis

MO: Shadow Creek Ltd. Minneapolis MN; Audio by Gil
Morrison, Detroit MI; Lookout Electronics. Longview WA.
Affordable Audio, Fresno, CA. Exclusively Entertainment.

Madisound Speaker Components
(8608 University Green)

Oceanside. CA. Hal Broda. Escondido CA: Christopher Hansen
Ltd., Beverly Hills CA; Audio Haven, Brea CA, Sounds Unique.

P.O. Box 44283
Madison, WI 53711 U.S.A.
Tel: 608-831-3433

James Romeyn, Petaluma CA: The Sound Room, Vancouver

Fax: 608-831-3771
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San Jose CA; Private Line Home Entertainment, Stockton
CA; Golden Ear, Chico CA; Itone Audio. El Sobrante CA;
BC Canada

LOUDSPEAKERS
Loudspeaker Sale: ADS L1290: $400: B&W Matrix I Series

II: $550: Canton Karat 920: $400: Celestion 100: $400:
Celestion SL6: $350: Cerwin Vega AT15: $500: DCM
TimeWindow 3: $500: Energy Ref. Con.22: $500: Genesis
Genre 1: $650; Harmon Kardon 60's: $1500: Infinity Kappa

Higher offering with CASH for your used Hi -End audio electron-

11AM-7PM, Mon. -Sat. Fax: (718) 961-8315 (NY)

WANTED SONY AMPS: TA2000F, TA313OF, TA3140F,
TA3200F. PIONEER 3 and 4 -way electronic crossovers. JBL
15" and 12" passive radiators. Paul: (313) 274-5983.

8.1: 5750: Infinity Ref. 6: $500; JBL THX Home Theatre
System: $2000: JBL L5: $650; Kindel PLS-A: $500: Klipsch
KG5.2: $500: Klipsch SW10: $500: Klipsch Forte II: $700:
Klipschorns: $2500: MB Quart 99OMCS: $1000; McIntosh

XR-16: $450: McIntosh XRT-18: $1000: Merlin Sig III:
$1200: Mirage SM2.5: $100: Near 50M: $800: Paradigm
11SE Mk3: $600: Paradigm 7SE Mkt: $300: Pinacle PN-5:
$75; Polk 4.6 Series 2: $150: Vandersteen 2CI: $600: Thiel
CS2: $1200. CALL: (217) 544-5252.

RECORDS
LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes,
record jackets, sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves, dividers,
much more! Free brochure: CABCO PRODUCTS, ROOM 663,
POB 8212, COLUMBUS, OH 43201. (614) 267-8468.

PRESERVE + MAINTAIN + RESTORE '"
LP-78RPM-4CH Pickering Stanton Shure Nitty Gritty
Vacuum Record Cleaners from $99.95 Special Brushes &
Fluids 3 -Speed Turntables Signal Processors Discounts

Free Catalog! KAB Electro-Acoustics, P.O. Box 2922,

HELP WANTED

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS/CONVERTERS!

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS

WE BUY, SELL, REPAIR ALL MAKES/

EXT 11325.

MODELS! ASK ABOUT OUR INDUSTRY EXCLUSIVE UPGRADE/REFERRAL PROGRAM!
MEMBER UNITED STATES BUSINESS BUREAU & NATIONAL CONSUMER CABLE ASSOCIATION! FREE CATALOG: 800-407-4444
OR 305-428-8944!

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS: JERROLD, ZE-

NITH, OAK, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTIC, ALL
BRANDS AVAILABLE. LINK YOURSELF TO

THE FUTURE! VISA, MASTERCARD,
C.O.D.'S ACCEPTED. CABLELINX, INC.:
1-800-501-0095.

HALF MILE VINYL Quality pee -owned LPt. F/Information,
Catalog. SASE: Box 98, East Wareham, MA 02538. (508)

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS! JERROLD, OAK, ZENITH, SCI-

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

ENTIFIC ATLANTA, PIONEER...EXCELLENT PRICES!
PERSONABLE SERVICE! 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! INNOVATIVE ELECTRONICS INC. 800-493-5474

Catalog $3 In USA, $5 elsewhere - refundable

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS 1-800-525-1630
P.O. BOX 2043 SALINA, KS 67402-2043
1.913-825-8609 FAX 1-913-825-0156

Visa
MasterCard

ALL MAJOR BRANDS. ABSOLUTELY THE LOWEST
PRICES! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. NOBODY BEATS
US! R P ELECTRONICS: 1-800-304-3604.

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP. BUYING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Since 1984. The

Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown, PA 19046.

TUBE HIFI, CORNER SPEAKERS, THEATER & AUDITORIUM TUBE AMPS, McIntosh, Attec, RCA, Western Electric, Jensen, Maranlz, Heath, Dynaco, Craftsman, Eico, Etc.
Sonny 405-737-3312.

US 1st Exporter, David Yo since 1977 always buying: Tube
Maranlz, McIntosh, ARC, Quad, Leak, Fisher, Dynaco, Vintage
speakers, units from Western Electric, Tannoy, EV, JBL, Altec,
Jensen, Thorens TD124, Garrard 301, etc. P.O. Box 280802,
Northridge, CA 91328-0802. Tel: 818-701-5633.

plies including: Kimber Kap, MIT MultiCap, Solen,
WIMA, Wonder Caps, Hovland MusiCap, RAM Labs
and Golden Dragon Tubes, Kimber Kable, DH Labs,
Vampire, Cardas, WBT, Neutrik, Magnequest"' Output
Transformers, Caddock, Holco, and Mills Resistors, etc.
Plus Lots of Enclosures and Custom Chassis. Send $12

(U.S./Canada) or $16 (International). Or call (303)
470-6585, fax (303) 791-5783. Visa/MC Accepted.
Welborne Labs, P.O. Box 260198, Littleton, CO
80126-0198.

Premium Grade Parts
Don't Pay More!
Absolutely the best selection of audiophile grade pans
featuring these vendors and many more. Free catalog!
MIT MULTICAP, WONDER CAP, SOLES:, SCR, REL-CAP,

1-800-677-0321.

HEXERED diodes, Sow foil inductors, all types of audio

connectors, silver contact toggle & rotary switches.
stepped attenuator kits, hospital grade plugs, tubes.

CAR STEREO
"STEREO WORLD" is your discount sound source
with great deals on car and home stereo: JVC. Sony,
Crunch, Orion ,Pioneer, Hi-Fonics, Blaupunkt, Polk, Ken wood, Scosche EFX, JBL, Infinity and many others. We
Carry alarms and a full line of installation kits. Please call

tools, IC's, super selection of damping materials & feet.
International/overseas orders are especially welcome!
Phone (415) 669-7181 or fax (415) 669-7558 for a catalog.

Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937

or write for current FREE sales flyer. FREE UPS in 48
states. Our 7th year. Visa/MC; COD accepted. P.O. Box
596, Monroe, NY 10950 (914) 782-6044.

SERVICES

ACCUPHASE
AUTHORIZED SERVICE AND PARTS for all Accuphase products. Contact: ACCUTECH, 206 E. Sfar of India Lane, Carson,
CA 90746. TEL (310) 324-7406, FAX (310) 324-7422. Hours:

9am-4pm Pacific lime.

Inexpensive repairs on amplifiers, preamps, receivers and
signal processors. Flat rates on Hailer, Dynaco, and Phase
Linear. Fax/Phone Midwest Power: 614-351-0895.

Audio Equipment Built, Repaired, Modified and Restored
by Richard Modafferi, independent consultant to Audio Classics, Ltd., inventor, and former Senior Engineer at McIntosh.
AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD. POB 176RTM, Walton, NY 13856
Phone: 607-865-7200 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., FAX:
607-865-7222.

BLANK TAPES

2-6pm, WEEKDAYS.

It could happen to you.
You're already obsessed with audio. Are you ready for a
little experimentation? Try a hands-on approach. Start off simple - put together your own cables, apply dampening material
to a chassis. And then it happens - the DIY bug bites.
Order The Parts Connection 1995 Catalog 8 Resource
Guide and we'll be there to support your first steps towards
DIY audio. It's an entertaining read loaded with invaluable
resources, how-to information, premium audiophile -grade
parts, upgrade and complete kits to get you on your way.
Simply send $10 and mailing information to receive the
1995 Catalog 8 Resource Guide as well as a Discount Coupon
worth $10 off a purchase over $100 or $25 off a purchase
over $250.' Do it today - then do it yourself.
Cr credit card information

TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000
ice! 5.95 SHIPPING FREE CAT.

Well beat an

MAXELL

SONY

WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL, MARANTZ OLD
EQUIPMENT. SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY:
310-320-7020, 22130 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE, #A,

DH

TORRANCE, CA 90502.

L750BTHG

AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS-SELLS-TRADESREPAIRS High
End Audio Components. CALL for a quote. See our ad at the
beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD., POB
176WB, Walton, NY 13856. Phone: 607-865-7200. 8AM-5PM

CHECKOUT OUR KITS!!! MOSFET Power Amplifiers,
Single -Ended 300B Triode Amps; Passive, Buffered and
Class -A Linestages; Phonodrives, Softstarts, and Active Crossovers. Largest Selection of Parts and Sup-

BRANDS 24 HOUR SHIPPING. VCI

MARANTZ & ALL VINTAGE EQUIPMENT, HIGH -END. No
one pays MORE, working or not! N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282,

McIntosh Solid state, Westem, JBL, Altec. Tannoy, EV, Jensen,
Speakers & Horn, EMT Turntable, Oftofon Arm, Temma--(516)
942-1212, (516) 496-2973.

250 PAGE CATALOG and DESIGN MANUAL:

NICHICON MUSE, BLACK GATE, CADDOCK, VISHAY, MILLS,
HoLco, RESISTA, TDK, ALPS, NOBLE, EAR, DEFLEX PANELS,
CARDAS, K1MBER, ACROTECH, & pure silver chassis wires,

AAAALWAYS PAYING TOP $s FOR CLEAN, COLLECTABLE

McINTOSH TUBE AND SOLID STATE, MARANTZ TUBE,
WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL-PARAGON, HARTSFIELDS,
ETC. & ALNICO PARTS. EV PATRICIANS, GEORGIANS &
MISC. PARTS. M. LEVINSON, KRELL, ARC, SPECTRAL
ETC. CALL ME LAST ONLY WHEN YOU'RE READY TO
SELL! JOHN: 1-800-628-0266.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

at fair prices! Extensive deep in stock inventory
CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE MONEY,
DON'T RENT! NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICE!
CALL US LAST FOR THE BEST PRICE!! ALL

WANTED TO BUY
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR YOUR USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT
HI Fl EXCHANGE (718) 423-0400.

AT HOME. CALL TOLL FREE. 1-800-467-5566.

VISA/MC/C.O.D. ASK FOR JOHN OR BILL!

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS. BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS,
Analogue Productions
Mobile Fidelity - Wilson
Reference Recording - Chesky
Sheffield Lab - Harmonia Mundi
Proprius - RCA Living Stereo - Klavier
Mercury Living Presence plus many more
in and out of pnnt recordings,

MOVIESOUND NEWSLETTER. The state of film audio tracks
in theaters and at home. $8/year (4 -issues). Send $2 for two
sample issues. P.O. Box 7304, Suite269A, No. Hollywood, CA
91603.

CABLE TV

Plainfield, N.J. 07062-0922 (908)754-1479.

295-2508.
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ic equipment. EASTERN AUDIO, (718) 961-8256.
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THE PARTS
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OVER 200 DIFFERENT. SAME DAY SHIPPING. M -F, 8-5

1-800-769-0747
(U.S. & Canada only)
Tel (905) 829-5858
Fax (905) 829-5388
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Audiophile Systems

...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!
SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL INC.

203 Flagship Dr.-Lutz, FL USA 33549
PH: 813-948-2707 Fax: 813-948-2907

It would mean
the world to them.
Recycling keeps working to protect

their future when you buy products
made from recycled materials. For

CD CABINETS

a free brochure, write Buy Recycled,

Environmental Defense Fund, 257
Park Avenue South, New York, NY

10010, or call 1-800-CALL-EDF.

6EPA

ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE
FUND

AUDIO, April 1995, Volume 79, Number 4.
AUDIO (ISSN 0004-752X, Dewey Decimal
STORADISC"- See why CD Review picked our Library
Series as their "top choice". Fine -furniture quality in a variety
of finishes and sizes. Call or write DAVIDSON-WHITEHALL,

Number 621.381 or 778.5) is published

555 Whitehall Street, Atlanta, GA 30303. 1-800-848-9811.

monthly by Hachette Filipacchi Magazines,
Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Hachette
Filipacchi USA, Inc., at 1633 Broadway, New

FOR SALE

York, N.Y. 10019. Printed in U.S.A. at Dyers-

MONEY
SPENT SOUNDLY
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, INC.
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POLK
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AND MORE!
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MINN (212)

229-1622

143 Vilest 26th Street, New York, NY 10001

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

burg, Tenn. Distributed by Warner Publisher

Services Inc. Second class postage paid at
New York, N.Y. 10019 and additional mail-

ing offices. Subscriptions in the United
States, $24.00 for one year, $42.00 for two
years, $58.00 for three years; other countries
except Canada, add $8.00 per year; in Canada, $32.00 for one year (includes 7% GST;
Canadian GST registration number
126018209).

AUDIO® is a registered trademark of Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc. ©1995, Ha-

chette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc. All rights
reserved. The Editor assumes no responsibility for manuscripts, photos, or artwork. The
Publisher, at his sole discretion, reserves the
right to reject any ad copy he deems inappropriate.

Subscription Service: Postmaster, please
Millions of your prime prospects can be
found in the industry leading titles of
Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.
To place a classified ad, simply call
Toll -Free and reserve your space today!

1-800-445-6066 (9am-5pm EST)
In Canada: 1-212-767-5750

send change of address to AUDIO, P.O. Box

52548, Boulder, Colo. 80321-2548. Allow
eight weeks for change of address. Include
both old and new address and a recent address label. If you have a subscription problem, please write to the above address or call
303/604-1464; fax, 303/604-7455.
Back Issues: For information, write to P.O.
Box 7085, Brick, N.J. 08723.
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'Pioneer

Elite 7NC-5 mini System

s what you get when you buy the MC -5 ($2,000): An
FM/A

1111

tuner with 36 presets, an amp rated at 40 watts per channel
into 8
ms, an auto -reverse cassette deck with Dolby B/C NR and
HX Pro' headroom extension (as well as auto bias, level, and EQ), a
CD playo with Legato Link D/A conversion for helping to restore
highs, an' a pair of crossoverless bass -reflex
speakers, ch containing a 51/2 -inch woofer
and a 1 -inch tweeter, with a frequency range of
40 Hz to 35 kHz. Unfortunately, you also get an
unfriendly system

GRAF: c

111X 4E1

NoiseGard Mobile Headphones

remote, with an
Sennheiser's HDC 451 ($249) delivers more music with a
lot less ambient noise. The headphones are a low-pressure,
supra -aural design, fairly comfortable for extended wear.
They're more dynamic and convey a much better sense of

instrumental timbre than the standard
"el cheapo" portables you may own already. But the real reason to buy the
Sennheisers is the combination of ear-

that polarity -invert external noise,
chiefly from 80 to about 800 Hz, and
fold it into the

G RA

no CD pause, and a
bland layout that frequently had me select-

speakers tend toward a claustrophobic sound, whether you're in a state of
Unpluggedness or kicking out the jams with the band that shares its name
with this Pioneer system. Compared with the Harman Kardon Festival
500 ("PlayBack," November 1994) and the Marantz Slim Series (January
1995), the MC -5 doesn't measure up.
K.R.

audio line. A
box holds batteries, switch,

control, no numeric

CD track buttons,

ing wrong controls.
Back -panel cable
connections seem
especially tangled.
And the bookshelf

piece -mounted mikes and microcircuits

belt -clip -sized

imprecise volume

B+

and connec-

For literature, circle No. 126

tions. The effect is uncanny.

Turn the box on, and most

background grunge goes

MARANTZ_

away. Your music is clearer,
even at reduced volume. Mi-

,

LCD410
Personal TV/Radio

nor downers: There's no
mini -plug to 1/4 -inch phone

adaptor; you'll need one to use the
Sennheisers with your main system. (On the
other hand, a dual -mini airline adaptor is provided.) And the two AA batteries that power
the system are not supplied. Still, the important things are well done. The 'phones themselves are fine: Bass is solid, mids good, highs

a bit soft but eminently listenable. And the
NoiseGard circuitry is truly useful and startlingly effective.
Aaron Frederick
For literature, circle No. 125

"PlayBack" mini -reviews are the result
of short, sweet, and sometimes deadly
testing by our all -too -experienced edi-

tors and writers. These hands -and ears -only write-ups may look like new
product announcements, but the grades

and text reflect what the reviewer
thought after less than an afternoon's
"honeymoon."-E.P.

ty
u
is c
t

1

ny doubts you may have about the picture qualipocket TV will likely be quelled after a few min the LCD410 ($799). The 4 -inch color LCD
renders an excellent image, with startlingly real epth and contrast. Brightness, color, and tint con -

are admirably precise. Capable of receiving 68
UHF channels, the TV tuner is easy to pro -

The telescopic antenna may serve you
urban areas, but I live between
ork and Philadelphia, so I needed an external antenna; an adaptor cable is supplied with the TV, as is a 9-V
a.c. adaptor. Nice touches include two let-

terbox modes, a "Reverse" button that turns the
image upside-down (to facilitate special mounting of the
unit), and a "Dimmer" for economy operation if you power the TV
from the battery pack (stretching the life of six AA cells to 21/2

GRADE: B+

hours). The only drawback, apart from the telescopic antenna's sensitivity to shock, is the TV's audio, which is rather tinny via the speaker (the tuner of the
built-in FM/AM radio sounds better). Headphones help, but the jack is wired for a single
mono earphone; you'll need an adaptor to hear through both sides of stereo 'phones. K.R.
For literature, circle No. 127
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As virtually eVeryspeaker manufacturer
rushes to deliver "home theater" speakers to the marketplace, M&K amasses
nearly twenty years of experience in the
field-dating back to Hollywood screening -room installations in the 1970s.
M&K engineers have
spert well
over a
decade
studying
the varied
aspects of
surround
sound-including encoding and decoding: soundtrack recording:
and the differences between reproducing
sound in theaters and in homes.
M&K speakers excel in the reproduction of all source material. Accuracy. low
coloration, pinpoint imaging, wide
dynamic range. and deep -bass reproduction are all critical for music as well
as film soundtracks. M&K Satellites and
Subwoofers have been acclaimed for
these attributes since the '70s.
And this is why M&K knows that any
speaker that claims to be optimized for
either music or film sound, one at the
expense of the other. will never reproduce either one properly.

acter when their sound moves from left
to r ght or front to back in your room.
Even if you are just adding an M&K
subwoofer, frcnt/center, or surround

M&K

COMPONENT
SPEAKERS
FOR THE

HOME

THEATER
speaker to your present system. M&K's
unique timbre controls allow you to
line -tune" the sound of your new M&K
speakers to achieve the closest possi-

ble timbre -match witi your existing
speaker3-even if they are not M&Ks.

M&K Center Channel Speakers
Bewa-e of inexpensive "center channel" speakers. In Pro-_ogic, the center
channel speaker is dr ven the
hardest, and often
reproduces
as much
sound as the
left and right
speakers
combined.
Each one of M&K s
six individually -available Satellites
has exceptional dynallIC range and high
output to meet and e>ceed the tremendous demands of the center channel.

M&K Powered Subwoofers
Legendary for their massive output,
exceptional detail. and articulation.
M&K's thirteen internally -powered Sub woofers set the industry's standards for
high-pe-formance deep bass.
M&K's innovative Push -Pull Dual
Driver subwoofers deliver a major
improvement by virtually eliminating
even -order harmoric distortion, and
doubling efficiency (same as doubling
amplifier power) with four times the
output of single criver subwoofers.
Alhether you chpose our state-ofthe-art Home THX Audio speaker
system. an add}-oi set of surround
speakers, or anything in between,
nc other speakers will give you the
exciting performance. sound quality,
flexibility and compatibility of M&K's
home theater component speakers.

M&K Home Theater Systems
Conventional speakers make the
music and effects on film soundtracks compressed and dull. But
M&K's exciting dynamics and
"quick" transients give you precise
3-D imaging and a lifelike presence.
M&K Satellites are timbre matched, using virtually identical
speaker drivers. crossovers, and frequency response, for a seamless 360
surround -sound performance. With
an all-M&K home theater system.
voices and effects do not change char-

WCMILLER e. KREISEL

SOUND CORPORATON
10391 Jefferson Blvd.. Culver City. CA 90232
(310) 204-2854 Fax: (313) 202-8782
THX s a egstered trademark cl acasArts Entertainment Co
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